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Figure 1.1. Illustration showing an interacting macromolecular assembly of enzyme 
substrate binding event. In addition to conformational changes needed for the 
macromolecules to successfully bind, surface and buried waters are inevitably expelled (as 
shown by arrows). Water molecules can also bind to specific chemical groups on the surface 
of the enzyme or substrate (shown in purple) that are sufficiently hydrophilic. Major 
contribution to the free energy of binding includes energy associated with conformational 
changes, breaking surface-water hydrogen bonds and ultrafast solvent reorganization. 
Additional energetic cost is incurred if water molecules beyond the first shell from an 
interface are have high dynamical constraint. It is therefore of interest to understand the role 
of water and its fluctuations near a variety of interfacial heterogeneity. ................................ 1 
Figure 1.2. Water molecules in the bulk can rapidly switch its hydrogen bonding partner to 
another favorable neighbor via the three-body angular jump mechanism proposed by Laage 
et. al. The reactant configuration includes two water molecules which are hydrogen bonded 
to a common neighboring water molecule. During the initiation step of this termolecular 
reaction, the oxygen atom of one the water extends its electron density to the hydrogen of 
another water molecule in its vicinity which is already thereby forming a transition state. A 
key step in switching hydrogen bond involves an angular jump by the constrained water 
molecule in the direction away from its original neighbor. The product state appears release 
of the original hydrogen bond and formation of a new one with another neighboring water.
......................................................................................................................................................... 5 
Figure 1.3. (A) 2D-IR pulse sequence involving interaction of three mid-infrared pulses with 
wave vectors k1, k2 and k3 and time intervals of t1, t2 and t3. Scanning the waiting time delay 
between the first two excitation and detection pulses enables the observation of underlying 
dynamics within a system. First and third time delays are Fourier transformed which results 
in a frequency domain spectrum. (B) Schematic representation of the box geometry 
implemented which spatially separates the three pulses along the three corners of a box. 
Emitted signal field appears on the fourth corner which is essentially background free. ...... 7 
Figure 1.4. Schematic for 2D-IR setup consisting of two independent optical parametric 
amplifier and difference frequency generation segment which enables down conversion of 
100 fs, 800 nm output from our regenerative amplifier to mid-IR wavelengths. DFG output is 
split to create excitation and detection pulses. ........................................................................... 8 
Figure 1.5. Vector diagram showing the direction of emitted field for rephasing and non-
rephasing signal. The two contribution to the response function is acquired individually as a 
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separate 2D signal. Each mid-infrared beam is represented by the four corners of the box. 
The direction of the emitted field is governed by the phase matching conditions for a given 
response function. By swapped the time-ordering of the two excitation pulses without 
changing the physical positions rephasing and non-rephasing spectra can be acquired. ...... 9 
Figure 1.6. A schematic representation of a 2D-IR spectra for a vibrational mode centered 
around 2000 cm-1. At early waiting times (t2) between the excitation detection pulses, the 
spectrum appears sufficiently broadened along the diagonal due to inhomogeneous 
broadening. At later waiting times, the system effectively samples the available microscopic 
environments which results in a loss of correlation between excited and detected 
frequencies (indicated by the dashed wiggly curve). This change in the shape or slope of the 
spectrum is characterizes the spectral diffusion, which is the main observable from 2D-IR 
experiments. ................................................................................................................................ 10 
Figure 1.7. Initial excitation of a single water molecule from the ground to the first 
vibrational level in the OH stretching frequency (~3400 cm-1) mode. The excited molecule 
then relaxes to the ground state at ultrafast timescales by coupling itself with the overtone 
band of the bend mode manifold. Eventually, the delocalized energy is further dissipated into 
the librational modes of hydrogen bonded water molecules. Both stretch and bend modes of 
water lie in the infrared region of the spectrum (1000 – 3000 cm-1), while librational mode 
lie in the much lower energy THz region (<200 cm-1) of the electromagnetic spectrum. .... 12 
Figure 1.8. Illustration depicting the scope of this dissertation. Apart from differences in the 
magnitude of the slowdown, we still lack an agreement regarding the length scale for the 
extent of slowdown from the interface. The present work aims to provide quantitative 
evidence for the observed dynamical slowdown with local structure and global hydrogen 
bond network properties of water near a variety of interfaces with different chemical and 
structural heterogeneity as well as explores the extent of this perturbation. ....................... 15 
 
Figure 2.1. (A) Linear FT-IR spectra of the CN stretching mode of thiocyanate in reverse 
micelles of varying size factors and in bulk water. The CN stretch in reverse micelles is red 
shifted by 10-12cm-1 relative to that in bulk water. (B) FT-IR spectra of thiocyanate in 
reverse micelles (w0 = 4, green) and in presence of different competing anions of chloride 
(red) and iodide (cyan) show that the additional ions result in a growth on the red side of the 
absorption spectrum. (C) FT-IR spectra of sodium thiocyanate in normal phase micelles 
shows that addition of competing anions does not alter the thiocyanate absorption spectrum.
....................................................................................................................................................... 28 
Figure 2.2. (A) Cartoon representation of reverse micelles studied in this work using DTAB 
as surfactant and thiocyanate anion as a vibrational probe which we find to have preferential 
association with the positively charged interface of the surfactant. (B) Absorptive 2D-IR 
spectra of sodium thiocyanate in bulk D2O and in reverse micelles of w0 = 8 at early (200 fs) 
and later (700 fs) waiting times. Diagonal elongation of the peak in reverse micelles persists 
for much longer that in bulk water indicating slower spectral diffusion. The observed 
anharmonicity in for thiocyanate in reverse micelles is found to be 25 cm-1 while in bulk 
water it is determined to be 40 cm-1. Perturbation to the vibrational potential suggest 
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proximity of thiocyanate to the charged surfactant interface. (C) Decays of the rephasing 
amplitudes of thiocyanate using the 0-1 transition in different isotopes of bulk water shows 
an order of magnitude longer vibrational lifetime for thiocyanate in D2O compared to that in 
H2O. Lifetimes values were obtained via fitting the rephasing data using three exponentials 
and the longest time constant is reported here. ....................................................................... 30 
Figure 2.3. (A) Frequency-frequency correlation function, C(t2) for the CN stretch mode (at 
2055 cm-1) in reverse micelles of different size factors up to w0 = 12. Time constants have 
been obtained by fitting experimental data to a single exponential function with an offset. 
Errors reported here are one standard deviation from the fit. The smallest reverse micelles 
(w0 = 4) data is prone to scatter due to inherently low signal amplitude. Overall, we find a 
roughly 3-5 times slowdown compared to bulk water, which is appears to be independent of 
the size of water nanopool. (B) Comparing FFCF decays for thiocyanate in reverse micelles 
(w0 = 4) with and without added chloride and iodide. In H2O, the spectral diffusion time 
constant of 0.5 ± 0.07 ps is obtained consistent with bulk water dynamics. The spectral 
diffusion time constant in w0 = 4 reverse micelles in H2O was found to be 3.2 ± 0.5 ps, while 
in the presence of chloride and iodide the time constants are 3.6 ± 0.9 ps and 3.9 ± 1.1 ps, 
respectively. Such similar values indicate no displacement of thiocyanate from the interface 
due to additional anions. (C) The FFCF decay for thiocyanate in normal phase micelles in D2O 
with and without the competitive anions again indicates no displacement of the probe from 
the interface. ................................................................................................................................ 32 
Figure 2.4. (A) FT-IR spectrum for thiocyanate in bulk water, in regular micelles using DTAB 
as surfactant and in regular micelles again with SDS as surfactant. The CN stretching 
frequency for thiocyanate appears at 2055 cm-1 when DTAB is used. When sodium dodecyl 
sulfate (SDS) as surfactant is used, which has a negatively charged headgroup, the CN stretch 
is consistent with bulk water environment. (B) 2D-IR FFCFs comparing the dynamics of 
thiocyanate in bulk D2O and surfactants containing positive (DTAB) and negative (SDS) 
headgroups. Spectral dynamics for thiocyanate in SDS are consistent with bulk D2O 
indicating that the probe is displaced from the interface of the surfactant. Experimental data 
points have been fitted to single exponentials with an offset. For the SDS case the offset has 
been set to zero for comparison. ................................................................................................ 35 
Figure 2.5. (A) Molecular structure of the DTAB surfactant used in this study for preparing 
micelles. Protons attached to the trimethylamine headgroup and adjacent carbon is 
highlighted in red and green. (B) 1H NMR spectrum of DTAB only and in presence of different 
sodium thiocyanate concentrations in D2O. Each peak in the spectrum corresponds to 
specific protons in the surfactant molecule. Highlighted peaks correspond to protons at (red) 
or near (green) the surfactant headgroup. Integration values and a spectrum prediction 
algorithm have been used to perform assignments. Increasing the ratio of sodium 
thiocyanate to DTAB concentration correlates with perturbation of the headgroup protons. 
(C) Proton NMR spectra for the regular micelles as in (B) but here studied by varying the 
identity of counter anions. The ratio of salt to surfactant is kept constant with iodide being 
the exception because iodide tends to cause precipitation of the micellar self-assembly. 
Increasing perturbation to the head group protons in DTAB clearly follows the chaotropicity 
ordering of chloride, iodide and thiocyanate in the Hofmeister series. ................................. 36 
 
Figure A.2-1. (A) 1H NMR spectra of 100 mM DTAB in D2O. Also shown are integration values 
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for protons attached to all the carbons in the surfactant molecule. The integration values 
have been referenced using the 9 trimethyl protons in the surfactant headgroup. Spectra 
were obtained by averaging 16 scans, baseline and phase corrected to yield absorptive 
lineshapes. (B) Predicted NMR spectra for the surfactant molecule using Mnova NMRPredict 
algorithm. The algorithm captures the major chemical shifts for the protons corresponding 
to the surfactant tail and headgroup regions. Peak positions for protons in the trimethyl 
amine and the alpha carbon appear swapped due to close chemical shifts values, but the 
splitting pattern predicted matches well with the experimental data (singlet for trimethyl 
protons and triplet for the alpha carbon). The quintet splitting pattern and chemical shift 
values are especially well predicted for carbon #11, which contains 4 neighboring protons. 
Chemical shift values for protons in the alkyl surfactant tail region are in excellent agreement 
with the experimental data. ........................................................................................................ 45 
Figure A.2-2. Computed electron density map for the surfactant studied in this work. 
Electron density is color coded using the electrostatic potential. Blue color represents lack 
of electron density while red corresponds to increased electron density. The positive charge 
in the molecule can be seen to be localized at the trimethylamine group. ............................ 48 
Figure A.2-3. (A) Optimized geometry for thiocyanate in the presence of one H2O molecule. 
Formation of a hydrogen bond between the nitrogen in thiocyanate and water blue shifts the 
CN stretching frequency. (B) Optimized thiocyanate structure in the presence of a single unit 
of positive charge. The positive charge near the thiocyanate was chosen to mimic the charged 
environemnt that thiocyanate experiences near the cationic surfactant interface. (C) A more 
realistic model of the environment in micelles was considered by replacing the bare positive 
charge with ethyl(trimethyl) ammonium cation and (D) butyl(trimethyl) ammonium cation. 
The spectral shifts of thiocyanate CN stretching frequency in the presence of these bulky 
cations also show a trend that is consistent with those determined experimentally in 
micelles. ........................................................................................................................................ 48 
 
Figure 3.1. (A) Two simulated hen egg while lysozyme (HEWL) proteins constraining water 
molecules at inter-protein distances of 10 and 20 Å. Cylindrical water selections simulate 
hydration dynamics in slow, crowded environments relative to fast, bulk-like environments. 
(B) Spherical droplets of bulk water with diameters of 10 and 20 Å. To eliminate edge effects 
in spherical droplets, one layer of water molecules (~2.5 Å) is excluded and the remaining 
inner sphere is used for analysis. Similar rejection of the interface was also performed in the 
case of binary protein simulations along the lateral surface. (C) Average hydrogen bond 
numbers for waters in between two HEWL proteins and within the spherical droplets of bulk 
water. The error bars represent one standard deviation from mean values. (D) Hydrogen 
bond coordination distribution (i.e. the degree distribution) for crowded (left) and bulk 
(right) water. Degree distributions for crowded water shift to a higher degree with increased 
inter-protein distance, whereas in bulk water droplets, the average degree remains constant 
with increasing diameter. ........................................................................................................... 52 
Figure 3.2. (A) Global clustering coefficient values for water simulated in crowded (binary 
protein) and bulk (pure water) environments. Error bars represent one standard deviation 
obtained using simulation snapshots separated by 15-20 ps. Large fluctuations arise from 
small water droplets (5 and 10 Å) with few molecules. Clustering coefficient values do not 
show any dependence on spatial distance, either in crowded or bulk environments, 
indicating local network characteristics are unaltered due to crowding. (B) Log-log plot for 
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the average path length <d> versus the average number of network nodes <N> for different 
water droplet diameters (5 – 40 Å). This global network characteristic shows a linear 
dependence for bulk water, indicating that the average path length is proportional to a non-
linear power of the number of nodes. Error bars for both the abscissa and ordinate are one 
standard deviation for the corresponding variables averaged over all simulation snapshots. 
A perfectly crystalline 3D-lattice has an exponent of 0.33, which is indistinguishable from 
our measured slope of 0.32 ± 0.1. (C) Average path length analysis for waters in between two 
HEWL proteins at separations of 5 – 35 Å (without protein position restraints) and 7-37 Å 
(with restraints). The reduced error bars <N> with position restraints reflects the impact 
that protein fluctuations have on the volume of the crowded region. (D) Distance-normalized 
average path lengths for water in crowded and bulk-like environments. Average network 
distances were obtained by multiplying the average path length by a constant distance of 3.5 
Å. In the case of bulk water, no variation is observed whereas crowded water fits well to an 
exponential decay function. (E) Average path length as a function of the number of nodes in 
the network for crowded water. A smaller cylindrical selection was used to compute 
topology, such that the diameter of cylinder < inter-protein distances. The linear dependence 
is consistent with a 1D lattice model. (F) Average path length normalized by “effective” 
distance for the selected water volumes becomes roughly constant beyond 2-3 water shells.
....................................................................................................................................................... 55 
Figure 3.3. (A) Vibrational density of states (VDOS) spectra for the first shell of water 
molecules around binary HEWL proteins in the crowded region. Varying the inter-protein 
distances from 5 Å to 35 Å mimic different degrees of crowding which has no influence on 
the VDOS spectra. Relative to bulk water, the first shell water molecules show depleted 
intensity in the hydrogen bonded stretching region. (B) VDOS spectra for water molecules in 
the second shell in the crowded region. The second shell spectra agree well with the 
spectrum of bulk water indicating that the collective dynamical motion of water in the 
second hydration shell is bulk-like. (C) Difference spectra for first shell waters with different 
inter-protein distances relative to the VDOS spectrum of bulk water. (D) Difference VDOS 
spectrum for water molecules in the second hydration shell. ................................................ 58 
Figure 3.4. (A) Snapshot of the crowded region at 5 Å inter-protein distance. The residues 
are color coded by B-factor (Å2) as a measure of their structural fluctuations. For the 5 Å case, 
nearly all the atoms are constrained. (B) At 10 Å separation, the side chain fluctuations are 
increased as well as those of the backbone atoms of the helices. (C) Histogram comparing the 
root mean square fluctuations (Å) for every protein atom in the crowded region. There is a 
gradual increase in the degree of atomic fluctuations with increasing inter-protein distances. 
(D) Experimental 2D-IR frequency-fluctuation correlation function measurements using 
[Re(CO)3(H2O)3]Br as a vibrational probe without labeling the HEWL. The decay, arising 
from spectral diffusion, show bulk-like hydration dynamics (~1 ps), even at a concentration 
(115 mg/ml) near the dynamical transition point observed previously using surface-labeled 
HEWL. ........................................................................................................................................... 60 
Figure 3.5. Time correlation functions for hydrogen bond switching dynamics of water 
confined between (A) flexible and (B) restrained proteins. (C) Hydrogen bond lifetime is 
determined by the long-time component of biexponential fits to the curves in (A) and (B). 
Error bars represent deviations of fits from the correlation data. We attribute the short time 
component to fast librational motion of water which appears to remain invariant with inter-
protein separation, as observed in our VDOS analysis. At very small inter-protein separations 
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(5-7 Å) substantial (< 3.5) slowdown in dynamics is observed, likely attributable to the 
excluded volume effect and hydrophilic interactions with the surface residues. With a slight 
increase in protein separation, the dynamical timescale falls sharply to ~3 ps (the bulk value 
is shown as a dashed line). (D) Under dilute conditions, analysis of the hydrogen bond 
correlation function shows that when considering the water molecules within 7 Å of the 
protein, there is no difference between flexible and restrained protein molecules, indicating 
a lack of dynamical coupling between the water and protein dynamics on this time scale. 63 
 
Figure A.3-1. (A) Local clustering coefficient of a node in a graph, G which is based on 
counting the number of links its neighbors can make with each other. For a node to have a 
high clustering coefficient, large populations of three-body constrained geometries need to 
be present. From our geometric criteria a constrained 60° angle is difficult and is only likely 
to be present during the transition state of hydrogen bond switching. (B) Plot showing local 
clustering coefficient for water in between the two Lysozyme protein and in different 
spherical droplets with diameters equal to the various inter-protein distances. ................. 71 
Figure A.3-2. (A) Distributions of path lengths calculated for hydrogen bond (HB) networks 
in bulk water droplets. Spatial dimensions in the range 10 - 45 Å have been used. Obtaining 
a distribution for the 5 Å diameter containing only few water molecules was not feasible so 
original selection is used which does not discard the lateral interface. (B) Path length 
distributions for HB networks in between two lysozyme proteins. A bimodal population 
distribution can be seen that has been fitted using sum of two gaussian where the path length 
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Figure A.3-3. (A) Degree correlation matrix for water in the crowded region between two 
lysozyme proteins. The correlation matrix is normalized by area. The symmetric nature of 
the degree correlation matrix indicates that HB networks across different dimensions of the 
system lack any correlation in linking nodes of varying degree. The HB network does not 
show any assortative or disassortative characteristics implying that high degree nodes have 
equal preference for connecting to smaller nodes and vice-versa. Water molecules inherently 
can form a maximum of 4 bonds and the correlation map also shows a maximum at four 
coordination number between donor and acceptor degree. (B) Degree correlation map for 
bulk water droplets studied in this work. The average degree (number of hydrogen bonds) 
shows slight variations between the lysozyme and bulk water cases at small spatial 
dimensions, particularly for the 5 Å distance. For this dimension we are looking at only 3-4 
water molecules, hence a broad distribution is expected. The intensity magnitudes for the 
bulk water and binary proteins are slightly different but consistent with each other across 
different spatial distances. Overall, the distribution pattern does not show any variation 
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Figure A.3-4. (A) Mean square displacements (MSD) as a function of time for water 
molecules in the crowded region that start within the first hydration shell. For comparison, 
also shown is the bulk water MSD. Our results corroborate the expectation that due to the 
restricted degree of freedom in either one or two dimensions, the first shell water molecules 
should have reduced diffusivity compared to the bulk liquid. (B) MSD curves for the second 
shell water molecules in the crowded region. Also, for comparison is shown MSD curve for 
bulk water. The second shell diffusion speeds up compared to that of bulk but still 
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Figure A.3-5. Dipole correlation function for water molecules in the crowded region of the 
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protein in different hydration shells and with varying inter-protein distances. Also, for 
comparison is shown the dipole correlation for bulk water (blue, dot dash). Overall, we see 
a clear trend in the dipole correlation slowing down for the first hydration shell while the 
second hydration shell is faster, but not bulk like. Variation with inter-protein distances does 
have slight effect on the correlation times but no clear trend can be observed in during our 
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Figure A.3-6. Plot showing the number of waters in the region of interest averaged over all 
the simulation snapshots. Error bars indicate the spread of values within one standard 
deviation from the mean. For protein simulations, the number of waters scales linearly (solid 
maroon line is the fit) with spatial distance as indicated by the cylindrical geometry. In the 
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Liquid water is arguably the most complex, but interesting chemical, enabling development 
and sustenance of life. The tetrahedral geometry of the water molecule allows the formation 
of a dense network of hydrogen bonds which undergoes rapid fluctuations at picosecond 
timescales. This ultrafast making and breaking of hydrogen bonds near an extended 
macromolecular interface may govern various biochemical kinetics, such as enzymatic 
activity, protein folding and membrane formation and disruption. Having a better 
understanding of interfacial hydration dynamics has implications to tune enzymatic activity, 
design targeted drugs and develop efficient desalination techniques. This dissertation 
elucidates the complex origin of the slowdown in hydration dynamics near the interfaces of 
micelle, protein and polymer. 
 
To completely capture the timescale and perturbation of hydration dynamics by an extended 
interface, surface charge cannot be excluded. Using the thiocyanate anion (SCN–) as a 
vibrational probe in the infrared and in conjunction with magnetic resonance spectroscopy, 
we find that the thiocyanate anion strongly associates with an interfacial model system of 
dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTAB) micelles. Ultrafast two-dimensional infrared 
(2D-IR) spectroscopy of the SCN– probe in a range of DTAB micelle sizes shows little if any 
size dependence to the time scale for spectral diffusion, which is found to be ~3.5 times 
slower compared to bulk water (both D2O and H2O). We conclusively find that the SCN– 
spectral dynamics in cationic micelles is largely dominated by hydration contributions and 
offers a promising probe for interfacial hydration near positively charged interfaces. 
 
Graph theoretical analysis of water hydrogen bond network is implemented to map its 
network topology obtained using molecular dynamic simulations in confined protein (Hen 
Egg White Lysozyme) geometries. The observed power-law dependence for average path 
length on system size reveals that the bulk hydrogen bond networks cannot be considered 
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random, but rather consists of a giant lattice-like component. At small protein separations 
(5-10 Å) with reduced hydrogen bond connectivity, similar global network structures are 
observed, indicating the maintenance of a completely unperturbed network topology. A 
Monte Carlo simulation on square lattices devoid of surface heterogeneity of real proteins 
reveals that the slowdown in hydration dynamics falls off exponentially near flat interfaces 
and converges within 2-3 shells with no evidence of cooperative effects. However, we 
conclusively find that protein surface residues become significantly slow when crowded and 
remains decoupled with interfacial hydration dynamics. The long-range collective influences 
by an interface may be due to complex chemical patterning of the surface. 
 
Poly(ethylene oxide) is well known for its water structuring ability and bio-compatibility by 
forming strong a rigid hydration shell. In small poly(ethylene oxide) polymers, high charge 
density cations slaves PEG-200 to adopt a cyclic conformation, even at low salt 
concentrations. Probing the CN stretching frequency of the thiocyanate counter anion shows 
significantly slow spectral diffusion (~5-fold) time scale offering evidence for direct 
interactions between the polymer and cations contrary to currently accepted water 
mediated mechanism. The lack of correlation with the Hofmeister ordering of the cations 
implies that PEG-cation interactions are highly specific. While complete maintenance of 
bulk-like dynamics in concentrated DNA duplex confirms weak DNA-water interactions. 
 
The diverse range of dynamical timescales for water fluctuations near macromolecular 
interfaces may require simultaneous probing of chemical groups present on macromolecular 
interfaces and water directly, a feat that is now possible using the recently developed 




   Introduction 
1.1. Macromolecular hydration dynamics 
Water is known to play a crucial role in maintaining structure and functioning of various 
macromolecules within the complex and highly crowded cellular milieu of an organism. It 
provides the necessary driving force for hydrophobic pockets to glue together while directly 
interacting with hydrophilic regions. During a binding event, such as between an enzyme 
and its cofactor, understanding the details of macromolecular conformational changes have 
received significant interest in the past due to the notion that functionality of a biomolecule 
is governed by itself only.1-4 Despite advancement in our understanding of structure function 
relationship, biochemical reactions involving macromolecules inevitably also involve 
Figure 1.1. Illustration showing an interacting macromolecular assembly of enzyme substrate binding event. 
In addition to conformational changes needed for the macromolecules to successfully bind, surface and buried 
waters are inevitably expelled (as shown by arrows). Water molecules can also bind to specific chemical groups 
on the surface of the enzyme or substrate (shown in purple) that are sufficiently hydrophilic. Major 
contribution to the free energy of binding includes energy associated with conformational changes, breaking 
surface-water hydrogen bonds and ultrafast solvent reorganization. Additional energetic cost is incurred if 
water molecules beyond the first shell from an interface are have high dynamical constraint. It is therefore of 
interest to understand the role of water and its fluctuations near a variety of interfacial heterogeneity. 
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removal of surface bound water, but only to an extent that would preserve the native 
structure of the interacting macromolecule (Figure 1.1). Having an accurate and reliable 
prediction of enzyme kinetics, osmosis, wetting properties, and heat management in 
physiologically relevant conditions holds substantial practical implications such as, but not 
limited to, developing targeted drugs5, 6, tune enzymatic activity7 and purify water8, 9. 
 At an ecological level, life has figured out how to exploit the anomalous properties of 
water for its survival. Marine life thrives in freezing cold conditions10, water strider utilizes 
the high surface tension of water to skate on its surface11 while arid plants effectively recycle 
water to avoid osmotic shock. Water is also recognized to participate in various biochemical 
reactions such as the evolution of oxygen via photosynthesis in plants12, ion pumps in 
cellular membranes9, and hydrolysis of ATP13. Such an elaborate management of water by 
any biological machinery would thus also involve an extensive molecular level interaction 
between them. Severe effects can result from altered hydration structure and dynamics 
between a macromolecule and its associated water. For example, a single mutation in a 
protein that is a major component of the human eye lens can drastically alter its optical 
properties from being transparent to translucent (resulting in cataracts).14 Hence, a direct 
connection between the macromolecular structure and its hydration environment is of 
fundamental scientific interest. To access the inherently ultrafast time and ultrashort length 
scales, spectroscopists have the option to employ molecular probes and time resolved 
spectroscopy, supported by theoretical formalism and computer simulations.  
Time resolved spectroscopy measurements spanning different wavelength ranges 
have found that the dynamics of surface water in crowded macromolecular solutions is slow, 
but the magnitude of this slowdown is still vigorously debated.15 In addition, a wide range16, 
17 of observed slowdown in hydration dynamics often raises questions about the validity of 
the method being employed. This dissertation focuses on understanding the extent to which 
crowding, and the heterogeneity imposed by macromolecular interfaces influences 
hydration dynamics timescales. In addition, the degree to which conformational flexibility of 
a protein surface residues get restricted by a nearby interface has also been characterized 
using classical molecular dynamic simulations. 
Biologically relevant water such as the environment of the cellular cytoplasm is 
viscous and contains a vast array of ions and macromolecules such as proteins, lipids and 
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nucleic acids. A typical average distance between macromolecules in the cytoplasm is about 
10 Å, which can accommodate, at most, two layers of water molecules between the individual 
interfaces.18 Investigations of ultrafast dynamics of concentrated biomacromolecular 
solutions estimate that roughly 10-25% of water in the cell is significantly slowed19, 20, which 
often implies that “biological water” should be considered different than that of the bulk 
liquid. Contrary to these speculations, water in biological environments has long been 
regarded just as a passive matrix for solubilization and transport of a variety of small and 
large biochemical components. 
Despite being the most abundant compound in our planet, water is riven with 
numerous disputes, both political and scientific. Though discussion in this dissertation 
focuses on resolving divergent scientific views, it bears keeping in mind that the molecular 
challenges, such as efficient and selective desalination, can also have a positive influence on 
water’s societal challenges. Significant efforts have been expended to accurately determine 
the molecular arrangements of hydrogen bonded water by itself and near a hydrophobic 
interface. Experimentally observed slowdown in water dynamics near an interface to an 
extent have been rationalized to arise from amorphous ice-like nature of liquid water at 
room temperature. Instead, many conflicting arguments stem from the pursuit of 
deciphering liquid “water structure” while also recognizing its dynamical and fluid nature. 
Based on Kauzmann’s description21, water rearranges itself around a hydrophobic 
interface by forming a “clathrate” type of structure that compensates hydrophobic attraction 
within macromolecules with the entropic ordering of water. In the gas phase, various 
polyhedron structures of water have been characterized,22-24 prompting the search for 
similar structures in the liquid phase as well. Numerous molecular dynamics simulations and 
experiments at room temperature, however, are yet to find a completely static ordering of 
water in a hydration environment.25-27 Instead, water has been found to exhibit considerable 
translational and orientational slowdowns relative to the pure liquid, which is consistent 
with a specific cross-over length proposed by Lum, Chandler and Weeks.28 This active 
pursuit of finding super-slow clathrate-like water has preserved the enthusiasm of physical 
chemists for over four decades. 
It is the fluctuating nature of liquid water that further complicates the interpretation 
of various spectroscopic observables probing interfaces and the bulk liquid.29-31 The typical 
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timescales of water diffusion, orientation and dynamical fluctuations span from second to 
picosecond. Such a diverse range of timescales is almost impossible to probe using a single 
technique, therefore different experimental methods such as fluorescence, NMR, neutron 
scattering, ultrafast IR and terahertz spectroscopy are often implemented and are assumed 
to be complimentary. Some efforts32 have been made to bridge this gap but more such 
experiments are needed to verify and constitute an overall, consistent picture. Apart from 
recognizing the heterogeneous nature of hydration dynamics near a biomacromolecular 
interfaces, the wide range of reported timescales has also fueled complex debates33-38, 
particularly about the spatial extent and degree of the interface’s perturbation of the 
hydration water dynamics. Hydrogen bonded water molecules at the immediate vicinity (i.e. 
the first shell) of an interface has significantly broken network structures and a reduced 
fraction of available water neighbors.  
There is one school of thought which argues that since the second and higher shell 
water molecules can effectively achieve full coordination, there is no reason for their 
structure and dynamics to be different from the bulk.39 Water’s high dielectric constant 
effectively screens charges, further reducing the overall magnitude of electrostatic 
interactions (coulomb, dipole and polarizability),40 suggesting that its influence should be 
local. Experimental evidence using neutron scattering on green fluorescent proteins strongly 
favors short ranged perturbation41 (within two hydration shells).  
On the other hand, due to the collective nature of hydrogen bonding and the 
correlation of multiple water molecule dipole moments, it is reasonable to expect that 
water’s perturbation extends over greater distances. Observations, particularly in the 
terahertz community,42, 43 have consistently argued that the spatial correlation extent of 
water dynamical perturbation near an interface is long-ranged (>40 Å).43-46 Terahertz 
spectroscopy (<1000 cm-1) is particularly sensitive to the collective hydrogen bonded water 
motions involving more than one water molecule. It is widely accepted that the structural 
perturbation experienced by first-shell water molecules can somehow propagate to the 
neighboring shells and beyond, inducing a long-range dynamical correlation. An important 
fact to consider which is often unstated is that the low frequency collective (fast librational 
motions of hydrogen bonds, <100 cm-1) modes of water significantly overlap with the 
librational modes of protein surface residues as well. Hence measurements that access 
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primarily the magnitude or frequency (i.e. THz spectroscopy) are likely confounded the 
contributions from both motions of the water and the protein. 
1.1.1. What is meant by “hydration dynamics”? 
Water molecules can form an extended network of hydrogen bonds due to its ability to 
donate and accept hydrogen bonds simultaneously. Contrary to the static arrangement of 
water as in case of ice, liquid water molecules are constantly fluctuating. Besides 
translational diffusion, water molecules also undergo rotation and angular jumps that result 
in the breaking of a hydrogen bond with one neighbor and the formation with another 
(Figure 1.2). The energy needed to break a typical hydrogen bond (10-20 kJ/mol) is much 
greater than kBT (2.5 kJ/mol), yet the typical lifetime of a hydrogen bond is roughly a 
picosecond. The fast fluctuations and rearrangements of the hydrogen bond network implies 
that any given dangling (i.e. broken) bond is present for only a very brief time.47 A key 
mechanism by which water switches its hydrogen bond is via the three-bond angular jump,48 
but in presence of an interface, the availability of favorable neighbors is depleted and hence 
the probability of switching decreases. The term “dynamics” in this dissertation will refer to 
the fundamental hydrogen bond switching and orientational motion of water molecules 
either in bulk or near an extended interface. It is worth mentioning, however, that there are 
changes in kinetics, such as the rates of hydrogen bond rearrangements, that are caused by 
entropic modulations of the free energy barrier. These kinds of kinetic perturbations are not 
Figure 1.2. Water molecules in the bulk can rapidly switch its hydrogen bonding partner to another favorable 
neighbor via the three-body angular jump mechanism proposed by Laage et. al. The reactant configuration 
includes two water molecules which are hydrogen bonded to a common neighboring water molecule. During 
the initiation step of this termolecular reaction, the oxygen atom of one the water extends its electron density 
to the hydrogen of another water molecule in its vicinity which is already thereby forming a transition state. A 
key step in switching hydrogen bond involves an angular jump by the constrained water molecule in the 
direction away from its original neighbor. The product state appears release of the original hydrogen bond and 
formation of a new one with another neighboring water. 
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readily interpreted as being truly dynamic, since they do not arise from changes in the 
microscopic motion, but rather to the statistics of switching probabilities induced by the 
excluded volume of switching partners. 
1.2. Two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy (2D-IR) 
The principal experimental method used in the work that comprises this dissertation is 
nonlinear, ultrafast two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy. The interaction of a low-
intensity light wave with a medium creates a macroscopic polarization at the resonance 
frequency of the absorber (eg. a solute). The radiated first order signal field destructively 
interferes with the incident beam at the detector. By scanning the frequency of the incident 
wave and measuring the intensity drop one can construct the one-dimensional absorption 
spectrum of the molecule. Unfortunately, the underlying complex chemical dynamics of the 
solute and its surrounding medium can only be partially characterized using a linear 
absorption spectrum and is highly model-dependent. An infrared spectrum of a single 
molecule would appear sharp but is still somewhat broadened. Such broadening in the 
linewidth is homogeneous in nature, arising from finite lifetime of the excited vibrational 
state49. However, in solution, the infrared spectrum of a molecular oscillator experiences a 
variety of forces and environments such as covalent/non-covalent interactions and 
polar/non-polar interfaces. The spectra of molecules in such complex environments are 
significantly broadened, and typically the major contribution in the liquid phase has 
inhomogeneous character. These contributions arise from diverse transient interactions and 
environmental fluctuations that can span a vast range of time scales. Interrogating the local 
dynamics in the vicinity of a solute requires unique experimental methods that can 
effectively separate various contributions at high time and spatial resolutions. Frequency 
domain lineshape profiles, to a certain extent, provide information about the underlying 
broadening mechanisms. Homogenous broadening is usually characterized by a Lorentzian 
lineshape which essentially a result of Fourier transform of an exponential dephasing. On the 
other hand, inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms arise from an ensemble distribution of 
molecular interactions and is often modeled using a gaussian function (such as doppler 
broadening which has gaussian speed distributions). For nearly all the systems, the 
lineshape function is often convoluted due to contributions from both homogenous and 
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inhomogeneous broadening mechanism. Therefore, a Voigt profile is a convenient, but 
nonunique, function commonly used to model spectra with both sources of broadening.  
As a concrete example, the hydrogen bond of water has a typical lifetime of about a 
picosecond. Ultrafast transient absorption techniques have previously been applied to probe 
various microscopic environments in systems of micelles, proteins and lipids either 
indirectly using fluorescent probes50-53 or in the infrared by directly sensing the water or by 
detecting the hydration environment using probe solute vibrations54-56. To capture true 
equilibrium fluctuations underlying a vibrational mode, ultrafast 2D-IR offers a promising 
approach. The nonlinear interaction of three mid-infrared pulses with the sample creates a 
third-order signal field (Figure 1.3). The two-dimensional spectrum is accessible by altering 
the spatial and temporal ordering of these pulses and Fourier transforming the time 
dependent signal. 
The 2D-IR spectrometer (Figure 1.4) used for the experiments described in this 
dissertation consists of two independently tuned, dual stage optical parametric amplifiers 
(OPA) based on β-barium borate (BBO) crystals pumped with 100 fs, 800 nm pulses 
provided by a Ti-sapphire regenerative amplifier. The OPAs are seeded using a white light 
continuum generated via self-phase modulation of a weak 800 nm beam focused on a YAG 
Figure 1.3. (A) 2D-IR pulse sequence involving interaction of three mid-infrared pulses with wave vectors k1, 
k2 and k3 and time intervals of t1, t2 and t3. Scanning the waiting time delay between the first two excitation and 
detection pulses enables the observation of underlying dynamics within a system. First and third time delays 
are Fourier transformed which results in a frequency domain spectrum. (B) Schematic representation of the 
box geometry implemented which spatially separates the three pulses along the three corners of a box. Emitted 
signal field appears on the fourth corner which is essentially background free. 
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crystal. The signal (~1400 nm) and idler (~1900 nm) outputs are then combined in separate 
GaSe crystals for difference frequency mixing to generate 2 μJ mid-infrared pulses centered 
around 2000 cm-1. The mid-IR outputs are split into excitation (with wave vectors k1 and k2), 
detection (k3) and reference local oscillator (LO) beams. The excitation and detection pulses 
are overlapped noncollinearly at the sample in a box geometry. The background-free emitted 
signal is combined with the local oscillator and upconverted in a 5% MgO:LiNbO3 crystal into 
the visible region using a chirped pulse centered at 800 nm provided by the uncompressed 
output of the regenerative amplifier. The visible sum-frequency field is detected on a charge 
coupled device array (PI Acton, PIXIS). The samples are placed in a cell formed by two 
calcium fluoride windows (25.4 mm diameter and 3 mm thick) separated by a Teflon spacer. 
1.2.1. Rephasing and non-rephasing 2D-IR spectrum 
The emitted third-order signal field encodes the response function57 of the system being 
studied. In the background-free beam geometry, scanning the time delay between the 
excitation pulses results in capturing only one of the components of the total response 
function. Given the wave vectors’ spatial arrangements in our 2D-IR apparatus, either the 
rephasing (kR = –k1 + k2 + k3) or the non-rephasing (kN = k1 – k2 + k3) signal is emitted along 
the fourth corner of the box geometry. In a later section, we will explore how vibrational 
dynamics of a probe can be measured using two separately acquired 2D spectra, rephasing 
and non-rephasing. Let’s first examine how the two spectra are acquired and the physical 
interpretation behind them. In practical implementation, at time-zero (i.e. t1 = t2 = 0) all three 
spatially overlapped pulses are identical. The distinction between first second and third 
Figure 1.4. Schematic for 2D-IR setup consisting of two independent optical parametric amplifier and 
difference frequency generation segment which enables down conversion of 100 fs, 800 nm output from our 
regenerative amplifier to mid-IR wavelengths. DFG output is split to create excitation and detection pulses. 
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pulse begins to manifest once the coherence time delay (t1) is scanned from the reference 
zero position. A pulse whose time delay is being scanned becomes the excitation pulse with 
wave vector k1 (first pulse) while the static pulse becomes the second pulse with wave vector 
k2. The emitted signal direction is dictated by the phase matching conditions for rephasing 
and non-rephasing. Individual scanning of the excitation pulses is analogous to switching the 
wave vector positions for k1 and k2 in the box diagram shown in Fig. 1.5. This approach 
enables rephasing and non-rephasing signals to be measured in the same direction without 
changing the position of the detector by simply switching the time ordering between the two 
excitation pulses.57 
In order fully appreciate the physical insight regarding the nature of rephasing and 
non-rephasing signal, we first explicitly represent the response function for each of them 
mathematically. 
𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑡1, 𝑡2, 𝑡3) =  2𝑒
−Γ11𝑡2 × |𝑉10|
4𝑒−Γ10𝑡3−Γ10𝑡1 × 𝑒𝑖ω10(𝑡3−𝑡1) 
𝑅𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑟𝑒𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑡1, 𝑡2, 𝑡3) =  2𝑒
−Γ11𝑡2 × |𝑉10|
4𝑒−Γ10𝑡3−Γ10𝑡1 × 𝑒𝑖ω10(𝑡3+𝑡1) 
 
In the expression shown above, 𝜔10 represents the transition frequency of a two-level 
system, 𝛤11 and 𝛤10 represents the population and dephasing decay rates respectively and 
|V10| is the transition dipole moment operator (responsible for the signal intensity). The 
signal corresponding to both rephasing and non-rephasing pathways oscillates with the 
frequency corresponding to the energy gap between the ground and first excited state. In the 
Figure 1.5. Vector diagram showing the direction of emitted field for rephasing and non-rephasing signal. The 
two contribution to the response function is acquired individually as a separate 2D signal. Each mid-infrared 
beam is represented by the four corners of the box. The direction of the emitted field is governed by the phase 
matching conditions for a given response function. By swapped the time-ordering of the two excitation pulses 
without changing the physical positions rephasing and non-rephasing spectra can be acquired. 
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case of the non-rephasing signal, the time evolution of the signal evolves as the sum of the 
preparation and detection times, and the decay rate simply corresponds to the vibrational 
lifetime and dephasing rate of the mode. But in the case of the rephasing signal, the signal 
evolves as the difference between the preparation (t1) and detection (t3) times. Such time 
evolution implies that the detected signal creates an echo at time t3 = t1 which essentially 
undoes the dephasing corresponding to different microscopic environments in the system. 
This “undoing” of dephasing is characteristic of different solvent organization and 
configurations around the molecular probe which corresponds to the inhomogeneity in the 
system. By separately acquiring rephasing and non-rephasing spectra and referencing them 
to the non-rephasing spectrum, the dynamic fluctuations of solvent rearrangements can be 
extracted. 
1.2.2. Spectral Diffusion 
Dynamical fluctuations of the environment in the vicinity of a vibrational probe can be 
accessed by quantifying the spectral diffusion responsible for the decay of the correlations 
of frequency fluctuations. The rephasing spectrum, which contains the dynamical 
information about the loss of reversibility, provides a means of detecting the frequency-
fluctuation correlation function (FFCF). At early waiting times, the vibrational probe cannot 
entirely sample the available micro-environments resulting in the 2D spectrum appearing 
Figure 1.6. A schematic representation of a 2D-IR spectra for a vibrational mode centered around 2000 cm-1. 
At early waiting times (t2) between the excitation detection pulses, the spectrum appears sufficiently 
broadened along the diagonal due to inhomogeneous broadening. At later waiting times, the system effectively 
samples the available microscopic environments which results in a loss of correlation between excited and 
detected frequencies (indicated by the dashed wiggly curve). This change in the shape or slope of the spectrum 
is characterizes the spectral diffusion, which is the main observable from 2D-IR experiments. 
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elongated along the diagonal, indicating a high degree of correlation between excited and 
detected frequencies. While at large waiting times, due to scrambling of the vibrational mode 
frequencies due to sampling other micro-environments, the 2D spectrum becomes 
symmetrical, indicating loss of correlation between the two frequencies (Figure 1.6). 
Two-dimensional infrared (2D-IR) spectroscopy facilitates measurement of the 
inhomogeneity index, which quantifies the loss in correlation resulting from structural 
dynamics. The inhomogeneity index is related to the frequency fluctuation correlation 
function which is the main observable in 2D-IR spectroscopy. By measuring the amplitude 
of a diagonal peak for a given vibrational mode in the rephasing (Ar) and non-rephasing (Anr) 






The transformation, C(t) = sin[πII(t)/2] can be implemented for systems with a high value of 
inhomogeneity index and long correlation decay times. 
1.2.3. Vibrational lifetime 
At equilibrium, nearly all molecules remain in the ground vibrational state as the transition 
energy is greater than the available room temperature thermal energy. Molecules promoted 
to higher vibrational state using excitation pulses eventually relax back to the ground state. 
The decay curve (usually a sum of exponentials) corresponding to this population relaxation 
has an associated time constant, referred as the vibrational lifetime. Lifetimes of vibrational 
modes can last up to 1 ns in non-polar solvents59 due to the reduced number of accessible 
solvent and weak interaction with the solute. Probes studied in this work have vibrational 
lifetime of at most 30 ps in aqueous solutions. In the gas phase, much longer vibrational 
lifetimes are observed due to the lack of available modes for rapid energy dissipation. In the 
liquid state, vibrational modes can sufficiently couple with solvent’s local and collective 
modes thus enhancing the rate of energy dissipation (Figure 1.7).60 In addition to solvent 
coupling, molecules with a greater number of degrees of freedom (modes) can also dissipate 
energy localized on an excited vibrational mode to another mode via intra-molecular 
vibrational redistribution or IVR. 
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2D-IR spectroscopy offers the advantage to easily visualize such coupling between 
any two modes as time dependent changes in the cross-peak amplitudes. In this dissertation, 
which focuses solely on solvent dynamics, molecules with mostly a single IR-active 
vibrational mode were studied in aqueous medium. Isotopic substitution (D2O vs H2O) did 
yield changes in the vibrational lifetime. In pure H2O the bend-librational combination band 
is more pronounced because the individual component of this band corresponds to the light 
hydrogen atom motions in the hydrogen bond which is shifted to much lower frequency in 
D2O.61 
1.2.4. Continuous scanning of coherence time (t1) 
A key experimental difference between 2D-IR and other third-order experiments such as 
pump-probe is that two excitation pulses are scanned independent of the dynamical waiting 
time (t2). The coherence time (t1) scan in 2D-IR can be achieved either using an optical pulse 
shaper62, 63 or by moving motors attached to an optical delay. Typically, delays of ~10 ps are 
sufficient to scan the coherent oscillations of a vibrational mode and achieve suitable 
spectral resolution. In our experimental setup, instead of discretely stepping the motors, 
they are scanned continuously. Such rapid scanning of motors during experiments has 
enabled faster spectral acquisition as well as development of methods for quick acquisition 
Figure 1.7. Initial excitation of a single water molecule from the ground to the first vibrational level in the OH 
stretching frequency (~3400 cm-1) mode. The excited molecule then relaxes to the ground state at ultrafast 
timescales by coupling itself with the overtone band of the bend mode manifold. Eventually, the delocalized 
energy is further dissipated into the librational modes of hydrogen bonded water molecules. Both stretch and 
bend modes of water lie in the infrared region of the spectrum (1000 – 3000 cm-1), while librational mode lie 
in the much lower energy THz region (<200 cm-1) of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
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of multidimensional spectra.64, 65 A traditional approach is to set the optical delay stages to a 
predetermined position and step them in discrete time steps. Instead, they are run at their 
maximum speed while simultaneously recording their positions on a shot-to-shot basis using 
a fast encoder counter trigged by the regenerative amplifier. Due to inherent instability of 
even highest precision motor, and imperfections in the wedges used to change the optical 
pathlength, positions deviate from linearity, but this deviation can easily be corrected using 
post-processing methods. This fluctuation in the motor position from ideal linearity 
manifests as wobbling of peak in the frequency spectrum. Therefore, before performing any 
2D-IR spectral acquisition, the delay stage motors are calibrated by measuring the 
interference fringe pattern between a static and moving pulse and corrected to remove any 
artefacts. The non-linear response is subtracted by fitting the reference peak with 
combination of linear, polynomial and sinusoidal functions. 
1.3. Computational modeling of water using classical mechanics 
Extracting a molecular picture from experiments alone is an arduous task, therefore a 
combination of theory and computer simulations are often needed to supplement physical 
observations.66, 67 The hydrogen bond between water molecules does not have an explicit 
empirical expression due to the high number of degrees of freedom and polarizable nature 
of the bond, therefore numerical simulations are needed. Quantum mechanical calculations 
using various approximations have been developed to compute the electron density between 
a pair of hydrogen bonded water molecules. Density functional theory and ab initio methods 
which consider nuclear quantum corrections68 have been applied to compute key 
macroscopic parameters of bulk water69 with good accuracy. Such high-level calculations are 
inherently complex and have associated high computational cost. Instead, classical 
molecular dynamics simulations are well-suit to the problems studied by biophysicists and 
physical chemists, particularly when studying water and its interaction with 
macromolecules to calculate various transport and dynamical properties. It is remarkable 
that many physical properties of water such as density, diffusion coefficient and melting 
properties can be captured using very simple static point charge water models such as SPC70, 
SPC/E71, TIP3P72, TIP4P72 and the Mercedes-Benz73. Classical Molecular Dynamics (MD) 
simulations evolve the system of molecules by treating interactions between any pair, 
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triplets, etc. of atoms using a potential energy function. The potential energy function can 
depend on the distance or angle between the system of atoms. A harmonic potential is used 
for atoms connected via a bond without considering bond breaking. While non-bonded 
interactions are treated using short ranged potentials such as van der Waals and Lennard-
Jones. The force on each particle is computed at each time step and the trajectory is obtained 
by numerically integrating Newton’s equation of motion, yielding a trajectory of particle 
positions and velocities. 
An unequivocal idea of hydrogen bond “networks” is often introduced to explain 
seemingly inconsistent and surprising observations of water near a macromolecular 
interface or concentrated salt solutions74, 75. It is often stated, almost as an article of faith, 
that the global connectivity of water becomes perturbed by an interface, but the direct 
application of techniques from network theory to the hydrogen-bonded network of water 
has not been investigated. In this dissertation, we will implement ideas and concepts from 
network science to explicitly characterize the hydrogen bond network’s local and global 
topologies. Analysis based on graph theorical methods, it is found that the hydrogen bond 
networks cannot be considered simply as a random connection between any given water 
molecule. Instead, the most novel findings of this works is that the hydrogen bond 
connectivity is arranged in a rigid framework and show striking similarity with networks 
arranged in a square lattice. Due to dense connectivity pattern of hydrogen bond networks, 
the local and global network characteristics remains unaltered in conditions ranging from 
dilute to crowded. Beyond first hydration shell, nearby macromolecular interfaces are 
unable to disrupt the hydrogen bond network and the fast collective librational motions of 
water show bulk-like dynamics. 
There is a relatively established tradition of constructing simplified models of water 
that can capture and predict various thermodynamic and transport properties without 
explicitly considering the detailed structure of water. Using an Ising-like model on a square 
lattice, a new simulation model is described in chapter 5 of this dissertation. The developed 
which effectively captures the four-coordinate hydrogen bonding network in liquid water. 
Metropolis Monte Carlo was used to simulate the switching dynamics of water which mimics 
the jumping events responsible for hydrogen bond rearrangements. The model explores the 
spatial extent of perturbations to the switching dynamics near an idealized hydrophobic 
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interface. The central finding of the work is that one can reproduce the spatial mapping of 
hydration dynamics slowdown under crowding as a simple sum of dilute interfacial 
perturbations. In other words, no evidence for cooperative hydrogen bond slowdown within 
the thermodynamic ansatz was observed. These results indicate that cooperative hydration 
dynamics under confinement must arise from dynamical perturbations that are distinct from 
the entropic, excluded volume contribution. 
1.4. Thesis Outline 
The essential theme of this research is to understand the nature, extent and timescale of the 
perturbation of the hydrogen bond jumping dynamics of water and its network structures 
near a macromolecular interface, or by itself (Figure 1.8). 
This chapter provides an outlook to various scientific questions and approaches in 
the experimental and theoretical communities to understand and characterize the nature of 
water dynamics. This chapter also discusses the past and ongoing debates concerning the 
structural and dynamical aspects of water. Such disagreements in results and methods are 
necessary to advancing our scientific understanding but holding onto an extreme viewpoint 
prevents a scientific debate from ever being resolved. 
Figure 1.8. Illustration depicting the scope of this dissertation. Apart from differences in the magnitude of the 
slowdown, we still lack an agreement regarding the length scale for the extent of slowdown from the interface. 
The present work aims to provide quantitative evidence for the observed dynamical slowdown with local 
structure and global hydrogen bond network properties of water near a variety of interfaces with different 
chemical and structural heterogeneity as well as explores the extent of this perturbation. 
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 The main body of this dissertation focuses on experimental and simulation 
approaches applied to studying hydration dynamics on a variety of macromolecular 
interfaces with different chemical and surface topologies. 
 
Chapter 2 highlights our recent findings of interfacial hydration using the thiocyanate anion 
(SCN–) as a vibrational probe in cationic micelles of different size factors and curvatures. The 
study aims to probe the hydration dynamics near surfactant interfaces solely without 
requiring averaging contributions from the bulk and the interface. This study is the first of 
its kind to simultaneously probe ultrafast dynamics of water using 2D-IR and provide 
accurate structural characterization of surfactant interfaces using the well-established 
spectroscopic tool of NMR.  
 
Chapter 3 takes a defensive approach to resolve the long-standing debate on the spatial 
extent of perturbation of the hydrogen bond network in crowded environments. Graph 
theoretical analysis was used in conjunction with molecular dynamics simulations of binary 
proteins in water mimicking different degrees of crowding. Water-water hydrogen bonds 
were treated explicitly and characterized using the metrics of network science. To our 
surprise, and contrary to past findings we observe only short-ranged perturbation to the 
hydrogen bond network. A strong correlation of retarded fluctuations in protein residues 
emerges when macromolecular interfaces become significantly crowded. Motivated by our 
simulation results we tested the validity of long-range slowdown in hydration dynamics 
without labeling the protein and observe a bulk-like timescale, thereby highlighting the 
limitations of studying crowding induced slowdown using surface-labeled probes. 
 
Chapter 4 focuses on an alternative approach to the computer simulation of water. Instead 
of using molecular dynamics we have developed a simple Monte Carlo based two-
dimensional lattice model of hydrogen bond rearrangements of interfacial water in 
conditions ranging from dilute to crowded. The present simplified model attempts to 
determine whether the excluded volume picture of hydrogen bond perturbation supports 
long-range cooperativity that has been observed in several experiments. It is remarkable 
that this simulation model captures quantitatively the interface-induced excluded volume 
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slowdown originally identified using purely entropic contribution to the free energy 
landscape. This modeling approach is well suited to a systematic study of interfacial topology 
contributions that are difficult to control in realistic, atomistic simulations. 
 
Chapter 5 presents an experimental investigation into the effect of ions on the hydration 
dynamics of poly(ethylene oxide) and deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) solutions. This chapter 
investigates the direct interaction mechanism between Hofmeister cations and short PEG 
polymers. Capturing a complete picture of hydration dynamics near extended interfaces 
requires modelling the interaction of ions with water and interfaces. 2D-IR spectral diffusion 
measurements of thiocyanate with PEG-200 show significant retardation in dynamics 
compared to bulk with additional slowdown for potassium ion specifically. Instead of trying 
to directly compare the effect of different thiocyanate salts to their fixed ranking in the 
Hofmeister series, we take an outward approach to rationalize the experimental findings 
aided by optimized structure calculations. While hydration dynamics for long strand DNA 
duplex remains bulk like, these results highlight the specific nature of cations to induce 
conformational transition in polymers. 
 
Chapter 6 describes the development of a light source in the mid-infrared which can be 
interfaced with other light sources simultaneously developed to perform multispectral 
multidimensional spectroscopy spanning ultraviolet to terahertz frequencies. Once fully 
implemented the setup would enable probing ultrafast dynamics from ultrafast femtosecond 
timescales to second timescale in a single experiment. This chapter will primarily discuss the 
design principles and methods to implement a non-collinear difference frequency mixing 
approach for generation of tunable broadband mid-infrared frequency. 
 
The final chapter of the dissertation will recapitulate and summarize the experimental and 
computational findings. A brief discussion and suggestions for future experiments will also 
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2.1. Introduction 
Since membranes are essential components of biological machinery, there has been 
substantial effort devoted to measuring ultrafast dynamics in model systems such as lipid 
bilayers and reverse micelles. Coupled with ultrafast infrared spectroscopy, it has been 
possible to measure hydration dynamics by probing the water vibrations directly,1-5 and 
access to the surfactant head groups has been achieved using either phosphate transitions,6 
or the C=O units of ester-containing lipids.7 The interior of lipid bilayers has been 
investigated using transition metal carbonyl probes which are largely insoluble in water.8 
Hydration dynamics at the interface with a model bilayer was studied using a transition 
metal carbonyl derivatized cholesterol probe,9 as well as approaches using multiple 
probes.10 At a molecular level, the surface of proteins and nucleic acids exhibit both chemical 
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and topological heterogeneity. From relatively flat membranes to sharp grooves in 
biomolecules, varying degrees of curvature is likely to influence hydration dynamics 
differently. Hence, many aspects of membrane structure likely influence both the membrane 
and hydration dynamics.  
As mentioned in the earlier chapter, apart from imposing structural constraints on 
hydration water, the reduced availability of hydrogen bonding partners at extended 
interfaces also modifies water's translational and orientational dynamics11. The altered 
hydration dynamics can, in turn, influence the structural dynamics of the biomacromolecules 
through a coupling commonly denoted "slaving."12 Additionally, slowed water has material 
properties that differ from the bulk, most notably the dielectric response (), which is the 
Fourier transform of the dipole moment time correlation function.13 Hence, electrostatic 
interactions at extended hydration interfaces may be attenuated differently than would be 
predicted using bulk water parameters.14 Such restricted dynamics of the hydration shell has 
been proposed to play crucial roles in many biological processes including enzyme 
catalysis,15, 16 protein folding and aggregation,17 DNA photoprotection,18 proton transfer in 
proton pumps,19 as well as membrane formation and disruption.20, 21 In cells, where crowded 
environments predominate, hydration dynamics are expected to be dictated by the collective 
influence of these interfacial constraints,22 which may extend to relatively long distances 
(>20 Å) based on both experiment and simulation results.23-26 
 Here, we employ a tunable model system of reverse micelles where relative hydration 
levels can be adjusted by changing the volume and morphology of the encapsulated water. 
Dissolved NaSCN provides a vibrational probe through the strong CN stretch of the 
thiocyanate anion,27-33 which we show here strongly associates with the cationic N(CH3)3+ 
head groups of the DTAB (dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide) surfactant. The 
concentration ratio of water to surfactant (w0 = [water]/[surfactant]) determines the micelle 
diameter, while additives can be introduced to change the morphology.34, 35 Previous studies 
on intermediate (~4 nm) to large (~10 nm) reverse micelles have led to a picture of confined 
water dynamics being composed of a weighted sum of interfacial and bulk-like 
contributions.4, 36 The dynamics of nanoconfined systems are expected to be highly 
dispersed, exhibiting motions on a wide range of time scales37. A limitation of probing 
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intrinsic vibrational transitions such as the phosphates,6 carbonyls, and water's OH stretch 
is that all have rather short vibrational lifetimes ranging from 0.3 to 2 ps, limiting the 
temporal dynamical range. In principle, a vibrational probe with a longer lifetime should 
provide access to slower phases of dynamics that are expected to stretch out to very long s 
to ms time scales.37 In D2O, SCN– has a comparatively longer vibrational lifetime of roughly 
30 ps, compared with ~2 ps in H2O.38 Besides SCN–, it is also possible to use CN– as a 
vibrational probe39-41 since the lifetime can be very long, particularly for the case of 13C15N– 
in D2O, where the lifetime is 120 ps. Previous work by Owrutsky et al. has found population 
and orientational relaxation of SCN– and other pseudohalides to depend on the presence and 
size factor of reverse micelles composed of nonionic surfactants.42, 43 Dynamics inside 
reverse micelles composed of surfactants with anionic head groups have been investigated 
using the somewhat larger anion tricyanometanide; there, two spectroscopic species are 
evident reflecting the head-group region and the bulk.44 In these previous studies, the 
vibrational probes were not found to preferentially interact with the head groups due to the 
lack of favorable electrostatic attraction between anionic spectroscopic reporters and either 
neutral or anionic head groups. 
2.1.1. Two-Dimensional Spectroscopy and Spectral Diffusion. 
Ultrafast vibrational spectroscopy provides local dynamical information through several 
distinct, but often complementary observables.45 Vibrational energy relaxation yields the 
excited state lifetime, transient absorption anisotropy can generally be related to 
orientational diffusion, and, using 2D-IR spectroscopy, time dependent line shape changes 
can reveal solvation dynamics. There are situations where vibrational relaxation is linked to 
structural dynamics, such as solvent environment fluctuations and orientational motion, but 
there are also many examples where the lifetime is uncorrelated with structural dynamics.46-
48 The decoupling is probably most apparent when the vibrational excitation itself is not the 
principal trigger of the resulting dynamics. In water and other hydrogen bonded liquids, for 
example, exciting the OH stretch causes hydrogen bond breaking, and therefore plays a role 
in launching nonequilibrium dynamics.49-52 In vibrational systems with long (>10 ps) 
lifetimes, it is quite common to see little to no correlation between, for example, vibrational 
relaxation and spectral diffusion. In these cases, it is more likely that the vibrational 
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excitation is negligibly responsible for the dynamics the probe senses.46, 48, 53-55 To access the 
molecular dynamical fluctuations in the vicinity of a probe chromophore, we employ 2D-IR 
spectroscopy to extract the frequency-fluctuation correlation function (FFCF) for the CN 
stretch in D2O solutions in order to have the best chance to observe equilibrium fluctuations 
of the surroundings. 
Using an anionic vibrational probe, such as SCN–, offers the possibility to sense 
preferentially the cationic head group region. Whether or not a given ion is likely to associate 
strongly with a charged head group is largely dictated by the ion's position in the Hofmeister 
series.56 The ordering of Hofmeister ions was originally based on a given ion’s tendency to 
stabilize or destabilize the folded state of proteins. Apart from altering the physical 
properties of solvents, such as surface tension, other physical aspects of solutes are also 
modulated, such as enzymatic activity, protein-protein interactions, as well as structural 
properties including optical rotation of sugars and amino acids.57, 58 Although the 
fundamental mechanisms underlying Hofmeister effects are not yet fully understood, and 
there may be different mechanisms for different processes,59 it seems that a consensus is 
growing in favor of direct interaction between the ions and the macromolecular solutes.56 
For example, using surface specific sum-frequency spectroscopy, which is limited to planar 
interfaces, the tendencies of different anions to adsorb at the interface of a positively charged 
surfactant have been observed to follow the Hofmeister series;60  a selection of anions is 
shown below:  
(kosmotropes)  Cl– < NO3– < Br– < I– < ClO4– < SCN–   (chaotropes) 
In the present work, we use DTAB as a micellar surfactant, having a positively charged 
head group, in conjunction with an anionic vibrational probe (SCN–), which is on the extreme 
chaotropic end of the Hofmeister series. The anion would be expected to localize 
preferentially at the surfactant-water interface of cationic micelles, making it an interface 
selective probe capable of sensing local dynamics. If it can be established that the probe 
localizes near the head group region, it should be possible to access primarily interfacial 
dynamics at any micelle size, and hence yield measurements that are independent of the 
micelle curvature. When studying water directly, micelle size controls the relative fractions 
of interface and bulk water, as well as the micelle curvature. Provided the SCN– associates 
with the interfacial region, we can expect little contribution from bulk-like dynamics, 
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effectively decoupling the micelle size and curvature from the observed dynamics. Moreover, 
by using SCN– in D2O, the dynamic range of our experiment can be increased by roughly an 
order of magnitude relative to the OD stretch in D2O or HOD. There have been various 
interface-specific experiments observing excess surface concentration of low charge density 
anions, such as thiocyanate61 and various halides62 at the hydrophobic water interfaces. The 
present work contributes to this long-range research goal of formulating a complete 
understanding of the nature of interactions at charged interfaces. 
2.2. Experimental Methods 
2.2.1. Preparation of Reverse and Normal Phase Micelles.  
Reverse and normal phase micelles were prepared using DTAB as the surfactant layer 
between the water and the organic phase. The positive charge on the head group of the 
surfactant is water exposed in the reverse micelles while the long hydrocarbon tail faces the 
organic phase. Different size factors (w0) of reverse micelles were prepared by mixing 
appropriate concentrations of surfactant and water in an organic phase of dichloromethane 
(DCM). Water and DCM are inherently immiscible, but addition of the surfactant 
spontaneously favors self-assembly of reverse micelles which results in a clear one phase 
solution. The thiocyanate probe in H2O or D2O was introduced as NaSCN at a concentration 
of 125 mM to facilitate improved signal to noise ratio in our 2D-IR spectrometer for the 
smallest size factor (w0 = 4), and we kept the SCN– concentration constant for all larger 
micelles. Competing ion studies with thiocyanate were also performed using different ratios 
of counter anions (Cl– and I–) which were introduced in addition to the thiocyanate probe 
inside the water nanopool. 
 Normal phase micelle samples were prepared by directly dissolving DTAB in an 
aqueous solution of sodium thiocyanate. The concentration of the probe in water was also 
kept at 125 mM, which is the same as that used for the reverse micelle experiments. The 
concentration of surfactant was chosen to be higher than the critical micelle concentration63, 
64 to allow spontaneous formation of micelles in water. Micelle samples for study were 
freshly prepared on the day of the experiments.
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2.2.2. NMR Experiments 
NMR studies were performed on a 500 MHz Varian spectrometer. 100 mM DTAB samples 
were prepared in D2O along with different stoichiometric ratios of thiocyanate. The sample 
was spin locked using the deuterium peak in D2O. In another set of separate experiment, 
sodium salts of different halides along with DTAB were studied to observe selective 
perturbation due to anions only at the interface of micelles. Proton NMR experiments were 
averaged over 16 scans and post processed using the standard method of baseline and phase 
correction to produce absorptive spectra. Peaks were calibrated using the solvent residual 
peak and integration values were referenced to the most intense trimethylamine protons. 
2.3. Results and Discussion 
2.3.1. Thiocyanate Probe for Interfacial Hydration Dynamics 
A key finding of this study is that the SCN– anion is tightly associated with the positively 
charged head group of the surfactant through a specific noncovalent interaction. Attempts 
to displace SCN– with competitive anions showed no evidence of freeing the SCN– from the 
head groups. A rigorous quantification of this strong head group/SCN– association has been 
made using different experimental methods. 
 Sodium thiocyanate in bulk water shows an intense but broad peak at 2065 cm-1 
corresponding to the CN stretch mode. Linear FT-IR measurements (Fig. 2.1) indicate a 
pronounced 10-12 cm-1 red shift in the vibrational stretching frequency of thiocyanate in 
Figure 2.1. (A) Linear FT-IR spectra of the CN stretching mode of thiocyanate in reverse micelles of varying 
size factors and in bulk water. The CN stretch in reverse micelles is red shifted by 10-12cm-1 relative to that in 
bulk water. (B) FT-IR spectra of thiocyanate in reverse micelles (w0 = 4, green) and in presence of different 
competing anions of chloride (red) and iodide (cyan) show that the additional ions result in a growth on the 
red side of the absorption spectrum. (C) FT-IR spectra of sodium thiocyanate in normal phase micelles shows 
that addition of competing anions does not alter the thiocyanate absorption spectrum. 
 
Figure 2.2. (A) Cartoon representation of reverse micelles studied in this work using DTAB as surfactant and 
thiocyanate anion as a vibrational probe which we find to have preferential association with the positively charged 
interface of the surfactant. (B) Absorptive 2D-IR spectra of sodium thiocyanate in bulk D2O and in reverse micelles 
of w0 = 8 at early (200 fs) and later (700 fs) waiting times. Diagonal elongation of the peak in reverse micelles 
persists for much longer that in bulk water indicating slower spectral diffusion. The observed anharmonicity in for 
thiocyanate in reverse micelles is found to be 25 cm-1 while in bulk water it is determined to be 40 cm-1. 
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reverse micelles relative to bulk water. Earlier work1, 3 using the OD stretch of water in 
reverse micelles also found spectral shifts, where the depletion of hydrogen bonds due to the 
interface causes a blue shift. For our SCN– probe, we find a red shift using DFT calculated 
frequencies in the presence of a bare positive charge as well as near trimethylamine cations 
with truncated alkane chains, indicating the proximity of our probe to the positively charged 
surfactant head group (see discussion in the SI). This origin of the red shift is significant 
because SCN–, like most CN stretches, blue shifts upon hydrogen bonding.65, 66 Hence, the 
observed red shift can arise from a combination of at least two factors: proximity to cations, 
and the depletion of hydrogen bonds to water. 
 The CN stretching bands exhibit slight asymmetry on the red side of the spectra. 
Previous studies using selenocyante as well as thiocyanate attributed the existence of the 
shoulder to contributions from weak hydrogen bonds in cyanates with water67, 68 which 
alters the triple bond character of the CN. Introduction of thiocyanate inside the reverse 
micelles appears to enhance the red side of the CN stretch mode at 2055 cm-1, and as already 
noted above, while reduced hydrogen bonding to water in reverse micelles also hints at 
thiocyanate's proximity to the interface. The position and line width of the thiocyanate band 
in reverse micelles are insensitive to the encapsulated water radius in size factors ranging 
from w0 = 4 to w0 = 12. At the thiocyanate concentrations used, no distinct distributions 
corresponding to core and shell regions were observed in our experiments. 
 Next, we tested the influence of adding different ions to the thiocyanate-probed 
reverse micelles. Figure 2.1(B) shows the FT-IR spectrum of thiocyanate in w0 = 4 reverse 
micelles, with and without added chloride or iodide. Introduction of Cl– or I– does not alter 
the stretching frequency mode of thiocyanate in reverse micelles, but we do observe a new 
feature on the red side (~2020 cm-1) of the main thiocyanate band, which increases 
proportionally to the concentration of the competing salts. Iodide causes a greater increase 
in this new band relative to chloride. We can attribute this observation to further breaking 
of hydrogen bonds when other competing ions are introduced.  
 In order to eliminate the confinement of reverse micelles, and to significantly alter 
the interfacial curvature, we investigated normal phase micelles (Fig. 2.1(C)) at a minimum 
concentration of 160 mM for the surfactant. A very similar red shift in the CN stretching 
frequency is observed relative to the bulk water, suggesting that the SCN– preferentially 
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associates with the head groups even when the water concentration is very high, and the 
interfacial curvature apparently has little influence over the CN stretch. The absence of a 
curvature dependence suggests that, in reverse micelles, the CN stretch frequency would not 
be expected to exhibit a micelle size dependence. As with the reverse micelle case, the SCN– 
vibrational spectrum in normal phase micelles is not substantially altered by adding 
competitive chloride or iodide anions.  
2.3.2. Ultrafast 2D-IR Spectroscopy of SCN– in Micelles 
Considering the evidences from FT-IR indicating strong head group association by SCN– (Fig. 
2.2(A)), we turn to 2D-IR spectroscopy to measure vibrational dynamics in several 
conditions. Figure 2.2(B) shows absorptive 2D-IR spectra of the thiocyanate probe in bulk 
D2O and in w0 = 8 reverse micelles at different waiting times between excitation and 
Figure 2.4. (A) Cartoon representation of reverse micelles studied in this work using DTAB as surfactant and 
thiocyanate anion as a vibrational probe which we find to have preferential association with the positively 
charged interface of the surfactant. (B) Absorptive 2D-IR spectra of sodium thiocyanate in bulk D2O and in 
reverse micelles of w0 = 8 at early (200 fs) and later (700 fs) waiting times. Diagonal elongation of the peak in 
reverse micelles persists for much longer that in bulk water indicating slower spectral diffusion. The observed 
anharmonicity in for thiocyanate in reverse micelles is found to be 25 cm-1 while in bulk water it is determined 
to be 40 cm-1. Perturbation to the vibrational potential suggest proximity of thiocyanate to the charged 
surfactant interface. (C) Decays of the rephasing amplitudes of thiocyanate using the 0-1 transition in different 
isotopes of bulk water shows an order of magnitude longer vibrational lifetime for thiocyanate in D2O 
compared to that in H2O. Lifetimes values were obtained via fitting the rephasing data using three exponentials 
and the longest time constant is reported here. 
 
Figure 2.5. (A) Frequency-frequency correlation function, C(t2) for the CN stretch mode (at 2055 cm-1) in 
reverse micelles of different size factors up to w0 = 12. Time constants have been obtained by fitting 
experimental data to a single exponential function with an offset. Errors reported here are one standard 
deviation from the fit. The smallest reverse micelles (w0 = 4) data is prone to scatter due to inherently low 
signal amplitude. Overall, we find a roughly 3-5 times slowdown compared to bulk water, which is appears to 
be independent of the size of water nanopool. (B) Comparing FFCF decays for thiocyanate in reverse micelles 
(w0 = 4) with and without added chloride and iodide. In H2O, the spectral diffusion time constant of 0.5 ± 0.07 
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detection. The single CN stretch vibrational mode exhibits a doublet in the 2D-IR spectrum, 
where the blue peaks are the ground state bleach and stimulated emission at the 0-1 
frequency, and the red peaks are excited state absorption from 1-2. The difference between 
the 0-1 and 1-2 transitions measures the anharmonicity of the potential. In bulk D2O the 
anharmonicity is ~40 cm-1, whereas in reverse micelles, the anharmonicity is ~25 cm-1. The 
substantial 15 cm-1 change in anharmonicity indicates perturbation of the vibrational 
potential which can be attributed to a combination of factors including clustering33, 69, 70 and 
proximity to the positively charged interface. Previous studies of thiocyanate in various 
aqueous solutions show similar results for free SCN– and SCN– complexed with cations.33, 69, 
70 Our study, described below, on normal phase micelles suggests that proximity to cations 
is the dominant factor shaping the vibrational potential of thiocyanate in micelles. 
A key observable from 2D-IR spectra is the diagonal elongation of two-dimensional peak 
shapes at early waiting times, indicating inhomogeneity arising from spectroscopically 
distinct micro-environments. For thiocyanate in bulk D2O, the 2D-IR spectra show diagonal 
elongation at an early waiting time of 200 fs that is promptly lost by 700 fs due fast hydrogen 
bond fluctuations in the liquid.71, 72 Similar diagonal elongation also exists at early waiting 
time for thiocyanate probed inside reverse micelles, but the loss of correlation is clearly 
much slower 
 In addition, the anti-diagonal width, which can provide a measure of homogeneous 
broadening, is significantly reduced relative to the bulk water case. It is noteworthy that the 
widths of the FT-IR spectra in bulk water and in micelles are very similar, highlighting the 
limitations of 1D spectroscopy to disentangle the microscopic origins of broadening.  
 The overall signal amplitude decay is ultimately determined by vibrational relaxation. 
Fitting the decay of the diagonal band of the rephasing spectrum (Fig. 2.2(C)), we can 
estimate the vibrational lifetimes of SCN– in D2O and in H2O. In our experiments, performing 
the dynamics measurements in D2O is preferable due to the order of magnitude longer 
vibrational lifetime for the CN stretch of the thiocyanate compared to that in H2O.38 
2.3.3. Variation in Micelle Size and Curvature 
Figure 2.3(A) shows the FFCFs for thiocyanate in reverse and normal phase micelles. 
Spectral diffusion time constants for thiocyanate in bulk D2O and H2O are ~1 ps, reflecting 
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the bulk water dynamical fluctuations that have been measured using 2D-IR of neat isotope 
substituted water, as well as numerous probes.9, 46, 73, 74 Actually, the time scales are slightly 
faster than bulk water, which reflects the moderately large negative (–0.07) value of the B 
coefficient for SCN–, which is similar to I– (–0.08) and ClO3– (–0.08). Laage et al. have shown 
a correlation between the B coefficient and the time scale for hydrogen bond 
reorientations.75 Observation of dynamics slower than this bulk water time scale indicates a 
slowdown due to the interface, which is likely a combination of contributions due to the 
hydration water and the surfactant molecules. Within the reverse micelles, which contain 
bulk as well as interfacial water, the thiocyanate spectral diffusion time constants are greater 
Figure 2.7. (A) Frequency-frequency correlation function, C(t2) for the CN stretch mode (at 2055 cm-1) in 
reverse micelles of different size factors up to w0 = 12. Time constants have been obtained by fitting 
experimental data to a single exponential function with an offset. Errors reported here are one standard 
deviation from the fit. The smallest reverse micelles (w0 = 4) data is prone to scatter due to inherently low 
signal amplitude. Overall, we find a roughly 3-5 times slowdown compared to bulk water, which is appears to 
be independent of the size of water nanopool. (B) Comparing FFCF decays for thiocyanate in reverse micelles 
(w0 = 4) with and without added chloride and iodide. In H2O, the spectral diffusion time constant of 0.5 ± 0.07 
ps is obtained consistent with bulk water dynamics. The spectral diffusion time constant in w0 = 4 reverse 
micelles in H2O was found to be 3.2 ± 0.5 ps, while in the presence of chloride and iodide the time constants are 
3.6 ± 0.9 ps and 3.9 ± 1.1 ps, respectively. Such similar values indicate no displacement of thiocyanate from the 
interface due to additional anions. (C) The FFCF decay for thiocyanate in normal phase micelles in D2O with 
and without the competitive anions again indicates no displacement of the probe from the interface. 
 
Figure 2.8. (A) FT-IR spectrum for thiocyanate in bulk water, in regular micelles using DTAB as surfactant and 
in regular micelles again with SDS as surfactant. The CN stretching frequency for thiocyanate appears at 2055 
cm-1 when DTAB is used. When sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as surfactant is used, which has a negatively 
charged headgroup, the CN stretch is consistent with bulk water environment. (B) 2D-IR FFCFs comparing the 
dynamics of thiocyanate in bulk D2O and surfactants containing positive (DTAB) and negative (SDS) 
headgroups. Spectral dynamics for thiocyanate in SDS are consistent with bulk D2O indicating that the probe is 
displaced from the interface of the surfactant. Experimental data points have been fitted to single exponentials 
with an offset. For the SDS case the offset has been set to zero for comparison.Figure 2.9. (A) Frequency-
frequency correlation function, C(t2) for the CN stretch mode (at 2055 cm-1) in reverse micelles of different size 
factors up to w0 = 12. Time constants have been obtained by fitting experimental data to a single exponential 
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than roughly 3.5 ps (in D2O), with the slowest 4.6±0.9 ps measured in the smallest (w0 = 4) 
reverse micelles. We note that in the smallest reverse micelles, the reduced concentration of 
thiocyanate results in smaller signal amplitude and increased fitting error bars.  
To assess the expected contribution of the surfactant dynamics to the observed FFCF 
decays, we consider previous 2D-IR investigations of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DOPC) phospholipid micelles.6 The phosphate spectral diffusion was found 
to exhibit one fast (~300 fs) and one slow (>10 ps) time scale. The authors attributed the 
fast time scale to a wobbling-in-a-cone motion of the head group in the electrostatic field of 
the charged interface. The much slower time scale was assigned to the very strongly 
hydrogen bonded water molecules tightly associated with the zwitterionic head groups. 
 Although the present DTAB and the previous study of DOPC involve different 
molecules, they share an ammonium cationic moiety in the head group region. Given that our 
measured spectral diffusion time scales are all roughly 3-5 ps, the most likely explanation 
for the time scale is that it arises primarily from hydration dynamics. Given an approximate 
slowdown factor of 3-4 relative to the bulk liquid, the excluded volume mechanism for the 
suppression of large angular jumps of interfacial water suggests that the thiocyanate and the 
hydration water it is sensing is buried to some degree within the head group region.76 For 
reference, at a flat interface which removes one-half of the water molecules available for 
hydrogen bond switching, there is a reduction in transition state entropy by a factor of 2, 
which translates to a two-fold slowdown of hydrogen bond switching events. Here we find a 
greater magnitude of slowdown, which may reflect large entropy loss.  
 The penetration of water into the head group region of normal and reverse phase 
micelles is supported by experimental60, 77 and simulation evidence.78-81 Using the technique 
of Raman multivariate curve resolution on different alkyl chain lengths, Ben-Amotz and co-
workers77 report that the hydrophobic trail region near the trimethylamine cation in normal 
phase micelles remains significantly hydrated. Given the lower probability that burred water 
in micelles may form hydrogen bonds, our increased 3-4 fold slowdown suggests 
contributions from these water molecules. In our previous study of a DOPC interface using a 
transition metal carbonyl derivatized cholesterol probe, we also found a slightly greater than 
two-fold slowdown in hydration dynamics.9 
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2.3.4. Addition of Competing Anions 
We attempted to alter the dynamics sensed by thiocyanate in reverse micelles by further 
addition of chloride and iodide ions. Figure 2.3(B) shows the spectral diffusion dynamics for 
thiocyanate in bulk water, reverse micelles (w0 = 4), and (Fig. 2.3(C)) in normal phase 
micelles with added NaCl or NaI. In our experiments the spectral diffusion time scales of 
thiocyanate in different isotopes of water was found to be similar, though the substantially 
reduced lifetime limits the signal to noise ratio. We obtain a spectral diffusion time constant 
of 3.2±0.5 ps for thiocyanate in reverse micelles when H2O is used as the polar phase. Similar 
time constants of 3.6±0.9 ps and 3.9±1.1 ps are obtained for the reverse micelles in the 
presence of chloride and iodide as competitive anions, respectively. Within fitting error the 
timescales are not significantly different. Nearly identical spectral diffusion time constants 
are obtained for normal phase micelles in D2O (Fig. 2.3(C)), irrespective of different 
competing anions introduced. The spectral diffusion time scale for thiocyanate in normal 
phase micelles in D2O is 3.5±0.3 ps. In the presence of chloride and iodide, we find time 
constants of 3.6±0.4 ps and 3.7±0.6 ps, respectively. Viewed collectively, the data indicate 
that there is no curvature dependence  to the dynamics sensed by the SCN– probe, which also 
lends support to the hydration origin, since previous work has found that surfactants 
fluctuate differently in such different packing conditions.8  
2.3.5. Comparison with an Anionic Surfactant 
The experimental data described above show that adding chloride and iodide, which are less 
chaotropic than SCN–, does not influence the spectral diffusion timescales in micelles, 
suggesting these ions are incapable of displacing thiocyanate from the charged interface. To 
test the role of the cationic head group, we carried out experiments in normal phase micelles 
containing two different surfactants, DTAB and SDS. DTAB contains a trimethylammonium 
cation as a headgroup, while SDS contains an anionic sulfate headgroup. Figure 2.4(A) 
shows the FT-IR spectrum of thiocyanate in bulk D2O and in normal phase micelles. 
Compared with the red shift found in the DTAB micelle case, SCN– in the presence of SDS 
micelles is indistinguishable from bulk D2O. We observe the same trend using 2D-IR (Fig. 
2.4(B)), where the spectral diffusion found for thiocyanate in SDS micelles is consistent with 
bulk water dynamics. This finding is perhaps not particularly surprising since we do not 
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expect the SCN– to associate with the anionic headgroup of SDS. A recent study of AOT 
reverse micelles, which have the same sulfate headgroup as SDS, reported slow (12-13 ps) 
orientational dynamics and spectral diffusion of an anionic SeCN probe.82 Motived by the 
recent study using selenocyanate in large reverse micelles (w0 ≥ 16)82 probing the interfacial 
boundary layer water, we also attempted to fit of our spectral diffusion data for thiocyanate 
in SDS normal phase micelles using a bi-exponential function. The longest time constant that 
we could obtain was 1.67±0.76 ps, which is within the uncertainty of the fits, suggesting the 
contribution is exclusively from bulk water. The missing slow phase of spectral diffusion 
likely reflects both the absence of confinement induced slowdown in normal phase micelles 
as well as a lack of interaction with the headgroups. 
2.3.6. Structural Characterization of DTAB Surfactant Using 1H NMR 
To understand the specific interaction of the SCN– vibrational probe with surfactant head 
groups, we also carried out proton NMR experiments to characterize perturbations to 
surfactant molecule chemical shifts. Normal phase micelles in D2O were studied using 1H 
NMR in the presence of a series of SCN– concentrations (Fig. 2.5). Protons in the alkyl tail of 
the surfactant show chemical shifts consistent with other alkanes around 2 ppm. Protons 
attached to the primary and secondary carbons connected to the quaternary amine of the 
Figure 2.10. (A) FT-IR spectrum for thiocyanate in bulk water, in regular micelles using DTAB as surfactant 
and in regular micelles again with SDS as surfactant. The CN stretching frequency for thiocyanate appears at 
2055 cm-1 when DTAB is used. When sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as surfactant is used, which has a negatively 
charged headgroup, the CN stretch is consistent with bulk water environment. (B) 2D-IR FFCFs comparing the 
dynamics of thiocyanate in bulk D2O and surfactants containing positive (DTAB) and negative (SDS) 
headgroups. Spectral dynamics for thiocyanate in SDS are consistent with bulk D2O indicating that the probe is 
displaced from the interface of the surfactant. Experimental data points have been fitted to single exponentials 
with an offset. For the SDS case the offset has been set to zero for comparison. 
 
Figure 2.11. (A) Molecular structure of the DTAB surfactant used in this study for preparing micelles. Protons 
attached to the trimethylamine headgroup and adjacent carbon is highlighted in red and green. (B) 1H NMR 
spectrum of DTAB only and in pre ence of different sodium thiocyanate concentrati s in D2O. Eac  peak i  th
spectrum corresponds to specific protons in the surfactant molecule. Highlighted peaks correspond to protons at 
(red) or near (green) the surfactant headgroup. Integration values and a spectrum prediction algorithm have 
been used to perform assignments. Increasing the ratio of sodium thiocyanate to DTAB concentration correlates 
with perturbation of the headgroup protons. (C) Proton NMR spectra for the regular micelles as in (B) but here 
studied by varying the identity of counter anions. The ratio of salt to surfactant is kept constant with iodide being 
the exception because iodide tends to cause precipitation of the micellar self-assembly. Increasing perturbation to 
the head group protons in DTAB clearly follows the chaotropicity ordering of chloride, iodide and thiocyanate in 
the Hofmeister series.Figure 2.12. (A) FT-IR spectrum for thiocyanate in bulk water, in regular micelles using 
DTAB as surfactant and in regular micelles again with SDS as surfactant. The CN stretching frequency for 
thiocyanate appears at 2055 cm-1 when DTAB is used. When sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as surfactant is used, 
which has a negatively charged headgroup, the CN stretch is consistent with bulk water environment. (B) 2D-
IR FFCFs comparing the dynamics of thiocyanate in bulk D2O and surfactants containing positive (DTAB) and 
negative (SDS) headgroups. Spectral dynamics for thiocyanate in SDS are consistent with bulk D2O indicating 
that the probe is displaced from the interface of the surfactant. Experimental data points have been fitted to 
single exponentials with an offset. For the SDS case the offset has been set to zero for comparison. 
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headgroup experiences significant deshielding, shifting them further downfield to around 3 
ppm. Spectrum prediction algorithms used to assign protons in the surfactant molecule 
agree with assignments based on peak integration values. 
 Figure 2.5(B) shows proton NMR spectra for a titration experiment performed using 
varying amounts of NaSCN relative to surfactant in normal phase micelles. Thiocyanate-to-
surfactant ratios in the range 1-10 were chosen to cover the concentration ratios in our FT-
Figure 2.13. (A) Molecular structure of the DTAB surfactant used in this study for preparing micelles. Protons 
attached to the trimethylamine headgroup and adjacent carbon is highlighted in red and green. (B) 1H NMR 
spectrum of DTAB only and in presence of different sodium thiocyanate concentrations in D2O. Each peak in 
the spectrum corresponds to specific protons in the surfactant molecule. Highlighted peaks correspond to 
protons at (red) or near (green) the surfactant headgroup. Integration values and a spectrum prediction 
algorithm have been used to perform assignments. Increasing the ratio of sodium thiocyanate to DTAB 
concentration correlates with perturbation of the headgroup protons. (C) Proton NMR spectra for the regular 
micelles as in (B) but here studied by varying the identity of counter anions. The ratio of salt to surfactant is 
kept constant with iodide being the exception because iodide tends to cause precipitation of the micellar self-
assembly. Increasing perturbation to the head group protons in DTAB clearly follows the chaotropicity 
ordering of chloride, iodide and thiocyanate in the Hofmeister series. 
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IR and 2D-IR experiments. Protons attached to the headgroup carbon (atoms labeled as 12, 
14, 15 and 16) which appear at >3 ppm exhibit the greatest perturbation due to addition of 
sodium thiocyanate. The shifts are also dependent on the concentration of the thiocyanate 
added, which is consistent with direct interaction with the headgroup protons. Marginal 
shifts are observed for protons buried slightly into the non-polar trail of the surfactant 
(carbon labeled 11), and these perturbations also correlate with thiocyanate concentration. 
Along with the chemical shift perturbations for the protons attached to the headgroup 
surfactant, the spectral bands of those protons are also broadened with increased 
concentration of thiocyanate. For DTAB solution with the highest concentration of 
thiocyanate, due to salting-in effects, the sample solution had a viscous appearance. The 
viscosity increase as a function of thiocyanate concentration appears to be responsible for 
slower tumbling of the surfactant mixture in D2O, resulting in a broadening of the linewidth 
as a function of increasing thiocyanate concentration. More characterization of solution 
viscosity with concentration of thiocyanate and different identity of salts is needed to 
provide insight into the complex salt-water-surfactant interaction. These NMR results 
support both the conclusion that SCN– associates directly with the head groups and that the 
ions are slightly buried. 
 Figure 2.5(C) shows the proton NMR spectra for the surfactant alone and in the 
presence of different anions of sodium salts (NaSCN, NaCl, and NaI). The ratio of anion to 
surfactant was kept consistent with the only exception of iodide, which was kept at lower 
concentration to prevent breaking of the micellar self-assembly. The perturbation to the 
headgroup protons in this case occurs in the order of Cl– < I– < SCN–, which follows the 
ordering of chaotropicity in the Hofmeister series, and can be linked to the surface 
adsorbability of those anions studied using surface-specific nonlinear spectroscopy.60 The 
inability of chloride and iodide to displace thiocyanate from the cationic head group region 
supports the direct association view of the Hofmeister effect for ion pairing. By taking 
advantage of the strong preference for SCN–/cation interactions, the strong IR transition and 





The SCN– vibrational probe preferentially associates with the cationic headgroups of DTAB 
reverse and normal phase micelles, yielding very similar dynamical timescales regardless of 
the reverse micelle size factor or even the sign of the surface curvature. The 3-4-fold factor 
of dynamical slowdown suggests the probe is buried to some extent within the headgroup 
region, and that the water responsible for the spectral diffusion is more depleted of potential 
hydrogen bonding partners than would be expected for a simple flat interface. The SCN– is 
so strongly associated with the trimethylammonium headgroups that it cannot be dislodged 
by either Cl– or I– competitors, which is consistent with the Hofmeister ordering, but 
highlights the magnitude of the direct interaction between SCN– and the headgroups.  NMR 
chemical shift perturbation measurements show that the SCN– alters the environment of the 
headgroup as well as the first carbon in the alkyl chain of the surfactant, indicating some 
degree of embedding within the membrane. Despite this partially buried location, the 2D-IR 
spectral diffusion measurements show that a 3-4 ps time scale dominates, suggesting the 
SCN– probe is primarily sensitive to hydration dynamics rather than the slower motions of 
the surfactants, at least within the accessible dynamical window. This work offers the 
promise of leveraging the very strong SCN–/cation interaction to probe biomolecule 
interfaces even under realistic conditions where there are competing ions. Biological 
membranes, for the most part, are anionic, so an anionic probe such as SCN– would not likely 
exhibit the exact same degree of association with a real biological membrane. Nevertheless, 
many of the lipids in biomembranes are zwitterionic, and a key cell membrane component 
is phosphatidylcholine (PC), for which the cationic part is the same trimethyl ammonium 
moiety found in DTAB. If the association of the SCN– with the cationic part is not neutralized 
by the presence of the anionic phosphate, we would expect SCN– to be a probe of more 
realistic biological membranes. Indeed, at elevated concentrations, SCN– is known to interact 
with zwitterionic lipids, altering the solvent-solute and solvation environments.83-87 Hence, 
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A.2.1. 1H NMR spectral assignments 
Proton NMR spectra were recorded for 100 mM concentration of DTAB samples in D2O alone 
and in the presence of different concentrations of thiocyanate and other counter anions 
chloride and iodide are described in the main text. 
Figure A.2-1(A) shows the 1H NMR spectrum of DTAB surfactant only in D2O. 
Figure A.2-1. (A) 1H NMR spectra of 100 mM DTAB in D2O. Also shown are integration values for protons 
attached to all the carbons in the surfactant molecule. The integration values have been referenced using the 9 
trimethyl protons in the surfactant headgroup. Spectra were obtained by averaging 16 scans, baseline and 
phase corrected to yield absorptive lineshapes. (B) Predicted NMR spectra for the surfactant molecule using 
Mnova NMRPredict algorithm. The algorithm captures the major chemical shifts for the protons corresponding 
to the surfactant tail and headgroup regions. Peak positions for protons in the trimethyl amine and the alpha 
carbon appear swapped due to close chemical shifts values, but the splitting pattern predicted matches well 
with the experimental data (singlet for trimethyl protons and triplet for the alpha carbon). The quintet splitting 
pattern and chemical shift values are especially well predicted for carbon #11, which contains 4 neighboring 





Integration values obtained have been referenced to the most intense 9 trimethyl protons at 
3.05 ppm attached to the tertiary amine. Integration values for protons along the surfactant 
hydrocarbon chain are in good agreement with the actual number of attached protons. A 
singlet is obtained for the trimethyl amine protons, which lack coupling due to the presence 
of the highly electronegative nitrogen bridge. For carbon #12 containing 2 secondary 
protons, an integration value of 1.9 is obtained and appears as a triplet due to vicinal 
coupling from 2 protons attached to the adjacent carbon. Being attached directly to the 
amine group, significant deshielding causes them to appear downfield at 3.3 ppm. For the 2 
protons attached to carbon #11 at 1.66 ppm, integration value of 1.77 is obtained and the 
spectra is split into multiplets. Specifically, a quintet is expected due to the presence of a total 
of 4 vicinal coupling protons (2 on each adjacent side). Protons from carbon #10 to #2 at 
~1.2 ppm correspond to 18 secondary protons along the surfactant tail with a total 
integration value of 17.58. Due to slight differences in the magnetic environment and 
numerous splitting patterns result in two distinct peaks around 1.2 ppm. For 3 protons 
attached to the end of the surfactant tail at carbon #1 at 0.76 ppm, an integration value of 
2.78 is obtained which appears as triplet, again due to 2 vicinal coupling protons. 
Figure A.2-1(B) shows the predicted NMR spectrum of DTAB using the Mnova 
NMRPredict algorithm. The prediction method captures the major chemical shifts for 
protons corresponding to the surfactant tail and the headgroup.  The assignment agrees well 
with the experimentally obtained spectrum. 
A.2.2. Frequency calculations for thiocyanate in different environments 
Normal mode analysis was performed in Gaussian 0988 using the B3LYP functional and a 6-
31G(d,p) basis set on each atom. All calculations were done in vacuum since we are seeking 
primarily trends in vibrational frequencies. The following cases were calculated: thiocyanate 
anion only; thiocyanate hydrogen bonded to water; thiocyanate near a bare positive charge; 
and thiocyanate near a trimethylalkylammonium cation. The trend in red shift of CN 
stretching frequency observed in our experiments are reproduced using these calculations 
which highlight the proximity of our probe to the interface. 
A detailed comparison for the thiocyanate’s CN stretching frequency by itself and in 
different hydration and electrostatic environments (also reported are shifts relative to bare 
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thiocyanate anion) is tabulated in Table A.2-1.  
Table A.2-1. DFT calculated CN stretching frequency of thiocyanate alone and in different environments 
mimicking the positive electrostatic environment near the DTAB surfactant interface. A blue shift (value of shift 
reported in parentheses) in CN stretching frequency is observed when thiocyanate hydrogen bonds with one 
water molecule. Near a bare positive charge and in two different truncated alky(trimethyl)ammonium cation, 
the CN stretching frequency red shifts (values of the shift are reported in parentheses). 
Thiocyanate system CN frequency (cm-1) 
Only thiocyanate 2175 
Thiocyanate + 1 water 2184 (+9) 
Thiocyanate + ethyl(trimethyl) ammonium cation 2120 (-55) 
Thiocyanate + butyl(trimethyl) ammonium cation 2120.35 (-54.65) 
Thiocyanate + bare positive charge 1904.18 (-270.82) 
 
DFT calculated CN stretching frequency of thiocyanate when hydrogen bonded with water is 
blue shifted by 9 cm-1 compared to free thiocyanate. Blue shifts are commonly observed for 
alkylthiocyanates due to the donation of electron density into a bonding orbital of the CN 
unit.10, 65 In presence of a bare positive charge, on the other hand, and in alkylammonium 
cations, we find a red shift in the thiocyanate vibrational frequency, which agrees with 
previous measurements.33, 69 Our experimental observation of 10-12 cm-1 red shift in the 
thiocyanate stretching frequency appears to be due to combination of factors including 
breaking of hydrogen bond facilitated by the interface, as well as the introduction of a 
significant electrostatic environment by the positive nature of the surfactant headgroup. 
Either way the proximity of the thiocyanate probe to the interface seems unambiguous. 
Frequencies calculated for thiocyanate near the alkyl(trimethyl)ammonium cation shows 
insensitivity to the length of the non-polar surfactant tail (Fig. A.2-3). 
From charge density analysis of the surfactant, shown in Figure A.2-2, it is apparent 







Figure A.2-3. (A) Optimized geometry for thiocyanate in the presence of one H2O molecule. Formation of a 
hydrogen bond between the nitrogen in thiocyanate and water blue shifts the CN stretching frequency. (B) 
Optimized thiocyanate structure in the presence of a single unit of positive charge. The positive charge near 
the thiocyanate was chosen to mimic the charged environemnt that thiocyanate experiences near the cationic 
surfactant interface. (C) A more realistic model of the environment in micelles was considered by replacing the 
bare positive charge with ethyl(trimethyl) ammonium cation and (D) butyl(trimethyl) ammonium cation. The 
spectral shifts of thiocyanate CN stretching frequency in the presence of these bulky cations also show a trend 
that is consistent with those determined experimentally in micelles. 
Figure A.2-2. Computed electron density map for the surfactant studied in this work. Electron density is 
color coded using the electrostatic potential. Blue color represents lack of electron density while red 
corresponds to increased electron density. The positive charge in the molecule can be seen to be localized at 






Water in Crowded Protein Solutions 
Has Robust Bulk-like Hydrogen 
Bonding Network Topology 
 
3.1. Introduction 
The long-standing quest to develop a molecular picture of how interfaces perturb hydration 
dynamics remains to be explored using both theoretical as well as surface selective 
spectroscopy experiments. As mentioned in previous chapters, graph theoretical analyses of 
molecular dynamics simulations offer promising approach to map topological network 
characteristics of water hydrogen bond network in bulk water and in crowded proteins.  
In this work, we attempt to determine a quantitative characterization of the magnitude, 
nature, and extent of hydration shell perturbations around and between protein interfaces 
using molecular dynamics simulations. Based on the predictions from network analysis, 2D-
IR spectral diffusion measurements are also carried to out to test the validity of retardation 
in protein surface residues fluctuations and the degree of such coupling in influencing 
hydration dynamics. 
 Previous measurement using 2D-IR have validated theoretical models of water 
rearrangement in the vicinity of an isolated interface.1-4 The surface topology plays a decisive 
role in the degree of hydration slowdown based on the excluded volume of potential 
hydrogen bonding partners.5 For example, simulations of water near an armchair carbon 
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nanotube conclude that a concave geometry is more hydrophobic than convex 
geometry.6 Different surface patterning of functional groups have also been shown to alter 
macroscopic hydrophobicity.7 In general, the Lum-Chandler-Weeks description identifies a 
length scale dependence to the thermodynamics of  hydration,8-13 though it remains a 
challenge to discern the degree to which molecular dynamics follows a similar trend.  
Reduced tetrahedral order parameter, diffusivity, and hydrogen bond switching 
dynamics near an interface might have the potential to propagate beyond the first hydration 
shell.14 Experimental methods using site-specific protein labeling and 2D-IR spectroscopy to 
probe water dynamics in different levels of crowding have provided some evidence of this 
actively debated long-range perturbation.2, 15-17 It is well known that an interface alone can 
perturb water in the immediate vicinity, but hydration dynamics in various confined 
geometries have been found to exhibit assorted levels of retardation, due to variations in 
protein surface topology and chemical heterogeneity.18, 19 Previous work2 employing 2D-IR 
has shown that merely increasing the access of water to an interface further slows water 
dynamics, even undergoing a dynamical transition. Despite appreciable evidence favoring 
long-range perturbation to hydration dynamics at ultrafast timescales, it is not yet clear what 
functional consequences result from the constraints on crowded hydration dynamics.20, 21 
Slowed water has a reduced dielectric constant, leading to enhanced Coulomb interactions 
arising from reduced screening.22 In fact, a recent simulation study has found artificial box 
size dependent protein conformational distributions, suggesting that periodic boundary 
conditions and water dielectric properties can have unexpected thermodynamic 
consequences even in the absence of physical crowding.23 Experimentally, Cho et al.24 have 
highlighted that the water dynamics in chemically similar crowding scenarios depend on the 
size of the crowding agent, which is consistent with our previous studies using surface-
labeled lysozyme.3 Recent attention to strongly hydrophilic crowding agents such as PEG has 
provided mounting evidence that water can remain “bulk” like even when the overall 
solution viscosity is very high.25, 26 Still, the central question of whether the very presence of 
interfaces alone can collectively induce dramatic hydration slowdown in crowded 
environments remains to be completely explored. 
Network concepts have been applied to protein hydration largely from the 
perspective of percolation, where above a critical level of hydration (h = grams of 
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water/grams of protein), contiguously hydrogen bonded waters span nearly the entire 
protein surface.27, 28 Winter et al. estimated the average number of water-water hydrogen 
bonds at the percolation transition to be 2.0-2.3.29 From a molecular perspective, this 
transition corresponds to the depletion of nearly half of the available water molecules, 
implying significant disruption in hydrogen bond connectivity. Recently Sterpone et al. have 
also examined the role of water in dictating protein flexibility using simulations performed 
at very low hydration factor of h = 0.39.30 This coupling of water and protein motions has 
only been studied experimentally in protein powders and never in well-hydrated 
environments (h > 1). For reference, an almost saturated solution of HEWL (200 mg/ml) has 
a hydration factor of 5.0. This work adapts ideas from network science to hydrogen bonding 
network of water in crowded, but well hydrated protein solutions that resemble realistic 
biological conditions. 
Despite extensive research on hydrogen bonding networks, and their putative 
disruption by macromolecules and crowding,14, 31 there has yet to be a study that directly 
analyzes crowded water using the theoretical constructs of network theory. Our goal is to 
identify network topology changes accompanying crowding to learn specifically how the 
network is perturbed. Lacking any changes, we can propose that dynamical perturbations 
are largely or entirely astructural, such as those encountered in the glass transition, where 
dynamical slowdown does not have clear structural correlates. Experimentally it is 
challenging to probe hydration dynamics as a function of protein distances while 
simultaneously decoupling protein and water motions. Using molecular dynamics 
simulation supplemented by graph theoretical analysis, we characterize structure, dynamics, 
and network topologies of water upon crowding. Among the key findings of this work is the 
quantitative observation that crowded HEWL exhibits constrained structural fluctuations 
even though there is no apparent perturbation to the interstitial water’s network topology. 
We also find that the delocalized collective hydrogen bond stretching motions are perturbed 
at most up to two hydration shells from the protein interface. Simulations of real proteins 
contain significant heterogeneity and complexity, and it is not obvious the degree to which 
such details are essential to the fundamental perturbations of hydrogen bond switching 
dynamics. In parallel with the present atomistic simulation, we also implemented a simple 
lattice model of confined water which we treated with a Monte Carlo simulation.32 That 
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lattice model is devoid of surface structural or chemical heterogeneity, yet it recapitulates 
the main findings of the present study regarding the spatial extent of hydrogen bonding 
slowdown under varying degrees of crowding.  
3.2. Results and discussion 
3.2.1. Average hydrogen bond number with and without crowding 
Before performing any topological network analysis on water selections in different 
environments, it is imperative to ensure that we have a reasonable hydrogen bond geometric 
cutoff criterion. Water molecules in crowded protein environments are selected in a 
cylindrical geometry as shown in Figure 3.1(A). Analogous control analysis is also 
performed from a bulk water simulation, using droplets of spatial diameter (Fig. 3.1(B)) 
Figure 3.1. (A) Two simulated hen egg while lysozyme (HEWL) proteins constraining water molecules at inter-
protein distances of 10 and 20 Å. Cylindrical water selections simulate hydration dynamics in slow, crowded 
environments relative to fast, bulk-like environments. (B) Spherical droplets of bulk water with diameters of 
10 and 20 Å. To eliminate edge effects in spherical droplets, one layer of water molecules (~2.5 Å) is excluded 
and the remaining inner sphere is used for analysis. Similar rejection of the interface was also performed in the 
case of binary protein simulations along the lateral surface. (C) Average hydrogen bond numbers for waters in 
between two HEWL proteins and within the spherical droplets of bulk water. The error bars represent one 
standard deviation from mean values. (D) Hydrogen bond coordination distribution (i.e. the degree 
distribution) for crowded (left) and bulk (right) water. Degree distributions for crowded water shift to a higher 
degree with increased inter-protein distance, whereas in bulk water droplets, the average degree remains 
constant with increasing diameter. 
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equal to inter-protein separations. The average coordination number for each water 
molecule (hydrogen bond number or “degree”) is determined from the adjacency matrix, 
whose ijth element contains a 1 if molecules i and j are hydrogen bonded, and zero otherwise 
(see appendix A.3.6.2). We also determine the degree distribution of hydrogen bonds.  
Average hydrogen bond degrees for water molecules in bulk droplets and in between 
crowded HEWL proteins is shown in Fig. 3.1(C). In water droplets, a constant mean value of 
~3.6 hydrogen bonds per molecule is obtained for diameters between 5-40 Å. This average 
degree is consistent with having roughly 10% hydrogen bond defects in liquid water.33 The 
error bars are large for small water droplets, where only few water molecules can be 
selected. For comparison, at most 2 water molecules can be stacked along any axis in a 
sphere of 5 Å dimeter. Waters molecules in the highest crowding case show a slight shift in 
the degree distribution. The average coordination number increases gradually to the bulk 
degree by 10-15 Å. At small inter-protein distances, the proximity of water to 
macromolecular interfaces results in the sacrifice of some hydrogen bonds. The reduction in 
average water-water hydrogen bonds does not negate the presence of protein-water 
hydrogen bonds. Although the average degree at 5 Å inter-protein separation is ~15 % less 
compared to that of bulk water, it is still well above the percolation threshold (2.0 - 2.3) for 
forming spanning clusters.29 This further confirms that no significant breakage of hydrogen 
bonds occurs when more than one shell of hydrating water is present. 
Hydrogen bond degree distributions shown in Fig. 3.1(D) compare bulk and crowded 
water with different spatial dimensions. In bulk, most of the water molecules are involved in 
4 hydrogen bonds with a small fraction of them forming three and two hydrogen bonds. 
Crowded water in between two proteins also exhibit similar distributions, except for the 5 Å 
and 10 Å inter-protein separations. At small protein separation, only a few layers of water 
molecules are present, thus reducing the fraction of 4 coordinated water molecules and 
increasing the population of 1 and 2 coordinated waters.  
It is important to note that any hydrophobic interface will likely disrupt the hydrogen 
bond network, consistent with the excluded volume picture. Based on average coordination 
numbers and degree distributions of water between crowded interfaces, it can be inferred 
that protein surfaces may alter water’s local connectivity appreciably up to 15 Å of inter-
protein separation. Reduction in local connectivity is simply due to the presence of an 
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interface, as no protein-water hydrogen bonds have been considered in our analysis. 
3.2.2. Crowded and bulk water have similar network topologies 
Topological network analysis using graph theory is a well-established field of study.34-38 Its 
applications include, but are not limited to, extracting key network characteristics in 
artificial (world wide web, telephone connections, rail and road), biological (metabolic 
pathways, neural circuit) or social (friendship, dating, actors) networks. Ideas from network 
science have previously been applied to understand hydrogen bonding characteristics in 
bulk water,39-41 concentrated salt and alcohol solutions42-45 as well as in polymer solutions.46 
 The observed reduction in average coordination of water near an interface correlates 
with the depleted number of available partners.  Does this slight change in coordination 
number force water molecules to adopt a different connectivity, potentially also affecting 
neighboring shells? To address this question, we applied the metric of clustering coefficient 
as defined in network theory. Clustering coefficient measures how well any node is 
connected in the network, providing a quantitative measure of its connectivity pattern. We 
have used both local and global metrics of clustering coefficient to characterize HB network. 
Figure 3.2(A) shows the dependence of local network structure on varying spatial distances 
of the protein and bulk water droplets. For comparison, the clustering coefficient in a model 
random network (Crandom ~ <k>/N) is also plotted (dashed grey curve in Fig. 3.2(A)) with the 
number of nodes (N) and average degree (k) comparable to that of crowded water. Clearly, 
the clustering coefficients of water HB networks have a different dependence on varying 
spatial distance relative to that of a random network. From a network perspective, the local 
topology of hydrogen bonds is not altered due to the presence of nearby interfaces. The 
global clustering coefficient (Fig. 3.2(A)) of water counts the occurrences of three-
membered rings in the network, enabling the determination of the local connectivity pattern 
of hydrogen bonds. Formation of three membered water rings inherently has low probability 
except during the transient hydrogen bond switching event47. An average value of ~0.02 is 
consistent with work previously published by Cho et al.43 for water in highly concentrated 
aqueous salt  solutions. The small value of the clustering coefficient also confirms that loops 
and rings are not dominant species at room temperature in water48 as previously claimed.49, 
50 We have also calculated the local clustering coefficient of water (see appendix A.3.1.1), 
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defined slightly differently in the network science literature.51 Briefly, the local clustering 
coefficient counts the number of mutual connections neighbors form with a given node, 
Figure 3.2. (A) Global clustering coefficient values for water simulated in crowded (binary protein) and bulk 
(pure water) environments. Error bars represent one standard deviation obtained using simulation snapshots 
separated by 15-20 ps. Large fluctuations arise from small water droplets (5 and 10 Å) with few molecules. 
Clustering coefficient values do not show any dependence on spatial distance, either in crowded or bulk 
environments, indicating local network characteristics are unaltered due to crowding. (B) Log-log plot for the 
average path length <d> versus the average number of network nodes <N> for different water droplet 
diameters (5 – 40 Å). This global network characteristic shows a linear dependence for bulk water, indicating 
that the average path length is proportional to a non-linear power of the number of nodes. Error bars for both 
the abscissa and ordinate are one standard deviation for the corresponding variables averaged over all 
simulation snapshots. A perfectly crystalline 3D-lattice has an exponent of 0.33, which is indistinguishable from 
our measured slope of 0.32 ± 0.1. (C) Average path length analysis for waters in between two HEWL proteins 
at separations of 5 – 35 Å (without protein position restraints) and 7-37 Å (with restraints). The reduced error 
bars <N> with position restraints reflects the impact that protein fluctuations have on the volume of the 
crowded region. (D) Distance-normalized average path lengths for water in crowded and bulk-like 
environments. Average network distances were obtained by multiplying the average path length by a constant 
distance of 3.5 Å. In the case of bulk water, no variation is observed whereas crowded water fits well to an 
exponential decay function. (E) Average path length as a function of the number of nodes in the network for 
crowded water. A smaller cylindrical selection was used to compute topology, such that the diameter of 
cylinder < inter-protein distances. The linear dependence is consistent with a 1D lattice model. (F) Average 
path length normalized by “effective” distance for the selected water volumes becomes roughly constant 
beyond 2-3 water shells. 
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indirectly measuring the number of loops and triads in a network. In our analysis, local 
clustering coefficients also remain invariant with system size for both crowded and bulk 
water, further confirming that the local topology remains unaltered by the interfaces. 
Average path length is a measure of the global topology of a network that counts the 
number of hops between any pair of nodes in the network. Large path lengths characterize 
a sparse and broken network, while dense (“small-world”) network path lengths are smaller. 
A log-log plot of average path length versus the number of nodes in different diameters (5 – 
40 Å) of bulk water droplets (Fig. 3.2(B)) exhibits a linear slope, indicating a power law 
dependence of path length on the number of nodes. A linear fit yields a slope of 0.32 ± 0.01,  
which is in good agreement with a model network where nodes are arranged in a 3-
dimensional crystalline lattice.51 The degree distribution (Fig. 3.1) and measured diffusion 
constant (see appendix A.3.4) do not point towards an amorphous ice like property of liquid 
phase water in our selection. Rather, it is the topological network properties of water that 
show lattice-like behavior.  
Average path length analyses for crowded water with and without protein 
fluctuations turned on (i.e. “position restrained”) (Fig. 3.2(C)) show a different dependence. 
The average path length remains constant for inter-protein distances up to 20 – 22 Å, 
becoming linear afterwards. The linear region can be fitted to a straight line that yields a 
slope of ~0.28 with and without position restraints, appreciably different from the case of 
bulk water (0.32 ± 0.01). It is important to note that the average path length values for water 
crowded between restrained proteins are greater by one node (e.g. one water molecule) 
relative to the unrestrained case. Based on our analysis, we believe that the observed 
difference does not have any significant contribution from the protein fluctuations, but 
rather that the different values are consistent with the different spatial extents of the 
crowded region. For our restrained simulations the minimum inter-protein distance was 
chosen to be 7 Å and subsequent distances are ~2 Å larger than in the simulation without 
restraints. The mean average path length for inter-protein distances up to 20 Å differs by 1 
node (e–(2.45 – 2.35) ~ 1). Having an additional 2 Å separation may result in accommodating an 
additional water molecule (node) along the inter-protein axis. 
To gain insight into the effective global size of the network, we normalize the average 
pathlength by the spatial distance (Fig. 3.2(D)). The average network path lengths are 
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converted into approximate physical distances by multiplying by a constant size of water 
molecule using the first minimum in the radial distribution function, (3.5 Å). These distances 
are then normalized by the spatial distance of the system (Lspatial). For bulk water, the average 
size of the network scales well with the diameter of the droplet further reinforcing the 
lattice-like network topology for bulk water. The network size for the crowded water, 
however, shows an exponential decay that eventually becomes bulk-like at large inter-
protein distances. Data points for simulations with and without position restraints agree 
well with each other, further confirming that the difference in spatial extent of the restrained 
and unrestrained proteins accounts for the differences in the measured path lengths.  
The observed ~7-fold increase in average path length for 5 Å inter-protein separation 
should imply dramatic disruption of the hydrogen bond network due to crowding. Since we 
did not observe a significant reduction in average coordination number, we wanted to 
explore its origin. By restricting the cylindrical water selection diameter in the crowded 
region to be less than the inter-protein distance (2r < L), a linear dependence is observed for 
the average path length with the number of nodes, as shown in Fig. 3.2(E). This dependence 
is consistent with the lattice model where network nodes have a single degree of freedom 
for expansion. A corrected version of the normalized average size of the network with 
“effective” distance (equivalent cuboid length) is shown in Fig. 3.2(F). From analyzing path 
length distributions of water between proteins, we find two populations of short and long 
paths representing lateral and axial dimensions of the cylinder (see appendix A.3.1.2). 
Although the average connectivity of water is appreciably altered due to crowding 
(particularly at small inter-protein distances, Fig. 3.1) the hydrogen bond networks show 
similar linking patterns and topologies in crowded and bulk-like environments. We also find 
no preference in connecting to nodes of any degree in the hydrogen bond network regardless 
of crowding extent (see appendix A.3.3). From a molecular perspective, this indicates 
homogeneous spatial density distribution without formation of low- and high-density 
patches of water. 
3.2.3. Extent of collective vibrational modes of water from protein interfaces 
In previous sections, we established that the overall topology of the hydrogen bond network 
remains unaltered upon crowding. Based on our previous measurements of hydrogen bond 
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correlation times,2 we next turn to an analysis of the extent of collective motions of water 
near HEWL interfaces in between the crowded regions of the proteins. Experimental 
evidence for extended hydration shells has been obtained using THz spectroscopy and was 
found to be sensitive to the distance between proteins.52 
Figure 3.3 shows computed vibrational density of states (VDOS) of water in different 
shells of HEWL in crowded and dilute environments from 0 - 1000 cm-1. Ultrafast infrared 
spectroscopy has established ~1 ps as the time scale for hydrogen bond rearrangements in 
the bulk liquid.53 Collective modes of water contributing to this dynamical time scale lie 
roughly between 0 – 100 cm-1, a frequency range also accessible with THz spectroscopy. 
Modes below 100 cm-1 are due to bending and stretching of the hydrogen bond (HB), while 
those above 200 cm-1 correspond to librational motion (centered at 500 cm-1). 54 Figure 
3.3(A) shows VDOS spectra for water in the first hydration shell (within 2.8 Å from the 
protein surface) in the crowded region of the proteins. While the librational band shows an 
increased amplitude compared to bulk water, a reduction in the kinetic energy (i.e. 
amplitude of the VDOS spectrum) is observed for bands corresponding to the HB stretch. 
Figure 3.3. (A) Vibrational density of states (VDOS) spectra for the first shell of water molecules around binary 
HEWL proteins in the crowded region. Varying the inter-protein distances from 5 Å to 35 Å mimic different 
degrees of crowding which has no influence on the VDOS spectra. Relative to bulk water, the first shell water 
molecules show depleted intensity in the hydrogen bonded stretching region. (B) VDOS spectra for water 
molecules in the second shell in the crowded region. The second shell spectra agree well with the spectrum of 
bulk water indicating that the collective dynamical motion of water in the second hydration shell is bulk-like. 
(C) Difference spectra for first shell waters with different inter-protein distances relative to the VDOS spectrum 
of bulk water. (D) Difference VDOS spectrum for water molecules in the second hydration shell. 
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This redistribution of the kinetic energy for first-shell water molecules also remains 
insensitive to different degrees of crowding. Similar insensitivity to inter-protein distances 
is also observed for second-shell water molecules (2.8 – 5.6 Å from the interface) (Fig. 
3.3(B)), which show bulk-like behavior. In case of first-shell water molecules, the presence 
of an interface reduces the slow HB stretch entropy while at the same time increasing the 
many-body fast libration motion within the same shell.55, 56 It is known from previous work47, 
57 that librations play an important role during hydrogen bond switching via the three-body 
angular jump mechanism. Difference spectra (Figure 3.3(C, D)) highlight the insensitivity of 
collective motions of water to different inter-protein distances. VDOS calculations for 
different shells of water near an interface imply that the collective motion only gets 
perturbed to a maximum of two to three hydration shells. Different degrees of crowding do 
not influence the extent of this perturbation. This modest perturbation of water’s collective 
motions was also observed recently using MHz to THz dielectric spectroscopy in aqueous 
bovine serum albumin protein solutions.58 Recently, Halle et al.59 have shown that various 
kinetic and configurational properties decay to bulk-like behavior within one hydration shell 
of the protein. The alignment order parameter calculated for globular proteins with net 
explicit charge (–6) show short-range exponential dependence of calculated water dipole 
moments. On the other hand, proteins with a net dipole moment were shown to exhibit long 
range, power-law influence (R–3). Such long-range perturbation can only be observed in 
proteins with sufficiently large dipole moment. To examine the effect of the interface and 
crowding on the orientational motion of water, we also calculated dipole auto correlation 
functions (see appendix A.3.5) for water in different shells of the protein and found decay 
times significantly different from bulk at the second hydration shell. Despite this extended 
distance penetration of the interface, we find no dependence on protein-protein separation, 
suggesting that crowding does not dramatically alter the hydration shell-dependent 
slowdown of orientational motion. 
3.2.4. Influence of protein fluctuations on measured hydration dynamics 
Our current results, using topological network analysis and VDOS calculations, suggest that 
the extent of perturbation to the hydrogen bond network structure is short ranged (within 
10 Å from the interface). A key finding of this work is to discern the direct influence of protein 
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fluctuations on the measured hydration dynamics as applicable to experimental site-specific 
labeling approaches. Instead of analyzing exclusively the water molecules, we now focus on 
characterizing the perturbation of protein conformational fluctuations induced by crowding, 
an approach that has been taken previously.31 Figure 3.4(A, B) show snapshots of the binary 
protein structure for inter-protein distances of  5 and 10 Å respectively. The protein residues 
have been colored based on calculated B-factor values. B-factors quantify mean squared 
Figure 3.4. (A) Snapshot of the crowded region at 5 Å inter-protein distance. The residues are color coded by 
B-factor (Å2) as a measure of their structural fluctuations. For the 5 Å case, nearly all the atoms are constrained. 
(B) At 10 Å separation, the side chain fluctuations are increased as well as those of the backbone atoms of the 
helices. (C) Histogram comparing the root mean square fluctuations (Å) for every protein atom in the crowded 
region. There is a gradual increase in the degree of atomic fluctuations with increasing inter-protein distances. 
(D) Experimental 2D-IR frequency-fluctuation correlation function measurements using [Re(CO)3(H2O)3]Br as 
a vibrational probe without labeling the HEWL. The decay, arising from spectral diffusion, show bulk-like 
hydration dynamics (~1 ps), even at a concentration (115 mg/ml) near the dynamical transition point 
observed previously using surface-labeled HEWL. 
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fluctuations of the atoms in the protein sequence (B = 8π2<u2>, where u is the displacement). 
At 5 Å separation (Fig. 3.4(A)), the entire backbone of the protein shows reduced flexibility, 
except for a few residues in the interstitial region. Slightly reduced crowding (10 Å 
separation), however, results in a pronounced increase in the atomic fluctuations, 
particularly in the crowded region (Fig. 3.4(B)).  
To quantify these fluctuations, we plot the distributions of root mean square 
fluctuations (RMSF) for all the surface atoms facing the crowded region (Fig. 3.4(C)). The 
most probable fluctuations of atoms in the crowded region of the binary protein increases 
gradually with decreasing degree of crowding. For nearly all the inter-protein distances, 
fluctuations of atoms on the surface have a unimodal distribution. For an inter-protein 
distance of 20 Å, a slight shoulder appears around 1.7 Å which can be attributed to releasing 
strain for a surface lysine residue in the protein. 
The most probable fluctuation for 10 Å is observed to be greater than that of 15 Å. 
Although this may appear to be an outliner, it is still valid to conclude that for intermediate 
protein separations, the most probable fluctuations lie between the two crowding extremes. 
Overall, we do observe a trend in protein fluctuations with different degrees of crowding, 
and fully converging the protein fluctuations is beyond the scope of this study. It might be 
argued that reduced availability of conformational sampling of residues might not directly 
contribute dynamics. To address this issue, we computed the ratio of mean square 
displacements to the average correlation time; this measure represents a form of diffusion 
constant. A sharp reduction in “diffusivity” of surface residues for 5 Å inter-protein distance 
is observed (see appendix A.3.7.2) which plateaus to a constant value (within error) for large 
separation. This crowding dependent slowdown of protein surface residues suggests that 
protein fluctuations may contribute significantly to the hydration dynamics observed in 
experiments, though our study does not identify the origin of the protein flexibility changes. 
Although overall collective motions of water may not be directly perturbed beyond the 
second hydration shell, protein fluctuations do appear to be more constrained due to 
crowding. This picture is consistent with THz spectroscopy of concentrated protein 
solutions. This interplay between the surface fluctuations of macromolecules and collective 
water motions is likely to play key role in governing the overall free energy landscapes 
between protein-protein and protein-substrate interactions.  
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 Finally, we test experimentally the hypothesis that protein fluctuations do not 
substantially influence hydration dynamics when probed without a site-specific vibrational 
probe. Instead of site-specifically labeling the protein, we used a metal carbonyl probe 
([Re(CO)3(H2O)3)]Br) in bulk H2O. The frequency-frequency correlation function for a CO 
stretching mode was measured using 2D-IR spectroscopy (see appendix A.3.6) with 
increasing HEWL concentrations. 2D-IR spectroscopy (Fig. 3.4(D)) of the rhenium probe in 
bulk H2O and in the presence of up to 115 mg/mL HEWL shows similar time constants. 
Experimental data points were fitted using a single exponential. For the rhenium probe in 
H2O, the spectral diffusion time constant of 0.82 ± 0.07 ps is consistent with bulk-like 
dynamics. With increasing concentrations of protein (40, 60 and 115 mg/mL), spectral 
diffusion time constants remain unaltered within error (0.94 ± 0.15, 0.93 ± 0.13 and 0.86 ± 
0.16 ps respectively), thereby indicating the preservation of bulk-like hydration dynamics.  
Hence, we observe spectral diffusion time constants for high HEWL concentrations of up to 
8 mM to be bulk-like. Previously, a transition in the spectral diffusion time constants for 
surface-labeled protein was observed at the maximum concentration of protein used here.2 
3.2.5. Protein fluctuations are uncorrelated with hydration dynamics 
Coupling between protein and water motions has previously been proposed to be 
determined chiefly by slow solvent shell rearrangements. This  interpretation has been used 
to explain dynamic fluorescence stokes shift measurements.60, 61 It is therefore of interest to 
investigate whether fluctuations of protein surface residues can possibly also influence the 
fast picosecond dynamics of its hydration shell and beyond. 
In order to observe true dynamics of water solely due to an interface it is imperative 
to separate possible contributions from protein fluctuations and hydrophilic interactions. To 
observe the influence of protein fluctuations, we computed hydrogen bond correlation times 
for water molecules constrained between proteins that were modeled as being either fully 
flexible or as having position restraints. Hydrogen bond correlation functions (Figure 3.5(A, 
B)) of water molecules in between two lysozyme proteins show pronounced differences only 
for the closest protein-protein distances. The flexible protein simulations have inter-protein 
separations between 5 and 35 Å in steps of 5 Å while restrained proteins have minimum 
separations of 7 Å up to 37 Å in steps of 5 Å. The hydrogen bond correlation decay is fitted 
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to a biexponential with a constant offset (see appendix A.3.8). Librational motion of 
hydrogen bonded water molecules is responsible for the fast time constant while hydrogen 
bond switching dynamics is encoded in the slow component (<10 ps) of the correlation 
function.62 At an inter-protein separation of 5 Å, we do observe a pronounced slowdown in 
the hydrogen bonding dynamics, where the retardation factor of ~3 can likely be attributed 
mostly to the excluded volume effect (Fig. 3.5(C)). Moreover, due to interactions between 
the protein interface and the water molecules, there are certainly other sources of dynamical 
retardation beyond the statistical excluded volume contribution. Hydrogen bond correlation 
times for large inter-protein separations (>12 Å) converge to the bulk time constant (~2.5 
ps) quickly. We observe the perturbations of hydrogen bond switching not to extend beyond 
the third shell. Interestingly, protein simulations with and without surface residue 
fluctuations reveal nearly identical H-bond correlation time scales at similar distances, 
though there are some differences at the closest separations. Under dilute conditions (Fig. 
3.5(D)), protein flexibility has no influence at all on the hydration water (<7 Å). Our results 
affirm that protein fluctuations and hydration dynamics remain largely decoupled, at least 
on the 2-10 ps time scale captured by hydrogen bonding rearrangements. In the context of a 
jamming transition in viscous protein solutions, where translational motion of particles 
Figure 3.5. Time correlation functions for hydrogen bond switching dynamics of water confined between (A) 
flexible and (B) restrained proteins. (C) Hydrogen bond lifetime is determined by the long-time component of 
biexponential fits to the curves in (A) and (B). Error bars represent deviations of fits from the correlation data. 
We attribute the short time component to fast librational motion of water which appears to remain invariant 
with inter-protein separation, as observed in our VDOS analysis. At very small inter-protein separations (5-7 
Å) substantial (< 3.5) slowdown in dynamics is observed, likely attributable to the excluded volume effect and 
hydrophilic interactions with the surface residues. With a slight increase in protein separation, the dynamical 
timescale falls sharply to ~3 ps (the bulk value is shown as a dashed line). (D) Under dilute conditions, analysis 
of the hydrogen bond correlation function shows that when considering the water molecules within 7 Å of the 
protein, there is no difference between flexible and restrained protein molecules, indicating a lack of dynamical 
coupling between the water and protein dynamics on this time scale. 
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spaced more closely than the solvent diameter become essentially frozen (as in the 
“mayonnaise effect”), our results support the hypothesis that solvent dynamics should 
remain largely unaltered near the critical concentration. 63, 64 
3.3. Conclusion 
From all-atom molecular dynamics and experimental 2D-IR measurements, we find a 
relatively short-range perturbation to the hydration networks in crowded protein solutions. 
A key finding from our work is that water forms a robust hydrogen bond network whose 
topology is preserved even at small inter-protein distances. The unique nature of the water 
hydrogen bond network to favorably form nearly four hydrogen bonds likely prevents the 
failure of its network even at extreme crowding. Hydrogen bonding degree distributions of 
water at the smallest inter-protein separations (5 – 10 Å) yield a slight decrease in the 
fraction of 4 bonds and increase in 1 or 2 hydrogen bonded fractions. Analyzing the 
vibrational density of states, which encodes the collective hydration dynamics of water near 
the protein interface, shows a similar extent of perturbation irrespective of whether it is in 
crowded or dilute conditions. Considering the protein in addition to the water, we find a 
pronounced influence of crowding on the degree and dynamics of protein fluctuations. This 
finding is surprising due to the very minor crowding induced variations in the water 
hydrogen bonding network topology. Nevertheless, since we do find that first and second 
shell water molecules exhibit significantly slower translational and orientational diffusion 
(relative to bulk), that may be sufficient to explain the altered inter-protein structural 
dynamics owing to the altered local dielectric screening. One area where this study cannot 
be conclusive is in determining precisely the spatial range of hydration shell structural 
dynamics perturbations near varying hydrophilic surface residues. Real proteins have rough 
surfaces that fluctuate, and the overlapping time scales for translational and orientational 
diffusion make it virtually impossible to study shell-by-shell properties without inevitable 
transit among these shells. Our Monte Carlo simulations of a lattice model lacking these 
complications nevertheless recapitulate the main findings of the modest slowdown and 
relatively short-ranged extent of the perturbations.32 Our findings indicate that in analyzing 
experiments, particularly those using site-specific labeling approaches either with 
fluorophores60, 61, 65-73 or infrared probes, one must consider sources of anomalous behavior 
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in hydration dynamics as arising from the direct manifestation of modulated fluctuations of 
protein residues. It is not clear whether or not these protein structural dynamics will also 
manifest in the same way when studied by surface bound spin labels via ODNP NMR.74 Future 
work to elucidate the nature of the crowding-induced protein dynamical coupling will be 
needed to establish a more complete understanding of the complex interactions between 
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A.3.1. Graph theoretical metrics for characterizing topological network properties 
A.3.1.1. Local vs global clustering coefficient (Ci) 
Clustering coefficient, in the context of network science, is defined in two different ways. 
Both definitions capture information regarding the local connectivity in any given network. 
Local and global clustering coefficients were computed in our molecular dynamics 
simulations for water hydrogen bonds (HB) in between two hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL) 
proteins to mimic crowding conditions, as well as in spherical droplets of bulk water with 
spatial extent comparable to the crowding cases. In the main text we presented the global 
clustering coefficient data which is based on counting the number of triangles (3-bonded 
water molecules) in a network. 
The mean values for local clustering coefficients (Ci) are smaller in magnitude than 
the global clustering coefficients (CΔ, as shown in main text). This difference stems from the 
definition of the local clustering coefficient (see Fig. A.3-1(A)), which counts the number of 
links (Li) that neighbors (total ki) of any given node form relative to how many theoretically 
can be formed (<Ci> = 2Li/[ki(ki-1)]). Based on any hydrogen bond definition criteria, it is 
almost impossible to bond the immediate adjacent neighbors of any given node (forming a 
triangle). Figure A.3-1(B) shows the calculated global clustering for hydrogen bond 
networks in crowded and in bulk water environements. It may be argued that the clustering 
Figure A.3-1. (A) Local clustering coefficient of a node in a graph, G which is based on counting the number of 
links its neighbors can make with each other. For a node to have a high clustering coefficient, large populations 
of three-body constrained geometries need to be present. From our geometric criteria a constrained 60° angle 
is difficult and is only likely to be present during the transition state of hydrogen bond switching. (B) Plot 
showing local clustering coefficient for water in between the two Lysozyme protein and in different spherical 
droplets with diameters equal to the various inter-protein distances. 
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coefficient cannot be used as a good metric for characterizing HB networks.43, 75 Having 
consistent values for the clustering coefficeint with different spatial dimensions implies that 
the local network properties remain unaltered even when there is observed to be a slight 
reduction in the probability of forming four hydrogen bonds, as is the case for the degree 
distribution plots shown in the main text. 
A.3.1.2. Path length (d) distributions for HB networks in bulk and crowded environments 
As discussed in the main text, the average path length of water droplets with different 
diameters led to the understanding that the topological HB network of bulk water is lattice-
like. We have mentioned in the main text that it is the network topology of hydrogen bonds 
exhibiting lattice like behavior, not the hydrogen bond geometry itself (i.e. bulk water is not 
a perfect 3D lattice). The diffusion coefficient of water in the simulation box (analyzed in 
detail below) from which water droplets were selected was determined to be 2.69 ± 0.006 
cm2/s which agrees well with experimental value at 300 K, as would be expected for a liquid 
and the fact that we use the SPC/E water model.76 The average path length in our binary 
HEWL proteins was also observed to show similar topological variation with system size. In 
this supplementary section we explore additional information that path length distributions 
encode about the network. 
Path length (d) distributions for bulk water droplets are computed without removing 
the contributions from edges formed due to selecting a finite number of water molecules. A 
Figure A.3-2. (A) Distributions of path lengths calculated for hydrogen bond (HB) networks in bulk water 
droplets. Spatial dimensions in the range 10 - 45 Å have been used. Obtaining a distribution for the 5 Å diameter 
containing only few water molecules was not feasible so original selection is used which does not discard the 
lateral interface. (B) Path length distributions for HB networks in between two lysozyme proteins. A bimodal 




minimum diameter of 10 Å is used as shown in Fig. A.3-2(A). This approach improves 
statistical significance of the distribution, since data points using only 3-4 water molecules 
(as in case of 5 Å diameter droplet) cannot be fitted to a gaussian function without ambiguity. 
We observe that with increasing system size, the width of the distributions for bulk water 
droplets increases. The distributions for nearly all diameters of the droplets (20 Å and 
above) can only be fitted well using a sum of two Gaussians with individual positions as fit 
parameters. The observed increase in the width of the distribution, particularly at large 
diameters, indicates the presence of short and long paths. It is important to note that with 
an increasing number of nodes in the network, as in case of larger diameter of droplets, the 
path length distributions tend to converge. 
Figure A.3-2(B) highlights the distribution of path lengths for hydrogen bond 
networks between the two HEWL proteins. Path length distributions have similar center 
positions, around 10 nodes. Path lengths for large inter-protein distance are consistent with 
bulk water network distributions with similar numbers of nodes (i.e. water molecules). Like 
bulk hydrogen bonds, path length distributions of HB networks in the crowded region of the 
two proteins show an equilibrium containing two populations. Short path lengths obtained 
using a Gaussian fit are roughly consistent with average path lengths, which is discussed in 
the main text. The presence of large path lengths in small inter-protein distances is due to 
contribution from the lateral dimension of the cylindrical water selection (i.e. around the 
cylinder). In the main text, we described how we were able to remove this constant path 
length contribution. 
The fitting function (f(x)) used to model the HB network path length distributions in 
between two proteins and in bulk waters is a sum of two Gaussians where amplitudes (a and 
d), positions (b and e), widths (c and f) and offsets (g) are adjustable parameters. 
f(x) = ae-(x – b)^2/c + de-(x – e)^2/f + g 
Table A.3-1. Fit parameters obtained for sum of gaussians used to fit the path length distributions of HB 
network in between crowded protein environments. 
Inter-protein a b C d e f g 
5 Å 0.46 5.15 13.59 0.90 10.84 37.63 0.01 
10 Å 0.51 5.31 14.66 0.91 10.98 29.26 0.00 
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15 Å 0.24 5.38 11.54 0.96 10.17 34.35 -0.10 
20 Å 0.20 5.38 10.50 0.97 10.26 32.06 0.01 
25 Å 0.18 5.79 10.84 0.96 10.63 35.10 0.01 
30 Å 0.16 6.02 11.26 0.96 10.86 37.76 0.01 
35 Å 0.86 9.98 39.34 0.25 15.47 64.26 -0.02 
 
Table A.3-2. Fit parameters for sum of gaussians used to model path length distributions of HB network in 
bulk water droplets. 
Diameters a b c d e f g 
10 Å 0.96 1.22 4.70 0.05 - - - 
15 Å 0.54 4.14 4.41 0.63 2.61 6.93 -0.01 
20 Å 0.35 6.57 4.58 0.84 4.35 9.41 -0.01 
25 Å 0.29 8.08 5.21 0.91 5.38 12.32 -0.01 
30 Å 0.91 6.58 17.01 0.36 10.15 8.24 -0.02 
35 Å 0.89 7.28 20.22 0.42 11.39 10.73 -0.02 
40 Å 0.87 8.39 26.21 0.47 13.28 15.04 -0.03 
45 Å 0.86 9.12 30.75 0.50 14.51 18.32 -0.03 
 
A.3.1.3. Calculations of “effective” length for hydrogen bond network in binary proteins. 
The volumes of water selected in between the two proteins were determined. Total volume 
equals the volume of cylinder of radius 5 Å (sub-selection, 2r < L) plus the end cap volume 
excluded by the proteins. Below is the tabulation of effective distance calculations. 
 
Protein diameter (approximate) ~ 12.5 Å 
 
Effective distances calculated as, 
Volume of water selection = Leffective (2×2.5Å)2 
 
The effective distance calculated by projecting the water selected in the inter-protein region 
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to a cuboid geometry as shown in Table A.3-3 
Table A.3-3. Effective length of networks for water in flexible and restrained proteins. 
Flexible proteins Restrained proteins 
Lspatial (Å) Leffective (Å) Lspatial (Å) Leffective (Å) 
5 4.05 7 5.62 
10 7.98 12 9.55 
15 11.90 17 13.47 
20 15.83 22 17.40 
25 19.76 27 21.33 
30 23.68 32 25.25 
35 27.61 37 29.18 
 
A.3.2. Undirected graphs for representing hydrogen bond networks 
Although hydrogen bonding between two molecules can be argued to have directionality 
(donor vs. acceptor molecules), in this work, we represent connectivity patterns of hydrogen 
bonds between water molecules in crowded and bulk environments using undirected 
graphs. Each water molecule can accept and donate equal numbers of hydrogen bonds (two 
for each case), provided the geometric criteria for bond definition is satisfied (section S6). 
To investigate any structural aspects of the network, non-directional connectivity 
information alone should be sufficient to quantify and characterize hydrogen bonding. 
Undirected graphs so far have successfully been applied to represent hydrogen bond 
networks in dense and highly crowded environments, though not yet in the context of 
macromolecular crowding.77, 78 Water molecules that are spatially isolated or are at the 
edges of the geometric selection can only have either in or out degrees. Using directed 
graphs, one is likely to undercount the connectivity of those nodes since the path between 
an arbitrary node A to B in the network is likely to be different than from B to A. 
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A.3.3. Degree correlations for water in crowded and bulk environments 
Figure A.3-3. (A) Degree correlation matrix for water in the crowded region between two lysozyme proteins. 
The correlation matrix is normalized by area. The symmetric nature of the degree correlation matrix indicates 
that HB networks across different dimensions of the system lack any correlation in linking nodes of varying 
degree. The HB network does not show any assortative or disassortative characteristics implying that high 
degree nodes have equal preference for connecting to smaller nodes and vice-versa. Water molecules 
inherently can form a maximum of 4 bonds and the correlation map also shows a maximum at four coordination 
number between donor and acceptor degree. (B) Degree correlation map for bulk water droplets studied in 
this work. The average degree (number of hydrogen bonds) shows slight variations between the lysozyme and 
bulk water cases at small spatial dimensions, particularly for the 5 Å distance. For this dimension we are looking 
at only 3-4 water molecules, hence a broad distribution is expected. The intensity magnitudes for the bulk water 
and binary proteins are slightly different but consistent with each other across different spatial distances. 
Overall, the distribution pattern does not show any variation between the crowded and bulk water. 
An additional metric that we used to characterize the HB network in crowded and bulk like 
environment was using the degree correlation matrix. Figure A.3-3 shows the degree 
correlation matrix, computed by counting how many occurrences of node of degree (ki) 
connect with another node of degree (kj) from our adjacency matrix. No additional network 
structural changes can be observed from our correlation matrix. Overall the HB network has 
neutral preference for connecting with nodes of any given degree. 
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A.3.4. Diffusion constant of water in crowded protein and bulk 
In addition to hydrogen bond network topological analysis, transport properties of water in 
crowded and bulk like environments were also performed. Figure A.3-4(A) shows the mean 
square displacement (MSD) of water molecules in the first and second hydration shells of the 
proteins facing the crowded region. The first hydration shell of the protein encompasses all 
water molecules within 2.8 Å of the protein interface, while the second shell contains waters 
from 2.8 Å to 5.6 Å. During our defined 10 ps time window, most of the water remains in the 
starting shells with a relatively small fraction switching shells. Remaining in the shells is 
consistent with the diffusivity of water, where the root-mean-square displacement in 10 ps 
is 3.7 Å. 
Fit parameters for calculating the diffusion constant are tabulated in Table A.3-4. 
Table A.3-4. Parameters obtained from fitting mean square displacement of water in different shells of protein 
facing the crowded region representing diffusion constant of water for random walk in 3-dimension. 




5 Å 0.97 0.005 
10 Å 0.94 0.004 
15 Å 1.06 0.003 
Figure A.3-4. (A) Mean square displacements (MSD) as a function of time for water molecules in the crowded 
region that start within the first hydration shell. For comparison, also shown is the bulk water MSD. Our results 
corroborate the expectation that due to the restricted degree of freedom in either one or two dimensions, the 
first shell water molecules should have reduced diffusivity compared to the bulk liquid. (B) MSD curves for the 
second shell water molecules in the crowded region. Also, for comparison is shown MSD curve for bulk water. 
The second shell diffusion speeds up compared to that of bulk but still experiences overall retardation 
compared to bulk. 
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First shell 20 Å 0.99 0.006 
25 Å 1.02 0.006 
30 Å 1.02 0.006 
35 Å 1.14 0.004 





5 Å 1.57 0.005 
10 Å 1.59 0.004 
15 Å 1.67 0.003 
20 Å 1.62 0.004 
25 Å 1.69 0.007 
30 Å 1.74 0.004 
35 Å 1.72 0.006 
   
 Bulk SPC/E 2.69 (300 K) 0.006 
 
   
 Experiment76 2.57 (298.15 K) 0.022 
A.3.5. Dipole correlation function of water in hydration shells and the bulk 
We did not observe any long-range collective motions of water using vibrational density of 
states (VDOS) calculations in different shells of water between proteins. Also, the HB 
networks did not show any quantifiable differences in network topology between crowded 
and bulk conditions. Using the dipole correlation function of water in different shells of the 
protein facing the crowded region, we find some shell dependence in orientational 
correlation times as shown in Figure A.3-5. The first shell water molecules are significantly 
slowed compared to more distant shells (second and third). We know there is a shell 
dependence, but we cannot say at this point whether there is a protein-protein distance 
dependence as well. Overall, we can comfortably conclude that at small inter-protein 
distances (5 - 15 Å) we see additional slowdown for the dipole correlation data. But for larger 
inter-protein distances, no substantial trend could be observed in the timescale. We attribute 
the lack of observing any meaningful trends to the fact that we cannot sample our dipole 
correlation function in different shells for longer times. Running a long trajectory for dipole 
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correlations will scramble the water molecules, losing the association of water molecules 
with distinct shells. On the other hand, averaging short time windows limits convergence in 
our 50 ps simulation. Even if we were to average the dipole correlation functions, we would 
expect to see the effect of waters switching different shells. 
For inter-protein distances of up to 15 Å (7.5 Å from the center to protein interfaces, which 
fits 2 shells) we do not see this switching behavior in our dipole correlation plot shown in 
Figure A.3-5. Previously from our MSD data, we found that the maximum displacement of 
water molecules during 10 ps time is 3.8 Å (agrees with experiment since we use SPC/E 
water), which is slightly greater than the first shell of water molecules. For small inter-
protein distances (up to 15 Å), during this time water molecules remain in either the first or 
second shell, while for larger separations water molecules can readily jump to more distant 
shells. Hence, we have observed a minimum impact of shell switching for small inter-protein 
Figure A.3-5. Dipole correlation function for water molecules in the crowded region of the protein in different 
hydration shells and with varying inter-protein distances. Also, for comparison is shown the dipole correlation 
for bulk water (blue, dot dash). Overall, we see a clear trend in the dipole correlation slowing down for the first 
hydration shell while the second hydration shell is faster, but not bulk like. Variation with inter-protein 
distances does have slight effect on the correlation times but no clear trend can be observed in during our 
observation window of 10 ps. 
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distances, which is not observed to be significant in large protein separations. 
A.3.6. Simulation and Experimental details 
A.3.6.1. Molecular dynamics simulation 
Different degrees of crowding in Hen Egg White Lysozyme (PDB code 3IJU) protein were 
simulated by systematically varying the minimum distance between the surfaces of two 
protein, ranging from 5 – 35 Å in steps of 5 Å. These distance gradients were simulated using 
GROningen MAchine for Chemical Simulations (GROMACS)79, first by solvating with SPC/E 
water molecules incorporating periodic boundary conditions and later neutralizing with 16 
chloride anions. The simulation box size along the inter-protein axis was varied from 108 to 
133 Å to minimize the overall computation time. Comparison of protein-water simulations 
with bulk water is also performed in this study. All configurations of the two proteins and a 
50 Å periodic box containing only SPC/E water molecules were simulated using GROMACS 
(version 4.5.5 for the binary protein simulations and 5.0.5 for pure water) with the 
AMBER9980, 81 all-atom force field. The isobaric-isothermal ensembles were maintained at 1 
atm and 300 K using the Berendsen barostat and thermostat respectively82. Time coupling 
constant of 1 ps was used for both pressure and temperature, and the system compressibility 
was set to 4.5 x 10‐5 bar. Particle-mesh Ewald (PME) summation was used to determine 
electrostatic energies with a Fourier‐ transform grid width of 1.2 Å, and real-space Coulomb 
and Lennard-Jones cutoffs of 9 Å. The PME‐shifted potential cutoff was set to 10‐5. The 
Leapfrog Verlet integrator was used with an integration time step of 1 fs. Energy 
minimization of the simulations were performed using steepest-descent algorithm for 500 
steps which had a tolerance of 10 kJ mol-1 nm-1 followed by an equilibration run of 50 ps. The 
final production run was performed for 300 ps in case of the protein and bulk water 
simulation for which the coordinates were saved every 10 fs. 
A.3.6.2. Topological network analysis for bulk and crowded waters 
Topological analysis of hydrogen bond networks was performed for water within the 
crowded region of the binary protein system. A control experiment using pure water 
droplets having diameters equal to the inter-protein distances was also carried out. 
Geometric selection of water molecules was executed using PYMOL’s select bymolecule 
command83, 84. This selection algebra in PYMOL selects whole water molecules (one oxygen 
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and two hydrogens) within a specified radius from the center of two proteins. 
This spherical water droplet was further trimmed using a simple python script to yield a 
cylinder of water molecules. Only those water molecules in between two proteins were 
selected whose geometric centers lie within the cylinder of radius 19 Å (38 Å total lateral 
diameter) with the center of the selection passing through a line connecting the two proteins. 
The radius of the cylinder was chosen to include water molecules that cover the protein 
interface maximally. The geometrical shape of a cylinder was preferred over a sphere in the 
case of the binary protein simulations to minimize contributions from bulk water in our 
analysis. Spheres of water with diameters equivalent to inter-protein distances were 
generated from a separate simulation of SPC/E water alone to represent bulk-like properties. 
The number of selected water molecules either shows a linear or cubic dependence with 
spatial distances, consistent with the dimensions of selections as shown in Figure A.3-6. 
 
Figure A.3-6. Plot showing the number of waters in the region of interest averaged over all the simulation 
snapshots. Error bars indicate the spread of values within one standard deviation from the mean. For protein 
simulations, the number of waters scales linearly (solid maroon line is the fit) with spatial distance as indicated 
by the cylindrical geometry. In the case of bulk water, the number of waters in the selection scales with the 
third power of the spatial distance (spherical geometry) as indicated by the solid blue curve. 
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The determination of hydrogen bonds between pairs of water molecules was performed 
using the MDAnalysis85 python package. The geometric distance and angle cutoff criteria 
were used as defined by Skinner and co-workers86 also graphically represented in Figure 
A.3-7(A). Hydrogen bond determinations and network topology calculations were averaged 
every 15 ps in our 300 ps simulation (a total of 20 frames) for the binary protein simulations. 
The computed maximum hydrogen bond correlation time constant of ~12 ps ensures that 
each snapshot is uncorrelated and only structural effects dominate our analysis. For the bulk 
water simulations, snapshots were averaged every 20 ps (for a total of 15 frames). For 
Figure A.3-7. (A) Hydrogen bonded water dimer showing geometrical criteria used in this study for defining a 
hydrogen bond between oxygen atom of first water molecule (i) and hydrogen atom of second water molecule 
(j). Two water molecules are hydrogen bonded if oxygen(i)-hydrogen(j) bond distance is less than 2.5 Å and 
oxygen(i)-oxygen(j)-hydrogen(j) bond angle is less than 40°. (B) An example cluster of six water molecules 
(labeled randomly) are shown representing a sub-selection in the simulation box. Water molecules in the 
cluster can hydrogen bond with molecules within (black dashed lines) or outside (grey dashed lines) the 
selected region. (C) The labeling scheme used in (B) is used to map hydrogen bond between any two water 
molecules using adjacency matrix. A value of 1 in adjacency matrix corresponding to a given row and column 
representing the water labels represents formed hydrogen bond while a value of 0 represents no hydrogen 
bond between those water molecules. Adjacency matrix is symmetric for our case (upper triangle equal lower 
triangle). (D) A graph object is created using the adjacency matrix in (C) where water molecules are 
represented using nodes and hydrogen bonds using edges. 
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selected sub-ensemble of waters, it was needed to determine whether any given pair (i, j) is 
hydrogen bonded or not. This hydrogen bond connectivity information between every water 
molecule pair was used to construct an adjacency matrix (Mij) as shown in Figure A.3-7(C). 
The matrix elements Mij are assigned either a value of 1 if a pair is hydrogen bonded or 0 if 
it’s not. The adjacency matrix in our case is symmetric for all water selections. The adjacency 
matrix for selected waters is used to map hydrogen bond connectivity, which is then used to 
calculate local and global topological network parameters. Average hydrogen bond numbers 
(“degree”) and degree distributions are determined by counting the number of hydrogen 
bonded partners for every water molecule from an adjacency matrix. Local and global 
network topologies are characterized using metrics of clustering coefficient (CΔ) and average 
path length (<d>) using the Python igraph87 package. All our network analysis is based on 
undirected graphs. 
A.3.6.3. Vibrational density of states calculations 
Water molecules within the crowded region of the binary protein simulations are selected at 
specified distances from the surfaces of the two proteins. Water molecules within 2.8 Å are 
defined as the first shell, from 2.8 Å to 5.6 Å is referred to as the second shell and so on. 
Computation of the vibrational density of states (VDOS) for each shell from 0 to 1000 cm-1 
was performed by Fourier transforming the velocity autocorrelation function of individual 
atoms (hydrogens and oxygens separately) within a shell. The final spectrum is obtained by 
adding the individual hydrogen and oxygen VDOS spectrum in their stoichiometric ratio. To 
minimize diffusion of waters within shells, only 50 ps simulation was used for analysis. This 
short simulation was further split into 10 ps trajectories and individual VDOSs were 




A.3.6.4. Synthesis of Rhenium probe, Lysozyme sample preparation and FT-IR spectra 
A metal carbonyl molecule, ([Re(CO)3(H2O)3]Br) was used to probe spectral diffusion of 
water in high concentrations of lysozyme. Synthesis of the rhenium probe was carried out 
using an established method88. Briefly, commercially available water insoluble [Re(CO)5]Br 
was refluxed for 24 hr in H2O. After the reaction was over, the solution was dried using a 
rotatory evaporator until dryness. FT-IR spectra for the synthesized compound was acquired 
in H2O. Lysozyme samples were prepared by dissolving respective mass of protein in a 
constant 25 mM concentration of our probe in H2O. The mixture was stirred before placing 
75 µL of solution between two CaF2 windows. FT-IR spectra were acquired before 2D-IR 
measurements as shown in Figure A.3-8. The amplitude of the rephasing 2D-IR spectrum at 
the diagonal peak corresponding to the asymmetric mode of the probe yields a measure of 
the vibrational relaxation. Vibrational lifetime measurement shown in Figure A.3-9 
confirms that our rhenium probe remains well hydrated in different crowding environments. 
This conclusion is based on the fact that water induces very rapid vibrational relaxation, and 
dehydration of water leads to significant slowdown in vibrational relaxation.89 
Figure A.3-8. Experimental FT-IR spectra for rhenium metal carbonyl probe ([Re(CO)3(H2o)3]Br) in different 
concentrations of HEWL in H2O at room temperature (298 K). The intense asymmetric carbonyl stretch mode 
at ~1910 cm-1 was probed in 2D-IR spectral diffusion measurements (highlighted). Metal carbonyl probe is 
stable even at high protein concentrations. Intermittent sharp peaks correspond to ambient water absorption. 
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Rephasing amplitudes obtained are fitted to a bi-exponential function representing spectral 
diffusion and vibrational lifetime of our probe in different hydration environments. Fit 
parameters obtained are tabulated in Table A.3-5. 
Table A.3-5. Fit parameters along with fit errors, obtained using bi-exponential [a*exp(-x/b) + c*exp(-x/d)] 
fits of experimental data points corresponding to rephrasing amplitudes of our rhenium vibrational probe in 
different hydration environments. 
Experiment a error b (ps) error c error d (ps) error 
Bulk water (H2O) 0.54 0.04 0.60 0.07 0.42 0.04 3.97 0.36 
40 mg/ml HEWL 0.62 0.04 0.80 0.07 0.45 0.04 4.37 0.35 
60 mg/ml HEWL 0.57 0.06 0.77 0.12 0.44 0.07 4.22 0.57 
115 mg/ml 
HEWL 
0.51 0.10 0.82 0.20 0.40 0.11 3.81 0.77 
A consistent value of fitting parameter representing vibrational lifetime of our probe (‘d’) 
obtained indicates a well-hydrated environment of the probe up to the highest concentration 
of protein studied in this work. 
Figure A.3-9. Normalized rephasing peak amplitude corresponding to the mode at ~1910 cm-1. The decay in 
amplitude represents vibrational lifetime of our probe in different environments. From the decay time constant 
(tabulated below) it can be inferred that the probe remains well hydrated. 
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A.3.7. Effect on collective protein motions upon crowding 
A.3.7.1. VDOS for Lysozyme residues experiencing crowding and no crowding 
The vibrational density of states for hydrogen bonded water presented in the main text does 
Figure A.3-10. Vibrational density of states (VDOS) spectra for atoms in the core region of the protein (A) with 
and (B) without crowding, respectively, with varying degrees of crowding (inter-protein distances in 
angstroms). VDOS spectra for atoms in the surface of the protein (A) with and (B) without crowding, 
respectively, with varying degree of crowding (inter-protein distances in angstroms). (E) Comparison of VDOS 
spectra for protein atoms in different scenarios considered in figure (A) – (D), at a fixed inter-protein distance 
of 10 Å. The intensity variations in crowded and uncrowded regions of the protein are consistent with the 
positions of atoms either in the CORE or SURFACE regions. Notice the small feature around 100 cm-1 
corresponding to the protein librational motions. (F) Configurations corresponding to 5 Å inter-protein 
distance highlighting the CORE and SURFACE residues. The dashed line approximately represents the cutoff for 
selecting crowding and not crowded residues which passes through the center of each protein chain. 
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not reveal any significant perturbation to the collective motions of water beyond the second 
hydration shell. In the regime of extreme crowding, we nonetheless found significant 
reduction in the protein flexibility, particularly for the residues facing the crowded regions. 
It can well be argued that protein flexibility should not be the only cause for observing 
additional slowdown in water dynamics probed using site-specific labeling approaches. In 
order to address this issue, we also computed vibrational density of states (Fig. A.3-10) for 
residues facing the crowded region and compared that with those residues exposed to the 
bulk water environment. Residue selections in different protein configurations where 
performed first by identifying SURFACE and CORE residues in single lysosome protein using 
PYMOL’s findSurfaceResidues extension with a cutoff area of 2.5 Å2. Atoms in the protein that 
face each other are defined to be crowded while those facing away are defined to be not 
crowded. We find that the vibrational density of states for protein atoms in both the core and 
surface residues do not exhibit any significant dependence on the inter-protein separation. 
The only significant conclusion that we can make at this point is that between the surface 
and core residues, new modes appear around 100 cm-1 which indicates flexibility of the 
surface protein atoms distinct from the core atoms. 
A.3.7.2. Surface fluctuation correlation and hindered sampling rate upon crowding 
We have shown in the main text that the magnitude of atom fluctuations becomes reduced 
when the protein surfaces come very close together. In the case of two proteins with a 
negative enthalpy of binding, such spontaneous process may show a gradual reduction in 
side chain fluctuation correlation times. In the previous section, we observed no dramatic 
dependence of the velocity autocorrelations on the protein-protein distance, but this finding 
does not imply identical side chain fluctuation correlation times. To address the dynamical 
aspect, we calculate each atom’s fluctuation correlation on the side which faces the crowded 
region. For each atom we computed the displacement from its starting position (R(t) = r(t) – 
r(0)) and then determine the fluctuation correlation function, C(t) = <R(0)R(t)> as shown in 
Fig. A.3-11(A). For small inter-protein distances (i.e. a higher degree of crowding), we find 
short average correlation times, indicating not only hindered motion but also retardation in 
the dynamics of protein fluctuations during our observation window. To further validate our 
hypothesis of slowed dynamics of protein fluctuations we show a plot in Fig. A.3-11(B) of 
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diffusion for sampling different environments. Using the root mean square fluctuation (MSD 
= RMSF2) which indicates the mean displacement of atoms during the average correlation 
times. We find that for the smallest inter-protein distance of 5 Å, the rate of sampling 
different microenvironments by the surface protein residues (dynamics) is distinctly slower 
compared to large separations (no crowding). Hence, at extreme crowding we show that the 
overall sampling rate of protein side chains is significantly retarded. 
The observed transition between 5-10 Å of inter-protein separation is also consistent with 
the “dewetting” transition of water near hydrophobic surfaces10. 
Table A.3-6 .Tabulation of fluctuation parameters obtained using atoms selected on Lysozyme surface 
Inter-
protein 
RMSF(Å) <τ> (ps) error RMSF/<τ> error MSD (Å2)/< 
τ > 
error 
5 0.68 619.7 13.62 1.09 0.24 0.74 0.16 
10 1.18 753.9 9.84 1.57 0.20 1.86 0.24 
15 0.94 666.3 12.25 1.41 0.26 1.323 0.24 
20 1.03 738.6 11.36 1.39 0.21 1.43 0.22 
25 1.12 737.2 10.44 1.51 0.21 1.67 0.24 
30 1.07 738.8 8.94 1.44 0.17 1.54 0.19 
35 1.30 731.7 10.55 1.77 0.25 2.29 0.33 
Figure A.3-11. (A) Atom position fluctuation correlation function for atoms facing the crowded region of the 
protein in different degrees of crowding (inter-protein distances). (B) Average sampling rate computed based 
on the most probable root mean square fluctuation and average fluctuation correlation times. 
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A.3.8. Fit parameters for hydration dynamics with and without protein fluctuations 
Hydrogen bond correlation times representing the timescale for switching were obtained 
using fluctuations in the degree number for each water (<n(t)n(0)>) in the crowded region 
of the protein-water simulations. Table A.3-7 shows obtained fit parameters for the 
biexponential function with an offset used to fit the hydrogen bond time correlation function.  
Table A.3-7 . Tabulation of fit parameters obtained from fitting hydrogen bond time correlation functions using 
























5 0.641 0.004 0.447 0.006 0.389 0.012 9.866 0.678 -0.220 0.015 
10 0.390 0.003 0.200 0.002 0.669 0.001 3.894 0.020 -0.179 0.001 
15 0.256 0.003 0.106 0.002 0.779 0.001 2.195 0.005 -0.099 0.000 
20 0.369 0.003 0.122 0.002 0.602 0.001 2.529 0.010 -0.085 0.000 
25 0.328 0.002 0.288 0.004 0.717 0.001 3.671 0.018 -0.177 0.001 
30 0.310 0.002 0.212 0.002 0.762 0.001 3.398 0.010 -0.171 0.001 
35 0.321 0.002 0.224 0.003 0.731 0.001 3.028 0.011 -0.150 0.001 
Restrained proteins 
7 0.444 0.005 0.268 0.005 0.557 0.002 5.118 0.088 -0.185 0.004 
12 0.440 0.004 0.096 0.002 0.515 0.001 1.971 0.010 -0.071 0.000 
17 0.348 0.004 0.193 0.004 0.648 0.002 2.870 0.018 -0.120 0.001 
22 0.296 0.002 0.204 0.003 0.721 0.001 2.737 0.009 -0.121 0.000 
27 0.391 0.004 0.333 0.006 0.544 0.004 2.206 0.018 -0.068 0.001 
32 0.289 0.003 0.118 0.002 0.762 0.001 2.362 0.007 -0.121 0.000 







A Simple Lattice Monte Carlo 
Simulation Describes Interfacial and 




Understanding structural and dynamical fluctuations of water near hydrophobic interfaces 
poses challenges of practical and fundamental importance in chemistry, biology, and 
physics.1-4 The hydrophobic effect can generally be understood as arising from the 
disruption of hydrogen bonding among water molecules upon addition of a solute.5, 6 The 
structural consequences of solute hydration have been understood for many years, but there 
is considerably less consensus on the nature and degree of the solute’s perturbation of water 
dynamics. There are two interrelated issues that must be addressed in fully characterizing 
interfacial hydration dynamics. The first is the degree and nature of a single interface’s 
influence over the motion of water molecules, as well as the spatial extent of this 
perturbation as a function of the distance from the interface. The second challenge is to 
understand how multiple interfaces modulate the dynamics of interstitial water molecules, 
and the degree to which there is, or is not, any collective, non-additive behavior.  
An extensive interdisciplinary effort has been directed at this problem, combining 
spectroscopy, simulations and theoretical methods, but there are still open questions and 
contradictions.2, 3, 7 A significant fraction of existing experimental literature and simulations, 
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focus on biomacromolecular interfacial hydration for systems such as proteins8-10, lipids11, 
12, micelles13, 14 and nucleic acids15. Experiments typically make use of spectroscopic probes 
that may be intrinsic components of macromolecules, or covalently attached to specific sites. 
While the site-selective approach may have the advantage of enhancing signals arising from 
the interface, it is almost impossible to discern experimentally whether the observed 
dynamics results from the water alone or contains contributions from fluctuations of atoms 
or residues at the site of labeling. Alternatively, it is possible to use careful difference 
methods that isolate the interfacial contribution to steady-state Raman and THz spectra,16-23 
even at lower solute concentrations. Some of these approaches depend on complex models 
to deconvolve the interfacial signal from that due to the bulk.24 When relative concentrations 
of the macromolecular component are high, it becomes possible to use water’s local 
vibrational modes to sense dynamics near an interface, but only under conditions 
corresponding to significant crowding.25 Studies using small reverse micelles effectively 
bridge these two regimes: the water is automatically confined to the nanoscale vesicle, but 
studies of the water necessarily average over both interfacial and bulk-like water in micelles 
large enough to consist not entirely of interfacial water molecules.1, 26, 27 Understanding how 
interfaces impart slowdown of water dynamics is crucial for modeling the effect of crowding 
and understanding various biochemical process including but not limited to ligand binding 
to an enzyme, protein-protein interactions, and targeted drug delivery.    
4.1.1. Summary of the Extended Jump Model and Interfacial Perturbations 
In the immediate vicinity of an interface, water hydrogen bond switching dynamics is 
perturbed due to the reduced fraction of available partners (f), which increases the free 
energy barrier for the large angular jump mechanism, which is a three-body, termolecular 
elementary reaction.28, 29 Based on this purely entropic constraint, the retardation factor can 
be predicted to be two-fold near a planar interface, and increasing nonlinearly with excluded 
water fraction (Fig. 4.1(A)). Within this model, to achieve an order-of-magnitude slowdown 
requires a 90% depletion of hydration water, which is limited to highly constrained 
geometries such as clefts, pockets, or grooves. Nevertheless, studies using dynamic 
fluorescence Stokes shift spectroscopy find evidence for extremely slow water, which would 
demand nearly full dehydration within the excluded volume picture.10, 30-32  
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One aspect of the excluded volume model apparent from Fig. 4.1(A) is the intrinsic 
locality of the perturbation. Although the water molecules directly in contact with the 
interface experience the full depletion of hydrogen bonding partners, the second hydration 
shell has the same number of neighboring water molecules as would be found in the bulk. 
Thus, the purely entropic slowdown can only apply to the first shell. The expectation is that 
the slowed first shell will somehow transmit its retardation to the second shell dynamically, 
but that coupling is mechanical rather than entropic. Significant experimental effort 
continues to be made to test the validity of the anticipated retardation of water dynamics at 
distances beyond the first hydration layer.33 
The surface of any biological interface, such as a protein or membrane, consists of 
rugged topology and chemical heterogeneity. Although it is expected that concave and 
convex curvature slowdown and speed up water dynamics, respectively,3, 34-36 it is not clear 
Figure 4.1. (A) The predicted slowdown of hydrogen bond switching within the entropic, excluded volume 
model of Laage et al. shows a highly nonlinear dependence on excluded water fraction. The cartoon highlights 
the local nature of this model, which would predict explicit perturbations for only those water molecules in the 
first solvation shell. This work aims to test whether there are any indirect, longer-range perturbations. (B) 
Schematic representation showing implementation of Monte Carlo simulation in 6x6 lattice. Occupied sites are 
represented in orange while empty sites are shown in blue. Each filled lattice sites can form maximum of 4 
bonds with its immediate neighbors. A filled site can swap its position with a neighboring vacant site along any 
of the eight directions. Metropolis algorithm is used to determine whether move for a void is accepted or not. 
A move is taken only if the overall energetic cost of the swap is favorable or the Boltzmann factor is greater 
than a random number between 0 and 1. (C) Site switching dynamics in square lattices is analogous to the 
hydrogen bond switching event where bulk water molecules constantly exchanges its hydrogen bonding 
partner. A sub-selection of the lattice is shown originally containing 3 water molecules while after 
rearrangement contains 2 water molecules with different configuration of connectivity. Such fluctuation in the 
local coordination number of lattice sites mimics hydrogen bond switching event. 
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to what extent the perturbation of dynamics extends from any arbitrary surface. Simulation 
studies of water dynamics near proteins and nucleic acids necessarily include structural and 
chemical heterogeneity of the interface, and the measured overall retardation factor may 
have contributions from a variety of influences. Hence, it may be important to understand 
how surface ruggedness contribute to the overall slowdown. 
Remarkable progress in treating water with ever more sophistication, aided both by 
theoretical and computational advances, has led to the explicit representation of water 
polarization37, many-body interactions,38 electron correlation39 and nuclear quantum 
effects.40 These new physical models are able to account for phenomena that are generally 
missing from the fixed charge classical force fields popular in molecular dynamics 
simulations. It is certainly an important goal to simulate water accurately in biologically 
relevant systems using the most sophisticated level of theory. But remarkably, many usual 
and unusual properties of water emerge from simulations using very simplistic models,41 
such as the two-dimensional Mercedes-Benz,41-43 fixed three-point charge force fields (SPC, 
TIP3P),44 and even single atom models.45 
Using a Metropolis Monte-Carlo simulation, we present a novel approach to model 
water’s local connectivity and hydrogen bond (HB) switching dynamics in 2-D square 
lattices. We find that we can tune the model to give good agreement with structural (average 
coordination number or “degree”) and dynamical properties (slowdown factor near an 
interface) compared to bulk water. In this work, we have also attempted to understand the 
switching dynamics at sites near an interface where surface topological heterogeneity is well 
characterized, and interactions can be eliminated. Our simple lattice model is poised to 
supplement the existing understanding of water dynamics near an interface. A key finding of 
our work is that the average switching correlation time falls off exponentially from the lattice 
boundary (i.e. the interface). Also, the slowdown in constrained systems can be modeled 
using a linear combination of individual interfaces, indicating that within this model there is 
no cooperative, non-additive behavior. We believe that in order to observe cooperative 
slowdown, a rugged surface heterogeneity is essential in addition to taking longer ranged 




4.2.1. Monte Carlo simulation of site switching on square lattice 
Empty (all zeros) 4x4, 6x6, 8x8, 10x10, 20x20 and 25x25 square lattices (arrays) are 
constructed. Each site in the lattice is occupied with particles (1 for particle and 0 for voids) 
with a filling probability of 0.9. Two neighboring particles are understood to form a bond if 
they share an edge. This 4-connectivity scheme and the 0.9 filling probability ensures that 
the average number of bonds for each particle in the lattice mimics the average hydrogen 
bond number in bulk water. Bulk water is expected to have an average coordination number 
of 3.6, considering 10% defects.46 Rigid boundary conditions create an interface that can be 
considered hydrophobic. The average coordination number of sites at flat or curved 
interfaces will have reduced connectivity. Vacant sites in the lattice can make random moves 
along any of the 8 available directions in the square lattice. Since we maintain an occupation 
probability of 0.9, an occupied site can only be swapped with a vacant site. The Metropolis 
algorithm performs particle position switching based on an energetic criterion. A move is 
accepted if the Boltzmann factor (e–ΔE/RT) is greater than a random number generated 
between 0 and 1. Simulations are performed for 50,000 iterations (time) and temperature is 
set at 298.15 K during the run. An energy of -1 kJ/mol is arbitrarily chosen as the bond energy 
between occupied lattice sites. An artificially low energetic barrier allows us to sample the 
available configurational landscape faster while also excluding enthalpic contributions (see 
supplementary information S5). The total energetic cost for switching a pair is determined 
by summing over all the energy differences that results from a new configuration. The 
coordination number of each site in the lattice as a function of simulation time is utilized to 
compute the bond correlation function C(t) given by: 
C
k
t( ) = nk 0( )nk t( )  
Where nk(t) is the number of hydrogen bonds at each site, k.  The average time constant is 
computed by integrating the normalized (i.e. C(t=0) = 1) correlation function for each site in 
the lattice. 40 trajectories with different starting configurations of the lattice were averaged 
to construct the correlation map. 
Here, we implement a Monte Carlo simulation to investigate the effect of confinement 
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on site switching kinetics. The swapping of occupied sites with vacant ones captures the 
essence of hydrogen bond switching dynamics. In the bulk liquid, water molecules 
continually form and break hydrogen bonds, and a molecule completing a switch first 
extends its coordination with a neighboring partner thereby forming a three-body transition 
state. After a successful neighbor swap, the coordination number of the original partner 
becomes depleted by one, hence creating a vacancy. Figure 4.1(B) shows how this 
fluctuation in the position of vacant and occupied sites has been implemented in a 2-D lattice. 
For comparison, Fig. 4.1(C) shows the analogous hydrogen bond switch between water 
molecules in a sub-lattice between two frames.  
In our simulations we have used as a time variable the number of iterations (loops) 
performed in the Monte Carlo simulation run. A direct relationship with absolute time (units 
of seconds) would require complete knowledge of the phase space being sampled by the 
simulation as routinely implemented by classical MD. Hence, instead of computing the 
absolute time scale for switching slowdown, we report the retardation factor relative to a 
reference bulk-like time constant (see Appendix A.4.2). 
4.3. Results and Discussion 
4.3.1. Spanning hydrogen bond network in bulk water 
Before performing any dynamical analysis using Monte Carlo simulations, we first 
characterize the structural aspects of the model. Although it is common to analyze real-space 
atomistic structure using metrics such as radial distribution functions, in a lattice model, 
another useful measure of structure is the connectedness of the bonding network. 
Structurally, each point on the lattice represents a water molecule, which is itself a node in 
the network. Every occupied lattice site can form a maximum of four connections with its 
neighbors, which coincides with the typical maximum of 4 hydrogen bonds (2 donor and 2 
acceptor) in water.46  
The extended network of hydrogen bonds of water is thought to play an important 
role in the functioning of macromolecules, particularly in crowded environments. At very 
low hydration, the extended network of hydrogen bonds can be broken significantly, giving 
rise to small patches of water clusters consisting of only a few molecules. Winter and co-
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workers47 have previously shown that water clusters undergo a percolation transition at the 
surface of globular proteins in extremely low hydration environments. Structured water 
molecules in protein powders have also been shown to act as an entropic reservoir for the 
onset of native functioning of biomolecules.48  
Figure 4.2 shows the largest cluster size in the square lattice with varying occupancy 
probabilities of the sites. A cluster is defined as any collection of occupied sites where a given 
site can be reached from any other site in that cluster, provided they are connected by a 
shared side. Having multiple disjointed clusters results in the formation of small islands of 
fully connected paths. 
The “largest cluster” refers to the cluster with maximum number of occupied sites 
among all the clusters for a given configuration. The abscissa in Fig. 4.2 has been normalized 
by the total number of lattice sites (N2). Occupancy probabilities from 0.3 to 1.0 were 
generated for lattices of size 25x25, 30x30, 40x40, 50x50, 60x60 and 70x70. 
It can clearly be observed that the onset of the percolation transition starts around a 
Figure 4.2. Formation of spanning (completely connected) clusters in square lattice with varying site 
probability. Lattice sizes from 25x25 to 70x70 have been considered where formation of spanning cluster 
occurs at same transition probability of 0.6. At small site probability, patches of connected cluster emerge 
which coalesces to form one giant cluster after percolation transition (bottom right inset). Considering 4-
neighbor connectivity this probability corresponds to an average degree of ~2.4 in bulk. Below percolation 
threshold, lattice exhibits small patches of clusters (colored patches) as shown in the bottom left inset. 
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probability of 0.5. Before the percolation transition, the lattice sites show patches of small 
clusters as represented in the inset of Fig. 4.2 on the bottom left. The percolation transition 
occurs at the inflection point at p ~ 0.6 (average degree ~2.4), and is independent of the 
lattice dimensions, a well-known result from percolation theory.49-51 The transition curve 
does appear to become steeper with increasing lattice sizes, implying that it is easier to form 
large clusters at the same probability in smaller square grids than in large grids. Such finite 
size effects are notable because rigorous theoretical values for the percolation transition are 
derived from infinite lattices. Beyond percolation (p > ~0.7), it is apparent that most of the 
sites in the lattice form a giant cluster. In this regime, the largest cluster size scales linearly 
with occupancy probability. Previously, Winter et al.52 have shown that the onset of the 
percolation transition in liquid water occurs around the same coordination number (degree 
of 2.0 – 2.3) as observed with the simplistic square lattice model. Also, the spanning water 
network on protein surfaces undergoes a 2-D percolation transition, also consistent with this 
lattice model.53 
4.3.2. Linear scaling of average coordination number with occupation probability 
In previous sections, we established that the percolation threshold in liquid water 
corresponds to the threshold obtained using a square lattice model. Before interpreting any 
dynamical observables from our simulation, it is essential to characterize the local site 
connectivity in the lattice relative to that of bulk water. We find a quasi-linear trend in the 
average coordination number for sites with varying occupation probability in square lattices 
as shown in Fig. 4.3(A). Lattice sizes of 4x4, 10x10, 20x20, 50x50, 100x100, 200x200 and 
400x400 have also been compared. For the extremely small lattice size of 4x4, where the 
perimeter to area ratio is 1, we observe a 27% decrease in the average coordination number 
compared to bulk coordination number of 3.6 at 0.9 site probability as shown in Fig. 4.3(B). 
A modest percolation threshold corresponding to an average degree of ~2.4 is also shown in 
the plot. Although, at small lattice dimension, the average degree may appear to be smaller, 
we find that even at this bond connectivity only one giant cluster emerges. For all the lattice 
sizes, the average degree of sites studied in this work is well above the percolation threshold. 
Fig. 4.3(B) also indicates that with increasing lattice size the average connectivity converges 
to the bulk water coordination number of 3.6. In this work we have used square lattices with 
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constant occupation probability of 0.9 to mimic hydrogen bond switching dynamics in a well-
understood Ising-like model. In addition, systematic variations in lattice dimensions allows 
us to mimic the conditions of crowding. 
4.3.3. Extent of hydration dynamics perturbation using square lattices  
Protein interfaces do present a diversity of chemical interactions. Laage et al. have 
previously reported that such heterogeneity does not have significant impact on the average 
retardation factor of hydrogen bond jumps near different protein residues35. Overall a mean 
retardation factor of 2 should be expected right next to extended protein interfaces. The role 
Figure 4.3. (A) Average bond number calculated for different lattice sizes from 4x4 to 400x400 with varying 
occupation probability. A 4-neighbor connectivity is considered for calculating coordination number of each 
occupied site. Clear linear trend can be observed at large occupation probabilities. For Monte Carlo simulations 
in this work, occupation probability of 0.9 was used to ensure that average coordination number remains ~3.6 
(dashed line) mimicking bulk water coordination number. Each data points were averaged over 20 different 
random configuration and error bars represent one standard deviation from the mean. (B) Average 
coordination number in different lattice sizes shown in (A) at specific occupation probability of 0.9. Average 
degree converges to a value of ~3.6 with increasing lattice size mimicking similar coordination number as in 
bulk water.  
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of topology, however, is more pronounced, where clefts can induce much more dramatic 
jump retardation factors.34 
The swapping of empty and occupied sites in square lattices, implemented using 
Metropolis Monte Carlo, models hydrogen bond switching events. A filled site in the lattice 
represents water molecules whereas vacant sites represent an unfavorable hydrogen 
bonding partner (either donor or acceptor). Our MC simulation enables us to delineate 
contributions to dynamics arising from simple interfaces consisting of only flat sides and 
corners. The occupied sites at the interface have reduced coordination number since no 
periodic boundary is used. Small lattice sizes (4x4 or 6x6) represent higher degrees of 
crowding due their high surface to area ratio, while larger lattices (≥ 15x15) should be 
comparable to dilute, bulk-like environments. 
We take as bulk-like timescales those which are obtained from the fastest average 
time constant in the 30x30 lattice. Figure 4.4(A – C) shows the retardation factor maps 
Figure 4.4. (A) Retardation factor map showing site switching dynamics in different regions of the 6x6 lattice 
dimension with a filling probability of 0.9. Individual pixels represent retardation factor relative to the bulk 
water dynamics timescale (14 simulation time) obtained using a 30x30 lattice size. Simulations were 
performed via switching occupied and filled site based on Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Average bond 
correlation times were obtained by integrating the correlation function up to 500 simulation iterations. 
Difference in dynamics can be seen between the first and second shells. Retardation factor of 1 corresponds to 
bulk like behavior while higher value represents longer correlation times. (B) and (C) Similar retardation factor 
map for 15x15 and 25x25 lattice respectively. The observed retardation factor of 2 near flat interfaces is a 
direct manifestation of excluded volume effect. Enhanced retardation is also observed for sites near the corners 
consistent with reduced fraction of partners available relative to the bulk. (D) Normalized correlation function 
(shown up to 0.4 y-axis for clarity) in 6x6 lattice indicating maximum retardation for first shell (closest to the 
interface), followed by second and third shell. (E) Normalized correlation function for first to fifth shells in 
10x10 lattice. Correlation decay times converge for fourth and fifth shells confirming our maximum 
perturbation length scale hypothesis of up to maximum third shell. 
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obtained by measuring average correlation times for switching vacant sites relative to bulk 
in 6x6, 15x15 and 20x20 size lattices, respectively. A value of 1 represents bulk-like 
dynamics while larger values represent longer average correlation times. In this work we 
find that for lattice sizes that can accommodate more than two shells, the extent of dynamical 
perturbation propagates, at most, to the third shell. Figure 4.4(D) and (E) shows calculated 
correlation decays for site switching dynamics in 6x6 and 10x10 lattices respectively. The 
6x6 lattice (Figure 4.4(D)) exhibits shell-dependent time correlation functions. The slowest 
average correlation time is observed for the first shell, followed by the second and third 
shells. To determine the length scale on which dynamical perturbations propagate from the 
interface, we focus our attention on the larger 10x10 lattice (Figure 4.4(E)). 10x10 
dimension provides the best chance for observing any additional contributions to the 
slowdown arising from the cooperative crowding conditions. This 10x10 lattice is the only 
size that can accommodate more than three shells while also maintaining a significantly high 
degree of crowding. As expected, time correlation functions for the first shell have the largest 
time constants (i.e. are slowest to decay) followed by the subsequent shells. The correlation 
times appear to converge around third shell. 
Our simulations show additional slowdown in cleft like geometries near the corners 
of the square lattice, as is particularly evident in Fig. 4.4(C). This finding is in accord with 
the predictions from the excluded volume fraction28 as well as calculated compressibility 
studies54 of water near an armchair carbon nanotube interface which concluded that a 
concave geometry is more hydrophobic than a convex geometry. The 4-fold slowdown 
agrees quantitatively with the (1/[1-f], where f = 0.75) prediction by Laage et al. Apart from 
entropic constraints imparted by an interface, Patel et al. have shown that patterned patches 
of hydrophilic sites influence water affinity. Experiments measuring water diffusivity using 
NMR in different proteins exhibiting varying levels of surface topology have also found 
similar influences of curvature over hydrophobic interactions.55 Enthalpic constraints 
imparted on water by different chemical patterns only influence molecules in the immediate 
vicinity of such interactions, whereas topology and patterning can be more delocalized.56 In 
our lattice Monte Carlo simulations, we do not observe any additional retardation in 
correlation times near a flat interface, particularly in the smallest lattice dimensions. 
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4.3.4. Additive bond dynamics in constrained environments 
Since reducing the size of the lattice effectively increases the degree of crowding, we had 
anticipated that the constrained geometry would show non-additive slowdown in dynamics 
due to collective switching dynamics. As the perimeter-to-area ratio increases in smaller 
lattices, however, we see a reduction in the overall average bond correlation time as shown 
in Fig. 4.5. This effect is simply based on the differences in time required to sample the 
available configurations, which is a finite-size effect common in Monte Carlo simulations. For 
lattices of smaller dimensions, fewer iterations are needed to completely sample the 
available configurations while larger lattices will require longer time to sample the entire 
configuration space. We find a non-linear dependence in the overall timescale for site 
switching along the lattice axis. It is therefore of interest to explore any possibility of non-
additive behavior when interfaces come close together. We take the largest lattice dimension 
(30x30, black curve in Fig. 4.5) to obtain distance-dependent dynamics in what we assume 
to be the absence of crowding. 
The curves are fitted with two exponential functions with a constant offset, one from 
0 to 15 site index and the other from 15 to 29 site index. The constant offset parameter 
accounts for overall scaling of average correlation time due to finite size of the square 
geometry. Parameters of the fit are tabulated in Table 4.1 which are obtained using points 
taken along the lattice axis passing through the center. 
Figure 4.5. (A) Average time constant obtained from the bond correlation function along the center axis of the 
lattice. Projections along the X and Y axis have been averaged to minimize fluctuations. Maximum slowdown is 
observed for sites belonging to the first shell and decays exponentially for higher shells. Also due to finite size 
effect, we observe a speedup in the overall decay times for smaller lattice dimensions. (B) Normalized plot for 
x and y-axis for data shown in (A). The decay rates appear artificially stretched for smaller lattice dimensions. 
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Table 4.1. Parameters obtained for the exponential fit for average correlation times versus site index along 
the center axis in 30x30 lattice as shown in Figure 4.5. 
Site index Fitting function Fit parameters 
 a τ c 
0 - 15 f1(x) = ae–x/τ + c 12.21 1.87 9.80 
15 - 29 f2(x) = ae–(29 - x)/τ + c 12.32 1.82 9.63 
The fit parameters obtained for the uncrowded case are then used to fit rest of the decay 
constant data from 4x4 to 25x25 lattices. We use the same sum of functions [f1(x) + f2(N – x)] 
to fit the smaller lattices; fixing the decay constants and its amplitude enables a direct test of 
the additivity in dynamics. Since the end index (N) for different lattice dimensions vary, it is 
set to the size of the lattice that is to be fitted. This approach leaves the offset parameter, c of 
the fitting function as the only adjustable term. Figure 4.5(A) also shows fits for the curves 
using solid lines. We find that all other lattice sizes could be fitted using a sum of fitting 
functions, which indicates a lack of any non-additive dynamics arising solely due to 
crowding.  
In Fig. 4.4(C), due to increased hydrophobicity and a reduction in the availability of 
favorable neighbors (up to 75 %), there is additional slowdown at the corners. Based on the 
observed trends in the time correlation map, we can conclude that flat interfaces are 
ineffective in imparting any non-additive slowdown in the hydrogen bond switching 
dynamics within the thermodynamic model used here. Additional slowdown in dynamics 
near sharp concave curvatures (i.e. at the corners of the lattice) hints at the idea that a rugged 
topology may be essential for the observation of any non-additive contributions. This 
analysis is lacks explicit crowding-induced changes of the interactions between the surface 
and the water (e.g. due to changes in the local dielectric), as is the precise goal here, but these 
can certainly be expected to contribute to hydrogen bond switching perturbations. 
4.4. Conclusion 
A simple Monte Carlo simulation with square lattices captures the essential 
connectivity of hydrogen bond networks and the switching dynamics in liquid water. The 
main goal of analyzing such a model is to determine the spatial extent of the excluded volume 
perturbation of hydrogen bond dynamics in the complete absence of any interactions or 
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complex surface topology, which is inevitable in atomistic molecular dynamics simulations. 
Our approach relies on calculating the hydrogen bond time correlation function using a 
straightforward site swapping Metropolis method. Although our method cannot capture the 
orientational dynamics explicitly, the hydrogen bond switching inherently encodes the 
rotating water during the switching window. 
By making the correspondence with the well-characterized phenomenon of 
percolation on 2D graphs, where there is a rigorous threshold at an occupation probability 
of ~0.6, we find that the connectivity in liquid water is above the percolation threshold given 
that accurate hydrogen bonding degree distributions require an occupation probability of 
0.9. Our method also accurately describes the retardation factor for hydrogen bond 
switching due to an interface, which has previously been estimated using statistical 
mechanics and atomistic molecular dynamics simulations. The retardation factor maps for 
different size lattices show that the dynamical perturbation extends, at most, to the second 
hydration shell. Dynamical perturbation beyond this distance, which has experimental 
support, likely results from a mechanism not captured in the present model, or, more 
generally, one that is separate from the entropic excluded volume origin. The spatial 
dependence of the retardation factors appears to be size dependent, but we are able to 
reproduce results for all of the lattice sizes using only the ~2 site exponential decay found in 
the largest lattice. This finding is clear evidence for a lack of cooperative, non-additive 
behavior, and indicates that collective hydration dynamics associated with the complex 
coordinated rearrangements of water molecules are not captured with this model. Since our 
model captures quantitively the excluded volume prediction for the retardation factor in the 
corner regions of the lattice, the results suggest that controlled reintroduction of surface 
topological complexity can be used to test the origin of possible collective hydration 
dynamics. To the extent that there is indeed collective hydrogen bond switching slowdown 
caused by the influence of multiple macromolecular interfaces, these results suggest that 
those perturbations are intrinsically dynamic, lacking an entropic contribution to the free 
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A.4.1. Correlation map for lattice of varying sizes  
Time correlation function for each lattice sites were averaged 40 times and a spatial map is 
generated. Figure A.4-1 shows the time correlation map for all the sites in different size 
lattices. 
A.4.2. Determining ‘bulk’ time constant for computing retardation factor map 
Although, it has earlier been stated that with increasing lattice dimension, we see an overall 
increase in the average time constant. Due to finite size effect, it was necessary to determine 
a single bulk time constant value to get a meaningful retardation factor. We circumvent, this 
limitation by obtaining ‘bulk’ time constant by performing Monte Carlo simulation in a 
periodic lattice where there are no restrictions for the particles to cross the edge boundary. 
Figure A.4-2 shows the average time constants obtained for individual shells from first to 
sixth in lattices of varying sizes (4x4, 6x6, 8x8, 10x10, 15x15, 20x20, 25x25 and 30x30). The 
obtained time constants show a logarithmic behavior with respect to lattice dimensions. Fit 
constant obtained for different shells are tabulated in Table A.4-1. The observed ‘bulk’ 
average time constant for every lattice size is smaller than the time constant for its largest 
shell (least perturbation to the switching event). We could have obtained the true ‘bulk’ time 
constant using the largest shell from our largest lattice dimension (shell 15 in 30x30). 
Figure A.4-1. Average bond correlation time map for every site in square lattice used for Monte Carlo 
simulations. Lattice dimensions from 4x4 to 30x30 are shown which covers different degree of crowding. The 




Instead, we choose to extrapolate the time constants obtained from simulations using period 
boundary condition. Because simulation points for all the lattice sizes are used, this method 
offer better statistics for computing the ‘bulk’ time constant. We choose extrapolated lattice 
size of 100x100 to determine the time constant which is 14.1 simulation units.  This value 
also agrees very well with the sixth shell time constant for 30x30 lattice. 
Fitting function used for data points shown in Fig. A.4-2Error! Reference source not f
ound., is f(N) = a + b*ln(N) 









shell a b 
1st -5.32 11.82 
2nd -13.86 12.24 
3rd -16.35 11.14 
4th -17.05 10.49 
5th -17.81 10.13 
6th -19.82 10.30 
   
Bulk -2.74 3.65 
Figure A.4-2. Plot showing average time constant from first to sixth shell in lattice sizes (N x N) from 4x4 to 
30x30 in our Monte Carlo simulation. Average time constants scale as a natural log of lattice size (N). To take 
account of the finite size effect, simulations without boundary conditions were also carried out to represent 
‘bulk’ like dynamics. Logarithmic fits are shown as solid curves for respective shells and bulk like simulations. 




A.4.3. Bond correlation time plot for all lattice dimensions in different shells 
For clarity and completeness, we present the bond correlation time plots for lattice sizes 
ranging from 4x4 to 30x30 studied in this work. Figure A.4-3Error! Reference source not f
ound. shows the time correlation decay curves for all the lattices sizes up to the fifth shells. 
A.4.4. Dependence of mean square displacement with lattice size 
In the main text we find non-linear dependence of bond switching dynamics with the lattice 
sizes studied in this work. Based on our findings, we also wanted to test how transport 
properties of occupied sites depends in our simulation, particularly diffusion constant (mean 
square displacement with respect to time).  
Figure A.4-3. Time correlation function plots for site switching dynamics in square lattices of all sizes studied 
in this work from 4x4 to 30x30. First to fifth shell correlation decays have been shown (A - E). For clarity, the 




A linear fitting function was used to fit mean square displacement data shown in Fig. A.4-
4(A). The fitting region selected was roughly estimated to avoid the ballistic and saturation 
regime for diffusion in a confined region. 
Fits were performed in the region which excludes ballistic and saturation regime. 
Fitting functions and obtained parameters for diffusion constant vs lattice sizes are tabulated 
in Table A.4-2. 
Figure A.4-4. (A) Mean square displacement vs simulation time plot for occupied sites in square lattices of 
sizes ranging from 4x4 to 30x30. Random walk in a confined region is expected to attain a saturation value after 
all the available sampling space have been explored. Linear fits were performed in the region which roughly 
excludes the ballistic and saturated regime. Variation in slope indicates that diffusion constant varies with 
lattice size indicating finite size effects. The obtained fit parameters are tabulated in Table A.4-2. (B) Computed 
“diffusion” constant for occupied lattice sites plotted as a function of lattice dimension. A nonlinear dependence 
is observed which is fitted to a variety of functions. The fit parameters are tabulated in Table A.4-3. From the 
fits it is observed that diffusion constant scales logarithmically as function of lattice dimension. 
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Table A.4-2. Fit parameters obtained for fitting mean square displacement as a function of lattice size. A 
linear fitting function was used, f(x) = a + b*x. 
Lattice size a Error (a) b Error (b) 
4 x 4 1.2090 0.0176 0.0040 2.977E-05 
6 x 6 1.6288 0.0222 0.0084 3.741E-05 
8 x 8 2.5514 0.0405 0.0122 6.839E-05 
10 x 10 1.6220 0.0321 0.0157 5.416E-05 
15 x 15 1.5559 0.0291 0.0228 4.91E-05 
20 x 20 1.2739 0.0237 0.0259 4E-05 
25 x 25 1.0729 0.0169 0.0286 2.851E-05 
30 x 30 1.0272 0.0137 0.0310 2.313E-05 
 
Table A.4-3. Tabulation of fit parameters obtained for various fitting functions used to fit diffusion constant 
data as a function of lattice size. 
Fitting function Fit parameters 
a + b*log(x) 
a = -0.01586 
b = 0.013854 
  
a + b*sqrt(x) 
a = -0.010108 
b = 0.0078425 
  
a + b/(1+exp(-c*x)) 
a = -0.0419049 
b = 0.07407703 
c = 0.12460364 
 
Based on the parameters obtained for various fitting functions, we find that diffusion of the 
occupied sites in the lattices shows logarithmic dependence as a function of the dimension 
(Table A.4-3). In other words, this transport property scales in the same manner as do the 
dynamical properties. The average correlation time for bond switching (Figure A.4-2) also 
exhibits a logarithmic dependence on lattice dimension. 
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A.4.5. Setting bond energy between lattice sites 
One may argue that since the hydrogen bond enthalpy in liquid water is about -20 kJ/mol, 
an arbitrary choice of bond energy (-1 kJ/mol) for lattice sites may not accurately describe 
water. The key observable in our work is the bond correlation function of lattice sites, which 
is particularly sensitive to the available phase space in each system. Since we are only 
interested in understanding the entropic constraint imposed by an interface, different bond 
enthalpies should not affect the main findings of this work. Choosing a small value for bond 
energy chiefly provides two advantages, (a) a low energetic barrier allows one to clearly 
observe the entropic contribution of the interface to the perturbation of lattice-site (water) 
dynamics, and (b) it allows one to quickly sample the available microstates in different lattice 
grids, thereby considerably improving the dynamic range of the simulation window. For 
comparison, shown in Fig. A.4-5 are bond correlation functions of different shells in the 
Figure A.4-5. (A - F) Time correlation function plots for site switching dynamics in different shells of 8x8 lattice 




lattice grid with varying binding energy for lattice sites ranging from -1 kJ/mol to -20 kJ/mol. 
The decay rate for the time correlation function in the bulk region of the 8x8 lattice as shown 
in Fig. A.4-5(A-F) does not appear to depend on the bond energy. While the correlation time 
for first and second shells are largely dependent on the pre-determined bond energy. To 
explain the difference in scaling between shells 1-2 relative to those in shells 3-4 we first 
explain the basis of obtaining the correlation function for each site in the lattice.  
Figure A.4-6(A-B) shows the time correlation function of two step functions with an 
identical number of transitions but with different widths of the transitions (i.e. dwell times). 
In Fig. A.4-6(A) step function and its correlation function data points (below) are shown 
where the width of transition is 10 MC time units while Fig. A.4-6(B) highlights the 
transitions with width of 50 MC time units. 
From the time correlation plot it is apparent that when the dwell time is longer, the decay of 
the correlation function is slower, and vice versa. This relationship implies that it does not 
matter if the transition from state A to B is more probable or not, the rate of correlation decay 
simply depends on how long the system stays in each state. In our simulation of an 8x8 
lattice, we find that the dwell times of voids in shells 3 and 4 are much shorter than are the 
Figure A.4-6. (A) Step function and its time correlation plots where width of steps is 10 MC time units (B) Step 
function and its correlation plots which has width of 50 MC time units. In both the cases, the total number of 




void dwell times in shells 1 and 2. 
From Fig. A.4-7(A-B) we see that with increasing binding energy of the lattice sites, 
the rate of switching is slowed. For shells 3 and 4, the rate of jumps shows a marked 
reduction. At this point, we can only comment that increasing bond energy for lattice sites 
results in the localization of voids (defects) at the corners and edges. We observe a 
pronounced reduction in the time correlation function decay rate at large bond energy 
because, for the first and second shells, all the voids are simply localized in those shells. While 
for the second and third shells, any formation of voids quickly becomes pushed to the edges 
and corners primarily based on the definition of Metropolis algorithm. For nearly all 
switching events, the Boltzmann factor at 298 K with ΔE ~-20kJ/mol >> any random number 
between 0 and 1 hence the system is poised to follow the trajectory of the minimum energy 
path. Therefore, our choice of using an arbitrary binding energy of -1 kJ/mol is reasonable in 
order to allow fast and complete sampling of the available phase space of the lattices. Based 
on our analysis we find that our main conclusion of the paper will still hold with a larger 
bond energy for the lattice sites. Our results indicate that the dynamical perturbation to 
hydrogen bond switching can only propagate at most three shells from a hydrophobic 
interface if only entropic factors are considered. 
  
Figure A.4-7. Average coordination number for shell 1-4 in 8x8 lattice simulations with bond energy of (A) -2 
kJ/mol (B) -20 kJ/mol. Inset in the bottom correlation plot shows the starting and later (~1000 simulation 
time) lattice configurations. Notice that for large bond energy the voids get quickly localized on the corners 






Aqueous Polyethylene glycols Embed 
Hofmeister Cations:  
A Hydration Dynamics Study  
 
5.1. Introduction 
Understanding the complex interplay between water and dissolved solutes such as 
polymers, proteins, nucleic acids, and ions holds promise to accurately model various 
biochemical reactions. Apart from acting as merely a passive solvent, water is essential for 
maintaining the optimal structures governing the function of macromolecules.1 As 
mentioned in the introductory chapter, only a few hydration layers are enough to lubricate 
the needed conformational changes during enzymatic binding processes. Kinetics and 
thermodynamics of such events have been anticipated to be influenced by fast picosecond 
fluctuations and orientational dynamics of water, though testing this fundamental 
hypothesis remains a challenge. 
Polar and charged components in proteins and nucleic acids not only assist in 
solubilizing the macromolecule but also help maintain its native structure and function in a 
buffered and crowded intra-cellular environment. To completely capture the timescale and 
perturbation to hydration dynamics near a variety of interfaces, the role of surface charges 
and their interactions with water cannot be excluded. Electrolytes present in the cytoplasm, 
apart from maintaining osmotic pressure also directly or indirectly interact with a variety of 
interfaces which further modulate the hydrogen bond fluctuations. It has been 
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experimentally reported that solvation dynamics near DNA follow a power law dependence 
with time and appears to be more dramatic than what has been observed near protein 
interfaces. Timescales as slow as 100 ps have been reported using fluorescence-based stokes 
shift experiments.2, 3 This seemingly inexplicable result has been subjected to several follow 
up investigations regarding its nature and origin of slowdown. Berg and co-workers suggest 
that conjugated dyes used in fluorescence experiments can intercalate into the groves of the 
DNA which also show power law dependence.4, 5 Earlier works by Zewail and co-workers6 
studied DNA with modified bases by 2-aminopurine which highlight that long time decays 
can be attributed to less appreciated proton and electron transfer processes. While the 
pursuit continues to decipher long-time dynamics in DNA primarily attributable to water, 
one cannot neglect the flexible and conformational freedom that DNA polymers exhibit, 
which may strongly couple to its hydration water. In addition, the associated counter ions in 
the DNA buffer can create local polarizable fields, but the extent to which such an effect can 
modify interfacial hydration dynamics is yet to be completely understood.7 
 In dilute salt solutions, molecular ions can moderately structure hydration water, and 
only at very high concentrations, the network and orientational dynamics of water is 
observed to get perturbed.8-10 The ability of small ions, particularly kosmotropic cations, to 
structure water within the first solvation shell,  has been used to partially explain the 
Hofmeister ordering for protein denaturation. Such electrostatic interaction is assumed to 
be short ranged due to its inverse length dependence. In addition, the high dielectric constant 
of water effectively screens the effect of an isolated charge in dilute aqueous solutions via 
ion-dipole interactions. But it is not clear whether the orientational dynamics of water is also 
significantly perturbed. One can argue that small ions lack large enough surface area to alter 
hydrogen bond jumping kinetics and cause water to slowdown. On the other hand, 
macromolecular interfaces perturb hydration dynamics primarily by altering the probability 
of hydrogen bond jumping processes. In addition, the presence of hydrophilic groups on 
macromolecular surfaces allow direct bonding with water which can significantly restrict 
water diffusion. Contrarily, some experimental and theoretical investigations surprisingly 
show that water structure can be altered even in the dilute regime where no macromolecular 
interfaces are present.11, 12 
In biological environments, dissolved salts play an important role in modulating the 
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dielectric strength of the medium while simultaneously helping maintain osmotic balance 
and the structure of macromolecules. Considerable attention has been given to studying the 
dynamics and structure of water around macromolecules13, 14 either in dilute or 
concentrated solutions, with considerable effort expended to find any collective effects. But 
little efforts have been expended to incorporate the role of ions15-18, partially due to 
complexity of the electrostatic environment which can either speed up or slow down water 
dynamics. Recent spectroscopic measurements have come to a consensus that highly 
polarizable anions in the Hofmeister series19-21 can directly interact with an extended 
interface, however, a complete picture for cation-water-interface remains elusive. 
Slowing hydration dynamics by flexible polymers which lack an extended interface 
would require them to strongly compete with water for its hydrogen bond which reduces 
the probability of hydrogen bond jumping. To what extent can such strong associations 
propagate beyond the first solvation shell is not yet clear. Poly(ethylene oxide) or PEG is well 
known for its water structuring ability and bio-compatibility by forming a strong, structured 
hydration shell. Apart from biocompatibility considerations, PEG has also been recognized 
as a versatile molecule for mimicking conditions of crowding, solubilizing hydrophobic 
molecules22 and facilitating protein crystallization23. Relatively high viscosity and gel-like 
appearance of some polyelectrolytes have been found to possess very slow water diffusion.24 
Surprisingly, the ultrafast dynamics of high molecular weight PEG solutions largely remains 
bulk-like25 which has been attributed to forming “clathrate” type water structures around 
the polymer. Such static ordering of water around PEG is also supported by its high negative 
enthalpy of hydration.26 Since PEG is a neutral molecule devoid of its own electrostatic 
effects, it serves as a good model system to understand the effect of ions on polymer. Later 
in this chapter we will also study the hydration dynamics of DNA biopolymers, which contain 
a highly charged phosphate backbone. 
5.2. Materials and methods 
5.2.1. PEG-200 and DNA sample preparations 
Stock poly(ethylene oxide) having molecular weight of 200 g/mol and salmon sperm DNA 
(~2000 bp, 30 mg/mL stock) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further 
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purification. DNA samples were generously provided by the research group of Prof. Nils 
Walter. PEG and DNA solutions were diluted in D2O (purchased from Sigma-Aldrich) to 
achieve necessary volume ratios as mentioned in the results sections. Different thiocyanate 
salts were then added to this solution to a total concentration of 200 mM. 
5.2.2. Infrared measurements of aqueous polymers 
Linear Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy on solutions of PEG and DNA in D2O were 
carried out by placing 75 μL of sample within a 50 μm thick Teflon spacer sandwiched 
between two calcium fluoride windows (3 mm thick, 1-inch diameter). All spectra mentioned 
in the work were background subtracted using pure D2O. 2D-IR spectral diffusion 
measurements were carried out as described in the introduction chapter of this dissertation. 
5.3. Results and Discussion 
5.3.1. Conformational transition in PEG-200 with cations 
The high solubility of poly(ethylene oxide) in water makes it an interesting candidate to 
study hydration dynamics near an interface which is has higher conformational flexibility. 
PEG is also amphiphilic so it can be expected that direct interaction with other 
hydrophobic/chaotropic solutes might preferentially modulate its dynamics as well. The 
hydrophilic oxygens on the polymer backbone can donate two hydrogen bonds to hydration 
water molecules. Previous studies25 have attributed this strong association with water to be 
“ice-like” indicating a frozen structure during the observation timescale. If water is so 
strongly bound to the polymers, it can be hypothesized that any ion-polymer interaction is 
mediated by an indirect association of ions with water molecules in the second shell of the 
polymer. 
In this work we use thiocyanate salts with different cations (guanidinium, calcium, 
potassium and ammonium) to observe any effects of ions on the polymer structure and 
water dynamics. Specific cations are chosen to encompass the full spectrum of the 
Hofmeister series which are ranked based on the ion’s ability to precipitate proteins. Apart 
from merely acting as a counter anion, the strong thiocyanate CN stretching frequency has 
also been used to probe structural dynamics of the hydration environment in the polymer 
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solution. Previously, the CN stretch vibrations of thiocyanate20 and selenocyanate27 have 
successfully been used to probe dynamics of water near surfactant and in the bulk liquid.  
A key advantage that thiocyanate offers is that its stretching frequency is very 
sensitive its hydration environment. Figure 5.1(A) shows the FT-IR spectrum of the CN 
stretching mode of thiocyanate in bulk D2O which has a maximum absorption around 2065 
cm-1. Different cations do not appear to alter the CN stretching frequency indicating any lack 
of structural perturbation. This is expected since dilute concentrations of small ions are 
incapable of significantly breaking the hydrogen bond networks of water. Similar invariance 
of the CN stretching frequency is observed (Fig. 5.1(B)) where thiocyanate salts are 
dissolved in D2O with 50 % PEG-200 by volume. The line widths for the CN stretching mode 
vibrations are essentially identical. 
The fundamental limitations of linear FT-IR measurements to resolve underlying 
dynamics can be overcome using time resolved 2D-IR measurements. Figure 5.2(A-B) 
shows the frequency fluctuation correlation functions of the thiocyanate CN stretching mode 
in bulk water (D2O) and with PEG-200 as a function of waiting time (t2) between the 
excitation and detection pulses. The decay constant for the correlation functions were 
obtained by fitting the experimental data points with a single exponential function. In pure 
D2O (Fig. 5.2(A)) a decay constant of ~1 ps is obtained which is consistent with bulk 
dynamics. A significant slowdown (>3.5) in the spectral diffusion time constant (Fig. 5.2 (B)) 
Figure 5.1. (A) FT-IR spectra of CN stretching mode of thiocyanate anion in pure D2O. Counter cations were 
chosen to encompass the entire spectrum of the Hofmeister series. In bulk water counter cations have no effect 
on the stretching frequency which appears at ~2065 cm-1. (B) FT-IR spectra of different Hofmeister thiocyanate 
CN stretching mode in 50 % by volume PEG-200 in D2O. We again observe any sensitivity of different cations 
on vibrational stretching frequency of thiocyanate. A small shoulder in the low frequency region of the 
spectrum is due to residual absorption of D2O in our polymer solutions. 
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with PEG-200 is observed. On the other hand, the high magnitude of spectral diffusion time 
constant in polymer solutions may be ascribed to the increased solution viscosity, and 
further validation is needed. Previously, a retardation factor of ~3.5 for thiocyanate in 
reverse and normal phase micelles20 was attributed to strong preference of the probe with 
positively charged interfaces. There we clearly found that the anion absorbability with the 
interface follows its Hofmeister ordering. Surprisingly, we do not find any obvious trend in 
the spectral diffusion time constant for different cations in PEG-200. Following experiments 
on DTAB with different Hofmeister cations consistently showed 3.5 times retardation in 
hydration dynamics. Instead, we see a clear difference in the FFCF time constant between 
potassium and other Hofmeister cations (guanidinium, calcium and ammonium). Within 
error, guanidinium, calcium and ammonium have similar retardation factors compared to 
bulk time scales. In the case of potassium thiocyanate, we not only observe the spectral 
diffusion time constant to be significantly slower, but the relative offset is also higher 
compared to the other ions (we think the offset for PEG experiments are meaningful, and 
report on slower dynamics than accessible in the lifetime-limited temporal window). The 
lack of any correlation for spectral diffusion timescale with Hofmeister ordering of cations 
indicate a very specific interaction of potassium with PEG. 
Figure 5.2. (A) Frequency fluctuation correlation function (FFCF) obtained using 2D-IR spectra diffusion 
measurements for different Hofmeister thiocyanates in D2O.  Experimental data points are fitted to a single 
exponential function with an offset. Hydration dynamics time constant of ~1ps is consistent with hydrogen 
bond switching timescales obtained using other methods. We do not attribute any physical interpretation to 
the observed differences in relative offsets. (B) FFCF of thiocyanate stretching mode for different Hofmeister 
cations with PEG-200 in D2O. Data points are fitted to a single exponential function. Time constant for the 
dynamics in case of polymer shows significant retardation (>3.5) compared to bulk water. Guanidinium, 
calcium and ammonium show identical time scale for dynamics (within error) while potassium shows further 
slowdown (5 fold) compared to bulk. 
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Differences in correlation decay times from 2D-IR can also arise from variations in 
the hydration environment around a vibrational probe28 which results in weak coupling with 
solvent accessible modes. The vibrational lifetime of our probe can easily be characterized 
using the rephasing spectrum obtained in 2D-IR experiments (Fig. 5.3). For Hofmeister salts 
used in the experiments, no differences in the vibrational lifetime for thiocyanate were 
observed with PEG-200. Table 5.1 shows the obtained fitted time constants using a sum of 
exponentials.  
Table 5.1. Obtained fit parameters for vibrational lifetime for CN stretching mode of different Hofmeister 
thiocyanate salts in PEG-200. Bi-exponential function is used for fitting, a*exp(-x/b) + c*exp(-x/d). 
PEG-200 + salt a ± a b (ps) ±b, ps c ± c d (ps) ± d, ps 
KSCN 0.40 0.05 2.09 0.45 0.49 0.05 15.98 1.85 
Ca(SCN)2 0.45 0.02 1.64 0.14 0.51 0.02 15.85 0.75 
GuSCN 0.42 0.03 1.59 0.22 0.49 0.03 15.05 1.05 
NH4SCN 0.43 0.01 1.16 0.09 0.56 0.01 13.41 0.42 
It can be concluded that different cations do not significantly alter the hydration 
Figure 5.3. Rephasing amplitude vs waiting time showing lifetime of the vibrational CN stretching mode of 
different Hofmeister thiocyanate anion with PEG-200 in D2O. For guanidinium, calcium, potassium and 
ammonium we find that the probe has nearly exact hydration environment. 
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environment of the probe and the lifetime remains invariant (within error). The observed 
slowdown in the spectral diffusion time constant, particularly for the potassium ion (Fig. 5.2 
(B)) may be due to different fluctuating environments of water arising from varying polymer 
conformations.  
It is known that cations can be trapped in cyclic crown ethers which also allows 
potassium and sodium salts to be soluble in organic solvents. Due to the amphiphilic 
character of crown ethers they are widely used as phase transfer catalyst29. Crown ethers 
are also incorporated extensively for the synthesis of rotaxane complexes which shuttle the 
ether subunit between two end groups30. From a molecular perspective, PEG has an identical 
chemical structure as that of crown ethers (oxygen atoms separated by two methylene 
carbons) except for the dangling hydroxyl end groups.31 Using DFT calculations described in 
the next section, possible cation-PEG interactions are explored, and the origin of observed 
spectral diffusion slowdown will be discussed. 
5.3.2. Optimized ion-PEG geometries using DFT 
The hypothesis that PEG interacts directly with the counter cations of the thiocyanate salts 
by forming inclusion complexes will be verified using computer simulations. Experimentally, 
one can measure the conformational changes associated with the polymer. Such experiments 
and analysis probing the CH stretching vibration along the polymer backbone is currently 
underway. A linear chain of PEG-200 contains about 5-6 oxygen atoms which when folded 
have a similar cavity size to that of 18-crown-6 (1,4,7,10,13,16-hexaoxacyclooctadecane). 
The affinity of different crown ethers to bind a variety of ions in organic solvents is primarily 
dictated by its inner diameter. However, it is not clear how the hydration environment will 
play a role in governing the binding constant between different ions and PEG. Since water is 
so tightly bound to the first shell of PEG polymer, binding of cations with the polymer will 
involve restructuring or even displacing first shell water molecules. 
Optimized geometries of PEG and thiocyanate salts were carried out using hybrid 
density functional theory. Starting geometries with cation and thiocyanate close to the 
polymer were used. In case of calcium and potassium ions, shown in Fig. 5.4, the optimized 
geometry clearly indicates binding of the cation with PEG-200. For the calcium ion, the 
oxygen atoms in PEG can be seen to be perfectly ordered around the cation. The side view of 
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the cation-PEG geometry reveal that the thiocyanate anion preferentially interacts with the 
polymer bound cations particularly in the calcium and potassium cases. On the other hand, 
for delocalized charge on cations such as guanidinium and ammonium, the optimized 
geometry does not indicate that the cation is bound to the polymer, partially attributable to 
insufficient cavity size. Further, due to highly delocalized nature of charge on the thiocyanate 
it remains within the proximity of the hydrophobic region of the polymer. 
Although the optimized geometries for calcium and potassium are similar, the 
dynamics of water sensed by the thiocyanate probe are distinct. Due to the small size of 
doubly charged calcium cation, it fits well within the PEG cavity while potassium being singly 
charged its ionic radii is approximately 22% larger compared to calcium. This difference in 
size results in potassium ion being embedded slightly away from the plane containing 
polymer oxygen atoms. The side view of geometry optimized structure in Figure 5.4 
confirms the observation. This slight deviation of atomic cations results in forcing the 
thiocyanate anion to be localized either away or very close to the cavity center. Such a small 
Figure 5.4. Optimized geometries for PEG with six monomer units in presence of different Hofmeister 
thiocyanates. DFT calculations were performed using B3LYP 6-31G(d, p) basis sets. No continuum solvent 
models were incorporated. Top and side view structures show that cations preferentially bind with the oxygen 
of the polymer. Due to negative polarizable charge of the thiocyanate counter anion it effectively neutralizes 
the local charge by forming an ion pair with the cations with PEG in between. For guanidinium and ammonium, 
the ether cavity size falls short due to large ionic radii of the cation. In case of calcium, the cavity perfectly fits 
the ion in the center as also seen in the side view image. Potassium ion is known to bind with 18-crown-6 which 
can be seen to fit perfectly well with PEG in the geometry calculations. Due to large size of potassium, it sits 
lopsided along the plane of the polymer. 
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change between the two cations have significant implications. In case of calcium which is 
embedded right along the center of the polymer cavity, thiocyanate anion is probably sensing 
second hydration shell around the polymer. Similar conclusions can be made regarding 
guanidinium and ammonium cations. Surprisingly, for the potassium cation, which is placed 
slightly away from the plane of the polymer, pulls the thiocyanate anion very close to the 
center of the cavity resulting in sensing tightly bound water molecules with the polymer. At 
this point, we can only conclude that the potassium ion is somehow only responsible for 
trapping the thiocyanate within the first hydration shell, while other cations do not. The 
experiment can also be repeated using other large cations such as cesium to further test the 
hypothesis. An all-atom molecular dynamics simulation is underway to explicitly capture the 
water and ion placement around the polymer. DFT calculations can also be performed using 
implicit charge models but due to high dielectric constant of water the interaction energy 
between nearby ions will get significantly screened. In actual experimental conditions, only 
a few water molecules are expected to mediate this cation-polymer-anion interaction and 
molecular dynamics simulations are expected to capture its underlying structural aspect. 
5.3.3. Bulk-like hydration dynamics in concentrated DNA solutions 
Following the observation and molecular interpretation based on spectral diffusion 
measurements and computational analysis of short PEG polymers with different thiocyanate 
salts, it is of interest to explore how hydration dynamics may be altered by the presence of 
Figure 5.5. (A) FT-IR spectra showing CN stretching mode of thiocyanate for different Hofmeister cations with 
salmon sperm DNA solution. (B) Frequency fluctuation correlation function for CN stretching mode of different 
Hofmeister thiocyanates with salmon DNA. We did not observe any deviation in dynamics for thiocyanate in 
DNA versus when in bulk. Time constant value obtained using single exponential fits show bulk like timescales. 
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biopolymers such as DNA, that are themselves polyelectrolytes. Salmon testes duplex DNA 
was dissolved in D2O along with different thiocyanate salts. Figure 5.5 (A) shows the linear 
FT-IR spectrum for the CN stretching band of different thiocyanate salts with salmon DNA. It 
should be noted that the average molecular weight of DNA base pairs far exceeds the average 
molecular weight of PEG used in earlier sections. The stretching frequency of thiocyanate 
shows the characteristic band with absorption maxima around 2065 cm-1 which also 
remains unaffected by different cations. Surprisingly, the spectral diffusion time constant as 
shown in Fig. 5.5(B) remains bulk like (~1 ps) and does not show any viscosity dependence 
as previously observed for PEG polymers. Also, the hydration environment does not show 
any significant differences for different cations as shown in Fig. 5.6. 
Previous measurements by Han and co-workers using spin labeled DNA duplex 
tethered onto a streptavidin protein complexes also reveal anomalously large water 
diffusion at multiple binding sites.32 There only a 24 base pair DNA sequence was used for 
probing hydration in dilute conditions. The significantly high fraction of “soft” water around 
DNA duplexes is to be expected for short DNA duplex complexes in bulk water where small 
Figure 5.6. Rephasing amplitude vs waiting time showing lifetime of the vibrational CN stretching mode of 
different Hofmeister thiocyanate anion with salmon DNA duplex in D2O. For guanidinium, calcium, potassium 
and ammonium we find that the probe has nearly identical hydration environment. 
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fraction of interfacial water exists. Contrasting results from ultrafast measurements probing 
the phosphate backbone find significantly slow surface water molecules within the DNA 
minor groves.33 The results presented in this dissertation confirm the presence of bulk-like 
water dynamics in significantly crowded DNA environment which has not yet been explored.  
5.4. Conclusion 
Significantly slow spectral diffusion (up to 5-fold) time scales were observed for hydration 
dynamics sensed by thiocyanate as a vibrational probe in low molecular weight aqueous PEG 
solutions. Although viscosity is expected to play a role in slowing water diffusion, spectra 
diffusion time constant probing ultrafast water rearrangements have previously been 
observed to be insensitive to polymer viscosity. The slowed spectral diffusion time scale in 
the case of potassium thiocyanate, supported by DFT optimized geometries, points towards 
a direct interaction between the polymer and cations. It is expected that the polymer 
undergoes a conformational transition in presence of specific Hofmeister cations and future 
work using the CH stretching vibrations shall elucidate such a mechanism. The lack of any 
correlation with the Hofmeister ordering of cations indicates highly specific nature of the 
PEG-cation interactions. While complete maintenance of bulk like dynamics in concentrated 
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6.1. Introduction 
Nearly all fundamental processes in material and biological sciences have chemical or 
physical molecular origin. Light matter interactions in the infrared and visible have been 
widely implemented to probe various mechanisms and structures of underlying molecular 
phenomena governing such processes. Development of targeted drugs, designing materials 
for renewable solar energy are some of the key areas where spectroscopy has been vital. In 
this pursuit, multidimensional optical spectroscopy has proven its efficacy in discerning 
underlying molecular dynamics which are either infeasible or difficult to access using other 
traditional time-resolved and one-dimensional experiments. Since the development of 
correlation spectroscopy1 in the radio frequency region of the spectrum, significant efforts 
were made to develop an optical analogue. Major technical challenges that hindered its 
progress until recently was overcome by rapid advancement in higher energy ultrashort 
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light source and optical pulse shapers. In the infrared, two- and three-dimensional 
experiments have provided invaluable insight within the last two decades which otherwise 
could not be obtained using traditional magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Key areas where 
multidimensional spectroscopy is implemented include but not limited to, understanding ion 
and macromolecular hydration dynamics2, 3, ultrafast charge transfer processes4, 
fundamental understanding of reaction mechanism governing CO2 reduction catalysts5, 
photosynthetic energy transfer as well as nonlinear optical imaging6, 7. 
Multidimensional spectroscopy has traditionally been focused on single or few 
isolated bands, partially due to complex optical design and limited detection window. 
Transient 2D-IR spectroscopy can also be implemented to provide valuable information of 
molecular system under study by simply introducing an actinic pulse (typically in the UV-
visible region) before 2D-IR pulse8, 9. It is challenging and exciting to push boundaries of 
cutting-edge multidimensional spectroscopy but testing its capabilities over wide range of 
time and frequency ranges require a cohesive understanding of independent techniques. To 
perform mixed pulse experiments, one needs to build an optical setup that utilizes ultrafast 
pulses generated from a single oscillator in order to avoid any phase instability between 
shot-to-shot which can easily scramble a multidimensional spectrum. While a variety of non-
linear crystals and optical technique exists that can efficiently generate frequency domain 
pulses spanning from ultraviolet to the infrared, it is difficult to access a long-time window 
using a single amplifier. This problem can be circumvented by synchronizing two amplifiers 
seeded by a single oscillator. Such master-slave implementation of the two amplifiers offers 
the advantage to pick an oscillator pulse at arbitrary time delay for amplification, thus 
offering a large scanning time. 
6.2. Dual amplifier design 
In a regular chirp pulse amplified regenerative amplifier10, 11, an arbitrary oscillator pulse is 
seeded into the cavity for amplification based on the repetition rate of the laser. In case of a 
synchronized amplifier design (Fig. 6.1), timing and delay (TDG) for the master laser is 
synchronized to the oscillator which is used to trigger the Pockel cells for that regen. For the 
slave regen, the TDG is synchronized when the optical pulse arrives at the PD placed right 
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before the regen. This allows for continuous scanning of 12.5 ns of delay between the two 
lasers (fine timing). While longer time delays at integral multiples of oscillator repletion rate 
can be set electronically using a delay generator such as one produced commercially by 
Stanford Research systems. 
6.3. Multispectral Multidimensional Spectrometer (MMDS) 
Previously, we discussed how one can access very high temporal ranges using dual 
synchronized amplifiers. To span a broad frequency ranges from ultraviolet to the mid-
infrared for carrying out mixed color multidimensional experiments, light sources using the 
dual amplifiers are needed to be setup. This dissertation will primarily focus on the 
development of noncollinear mid-infrared light source for carrying out 2D-IR, transient 
absorption, 2DEV and other experiments which required mid-infrared light source for 
excitation and detection. Discussion about wide variety of experiments and method that can 
be implemented using MMDS is beyond the scope of this dissertation and has been described 
in the manuscript12. Results shown in previous chapters in this dissertation implemented 
2D-IR at a very narrow band detection frequency of ~2000 cm-1. The narrow detection 
window is primarily limited by the up-conversion process where bandwidth is compromised 
for efficiency of the phase matching process to allow better signal to noise ratio. Instead of 
Figure 6.1. A dual amplifier setup for accessing twelve orders of magnitude in time resolution spanning 
femtoseconds to second timescale. A single oscillator (Tsunami in this case) output is split and a part of it is 
used to seed the master regen while the other half is routed through a 12.5 ns delay stage to seed the slave 
regen. Image reproduced from Spectra Physics-Newport Application note 43. 
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indirectly probing water dynamics (although it offers the advantage of cleaner signal) one 
can also study the OH or OD stretch mode of water beyond the detection window using a 
broadband mid-IR light source and MCT (mercury cadmium telluride) detectors. Future 
experiments studying water will take advantage of the new light source setup described in 
the next section of this dissertation. 
6.4. Difference frequency mixing 
Interaction between a low intensity light with matter results in the generation of 
macroscopic polarization that is linearly proportional to the electric field. Such absorption 
of light at characteristic frequency defined by the material have been discussed in chapter 1 
of this dissertation. If the driving field is sufficiently intense, the optical material can give rise 
to various non-linear effects such as self-phase modulation and high harmonic generation13. 
In general, polarization for the nth order mixing process can be expressed as 
𝑃𝑛(𝑡) =  𝜀0𝜒
(𝑛)𝐸𝑛(𝑡) 
Where 𝜀0 is the permittivity of free space and 𝜒(n) is the nth order electric susceptibility. 
Overall polarization in a material is expressed as the sum of linear and non-linear terms. 
Two-dimensional spectroscopy results from third order non-linear field interaction with the 
sample of interest. Sum frequency or second harmonic generation is one of the most studied 
and implemented second order non-linear technique to generate short wavelength of light 
(2ω0) using a long wavelength (ω0) source. In the later part of this section we will primarily 
focus on second order materials for difference frequency mixing between two optical 
frequencies. 
For any given pair of optical frequencies, a combination of frequencies can be 
generated in a second order crystal based on frequency matching condition which based on 
energy conservation between incoming and outgoing field. 
𝜔3 =  𝜔1 −  𝜔2 
In addition to frequency-matching condition, phase matching conditions also 
required to be satisfied, which is based on the momentum conservation for the wave. For 
any plane wave, its wavevector (k) is defined by the direction of its propagation. 
𝑘3 = 𝑘1 − 𝑘2 
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Incoming plane waves of different frequencies can never have same refractive index 
due to inherent dispersion in any medium. Therefore, the phase matching conditions is 
usually achieved by combining individual frequencies at different polarization which 
exploits the birefringence property of the medium.  
6.5. Results 
6.5.1. Mid-infrared using non-collinear DFG 
Broadband 100fs, 800 nm output from the slave regenerative amplifier is used to pump 
commercially designed optical parametric amplifier (OPA) from Light Conversion. Combined 
signal and idler output pulse energy of ~600 μJ is obtained which will be used in later stage 
difference frequency mixing process for generating broadband mid-IR light source. The 
signal and idler output beams are tunable from 1160 – 1600 nm and 1600 – 2600 nm 
respectively. Output polarization of signal and idler beams are vertical and horizontal 
respectively. Silver gallium sulfide (AGS) crystal has been shown to be efficient for carrying 
out difference frequency mixing14 exploiting its birefringence property. Type-1 Phase 
matching curves for silver gallium sulfide (AGS) crystal is shown in Figure 6.2(A-C) which 
were obtained using SNLO computer program.
Figure 6.2. (A - C) Tuning curves for the AGS crystal at 1400 nm pump (signal output from OPA). At low (1.5°) 
and high (3.0°) tilt angles the tuning curve shows a very narrow band DFG mixing efficiency. Only at a critical 
angle of 2.3 ° separation between the signal and idler output from OPA, the DFG mixing process yields a high 
bandwidth mid-IR output. (D) Figure showing the beam propagation along the AGS crystal. 1° offset is needed 
to create a 40° internal angle for the idler beam. (E) Accounting the refractive index for the DFG crystal a precise 
internal tilt between the two beams can be achieved with a large external title of ~5°. 
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The tuning curve with low tilt angles (angle between the signal and idler beams from OPA) 
corresponding to collinear geometry, produces an idler output (mid-IR) from the mixing 
process with narrow bandwidth. Similar narrow bandwidth is obtained at high tilt angle as 
well. Although the crystal can be rotated, and phase matched to produce a tunable output, 
the bandwidth at each individual internal angle will still be limited. The very fundamental 
goal of MMDS to perform mixed color spectroscopy experiments using broadband detection 
and excitation will be difficult using collinear DFG mixing geometry. It should be noted that 
the convention for referring outputs from different down-conversion processes will be used 
interchangeably. Signal output beam from the OPA becomes the pump beam for the DFG 
while the idler beam from OPA becomes the signal beam in the DFG. The mid-IR output from 
the DFG is labeled as the idler beam. In Fig. 6.2(B), at an optimal 2.3° tilt angle, we can 
observe in the tuning curve that the idler output from the DFG (mid-IR frequency) has a very 
broad bandwidth at an internal angle of 40°. Due to type-1 phase matching condition the 
mid-IR beam has the same polarization as that of the idler from the OPA which is horizontal. 
Commercially obtained AGS crystals are cut at internal angle of 39° which introduces 
additional constraint to align the idler output from the OPA at the DFG crystal. Having a large 
Figure 6.3. Actual optical implementation of creating non-collinear beam geometry for signal and idler output 
pulses from the OPA. The red and purple colors represent signal and idler beams. Due to space constraint in 




external tilt angle allows for easier beam alignment and requires short distance for angle 
creation. It is therefore very critical that the optimum tilt angle is created for efficient mid-
IR frequency. Actual implementation of the non-collinear geometry is shown in Figure 6.3 
highlights the folded beam configuration due to space limitation. Tighter beam geometries 
offer advantage of improved stability and better control for walking beams to create optimal 
internal angles. During normal operation conditions, mid-IR pulse energy of ~10 μJ can be 
obtained with wide tunable wavelength in the range 3 μm to 6 μm. 
Mid-Infrared out using DFG based on non-collinear geometry vs collinear geometry 
is compared in Fig. 6.4. The spectral bandwidth for the mid-IR generation is higher for pulse 
centered around 2000 cm-1. In case of non-collinear geometry, the detection is carried out 
by upconverting the mid-IR using sum frequency generation with 800 nm chirped pulse 
which also contributes significantly to the overall bandwidth of the measured spectrum. 
Figure 6.4. Comparing spectral bandwidth for mid-infrared light source using MCT based infrared detector 
(green) vs detection using chirped pulse upconversion (blue). Notice that the spectral bandwidth for the IR 
source using non-collinear geometry is large compared to when the mid-IR is generated using collinear 
geometry. The truncation in spectra for MCT array arise since only 64 pixels are present as compared to 1340 




The present chapter discussed the implementation of non-collinear mid-infrared light 
source which can be effectively tuned from OH bending modes up to the OH stretching mode 
of water (3-6 micron in wavelength). This newly developed light source when integrated 
with other frequency sources (developed and implemented in parallel) shall allow 
performing mixed frequency multidimensional spectroscopy over wide range of biological, 
chemical and physical systems of interest. In addition, the most powerful feature of this 
system design is its ability to access orders of magnitude time delays which earlier has been 
limited to few nanoseconds due to limited length of the delay states and coherence length of 
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     Conclusion 
7.1. Key findings 
Ideas and results presented in this dissertation can be tied using one common thread, 
namely, to investigate the role of hydration dynamics near a variety of macromolecular 
interfaces exhibiting diverse surface chemistry and topology. Experimental and simulation 
approaches were implemented on tunable model systems of micelles as well as on actual 
proteins and polymers to discern the nature and origin of the slowdown of fluctuations in 
hydrogen bond rearrangements. The observed dynamics reveal a variety of timescales in 
crowded and viscous environments indicating that biomacromolecular interfaces exhibit 
diverse hydration properties. 
On a model system of micelles, we used the thiocyanate anion (SCN–) as a vibrational 
probe chromophore in conjunction with infrared and NMR spectroscopy. It is found that 
SCN– strongly associates with the cationic head group of dodecyltrimethylammonium 
bromide (DTAB) micelles, both in normal-phase and reverse micelles. In competition with 
chloride and iodide ions, we find no evidence for displacement of thiocyanate, in accord with 
the chaotropicity of the Hofmeister ordering, while lending support to a direct interaction 
picture of its origin. Ultrafast 2D-IR spectroscopy of the SCN– probe in a range of DTAB 
micelle sizes (w0 = 4 to w0 = 12) shows little if any size dependence to the time scale for 
spectral diffusion, which is found to be ~3.5 times slower than in bulk water (both D2O and 
H2O). Normal-phase micelles studied with 2D-IR exhibit essentially the same spectral 
dynamics as do reverse micelles, indicating a lack of sensitivity to interfacial curvature. 
Combined with 1H NMR chemical shift perturbations, we conclude that the SCN– ions tightly 
associate with the head groups and are partially buried. The 3-4-fold slowdown in spectral 
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diffusion is consistent with the excluded volume model for interfacial perturbation to 
hydrogen bond reorientation dynamics. Based on these observations and comparisons to 
previous studies of zwitterionic interfaces probed with phosphate transitions, we conclude 
that the SCN– spectral dynamics in both reverse and normal-phase micelles is largely 
dominated by hydration contributions and offers a promising probe of interfacial hydration 
at cationic interfaces. Addition of competitive anions alters neither the IR spectra nor the 
ultrafast dynamics, indicating that SCN– is robustly associated with the head groups. 
Later in the dissertation we attempted to address the long-standing quest to develop 
a molecular picture of how interfaces perturb hydration dynamics. Despite immense 
advancements in our understanding many pression questions still remains to be explored 
using both theoretical as well as surface selective spectroscopy experiments. We present 
graph theoretical analyses of molecular dynamics simulations to map topological networks 
of hydrogen bonds in bulk water and in confined protein (hen egg white lysozyme, HEWL) 
geometries. Topological network characteristics averaged over simulation runs were 
characterized using the metrics of network theory. The observed power-law dependence of 
average path length on system size reveals that the bulk hydrogen bond networks cannot be 
considered random, but rather essentially consists of a giant lattice-like component. At small 
inter-protein distances (5-10 Å) with reduced hydrogen bond connectivity, similar global 
network structures are observed, indicating the maintenance of a completely unperturbed 
network topology. From a dynamical perspective, computation of the vibrational density of 
states (VDOS) in the 0-25 THz spectral region for the first and second hydration shells exhibit 
a distinct insensitivity to the presence of the nearby macromolecular interfaces. 
Experimental measurements of hydration dynamics in crowded protein solutions using 2D-
IR spectroscopy support the prediction of short-range perturbation. These results 
quantitatively indicate a lack of structural modification to the hydrogen bonding network 
under crowding conditions, pointing towards a purely dynamical origin for the slowdown of 
hydrogen bond rearrangements. Nevertheless, we do find that protein surface residues 
significantly slow when crowded. A detailed understanding of conformational restrictions 
imposed by crowding is necessary to predict protein-protein and protein-drug interactions, 
particularly for processes governed by induced fit. 
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Seeking a complete simulation model that captures the essential nearly four-
coordinate hydrogen bonding network, we discussed a finite, two-dimensional lattice model 
of liquid water, while permitting a simple Metropolis Monte Carlo simulation in conditions 
ranging from crowded to dilute. This model focuses only on the consequences of excluded 
volume contributions to the perturbation of hydrogen bond switching dynamics by avoiding 
topological and chemical heterogeneity of an interface. Dynamical retardation factors 
(relative to bulk) for hydrogen bond switching agree with previous statistical models and 
atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of hydrated proteins. The model enables 
straightforward spatial mapping of retardation factors that are difficult to measure in 
atomistic simulations. The spatially-dependent retardation factors decrease exponentially 
from the interface. By simulating varying degrees of macromolecular crowding, we do not 
find any cooperative, collective contributions expected for the highly correlated hydrogen 
bonding rearrangements of confined water. Longer-range cooperative influences of an 
interface may be due to complex chemical patterning of the surface which have only recently 
been explored using all-atom MD simulations. 
Based on 2D-IR spectral diffusion measurements, a significantly retarded hydration 
dynamics was observed in concentrated short polyethylene glycol polymers using the CN 
stretching frequency of thiocyanate as a probe. The origin of this slowdown and significant 
enhancement for potassium cations have been explored using DFT calculations. Based on the 
optimized geometry of the polymer and ions it is being hypothesized that some (particularly 
potassium and calcium) Hofmeister cations strongly associate with the oxygen atoms of the 
polymer while also inducing conformational changes to the polymer itself. Based on our 
previous understanding of interaction of thiocyanate with buried charge, the slowdown in 
hydration dynamics arises due to highly immobile first shell water on the polymer backbone. 
In the last chapter, we implemented a non-collinear difference frequency mixing 
approach for generating broadband mid-infrared light source. Tunability range vary from 3-
6 micrometer in wavelength which can effectively span vibrational frequencies between 
water and amide stretching, enabling simultaneous probing of interfacial and hydration 
dynamics. Coupled with dual synchronized amplifiers various ultrafast and slow molecular 
mechanisms can now be studies in single experiment accessing twelve orders of magnitude 
in time resolution. 
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7.2. Future directions 
The work presented in this dissertation lays a strong foundation for performing wide range 
of hydration dynamics studies on a variety of macromolecular constructs, either 
experimentally or applying developed network analysis methods. In addition to simply 
extending the work on the role of ions and surface charges on different surfactant or protein 
molecule, one can directly utilize the high absorbability of thiocyanate anions with the 
interface to study interesting chemical reactions and phenomena. An immediate area of 
research where surface charges play a significant role but are under-researched is in 
understating interfacial electron and proton transfer kinetics. In addition to scientific 
curiosity, exploration of how charge transfer rates get influenced by constrained and 
interfacial solvent environments have practical implications such as developing renewable 
sources of electricity. Electron transfers reactions in chemistry and biology are known to 
undergo via a tunneling or hopping mechanism1-3.  Depending on the distance between a 
donor/acceptor pair and electrochemical potential, either of the two mechanisms can get 
preferred.4 Electron transfers in the bulk solution between neighboring molecules involves 
outer sphere rearrangements and have been studied extensively using small molecule 
analogues. In such dilute environment, the electron transfer rates depend significantly on 
solvent viscosity which determines how fast the encounter complexes form. But in biology, 
electron transfers occur over long distances (up to 20 Å)5 and does not necessarily involve 
physical contact between the donor and acceptor moieties. A unified connection between 
charge transfer process and timescales for hydration dynamics near such interfaces is 
needed to accurately model various chemical interactions in biology. 
The kinetic rate expression for electron transfer reactions based on Marcus theory6, 
not only involves free energy barrier between reactants and products but also solvent 
reorganization. Dynamics of solvent rearrangements at ultrafast timescales and its distance 
dependence near macromolecular interfaces have been extensively studied in this 
dissertation. A recent study7 of thiocyanate at the air-water interface found that ultraviolet 
excitation of the anion results in either dissociation (CN- and S) or release of an electron (SCN 
+ e-) to the solvent medium. Electron donation to the solvent can eventually be captured by 
a nearby electron acceptor resulting initiating an electrochemical reaction. It is known that 
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the presence of hydrated electrons near a charged interface can catalyze reactions8 while 
also inhibit electron transfer rates between oxidant and reductant separated between polar 
and non-polar phases9. DTAB micellar interface in presence of thiocyanate exhibits a 
versatile electrochemical property that offers a promising way to explore electron transfer 
reactions. One promising area where charge migration from micellar interface to the core 
can have practical implications are in redox flow batteries10, which has potential to become 
high energy density and power delivery source for future electrical devices. 
Another simple yet powerful experiment that can be performed using the DTAB 
micellar construct. By preparing a reverse phase micelle, i.e. encapsulating dichloromethane 
nanodroplet surrounded by an aqueous medium, one can control the electron transfer 
injection from thiocyanate to any electronically excited photocatalyst such as rhenium 
photocatalyst for CO2 reduction embedded in the non-polar phase. By varying the surfactant 
tail length on can systematically vary the electron transfer rates and optimize the catalytic 
cycle (Fig. 7.1). 
Ammonium cations have recently also been shown to catalyze the formation of 
bromine molecule from bromide ion in ocean sea sprays.11 In this study, the catalytic 
Figure 7.1. Schematic highlighting future experiments that can be performed using the micellar construct 
prepared and studied in this dissertation. By encapsulating a photocatalyst in the reverse phase micelles one 
can essentially control the electron transfer rate from thiocyanate at the surfactant interface. Thiocyanate 
anion is known to release an electron upon photoexcitation below 240 nm which does not overlap with the 
metal to ligand charge transfer absorption around 400 nm for the rhenium catalyst shown here. 
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conversion of bromine was found to be impeded due to the presence of competing chaotropic 
ions such as chloride by 37% only. The authors in this work only focused on the effect of one 
counter ion. The role of chaotropic ions to screen the active interface can directly be related 
to our experimental findings. Increased kinetics for the formation of halogen molecules near 
a surfactant/lipid interfaces containing an ammonium moiety which are abundant in the 
ocean water, can directly alter the global concentration of ozone in the troposphere. 
Therefore, it would be of scientific merit to perform future experiments to characterize the 
formation of molecular halogens when extremely chaotropic ion such as thiocyanate is used 
in competition. It can be expected that molecular bromine formation would be significantly 
depleted thus offering a novel approach for preventing ozone depletion near specific coastal 
areas. 
Experimental findings mentioned in chapter 5 of this dissertation based on 2D-IR 
spectroscopy probing hydration dynamics near aqueous short polymers with different 
cations requires an immediate computational validation. Optimized geometry using DFT 
concluded that potassium ion favorably brings the thiocyanate anion closer to the first 
hydration shell of PEG thereby sensing dynamics of immobile water.  Implicit solvent model 
can screen charges on the opposite faces of the polymer loops between the counter ions, 
thereby leading to a false negative result, but can be explicitly captured using all classical 
molecular dynamics simulations result but can be explicitly captured using all-atom classical 
molecular dynamics simulations. In addition, a wide range of network properties of water in 
the polymer hydration shell can be carried. The immobile water within the first hydration 
shell should display a different global characteristic such as average path length and degree 
correlations. The vibrational density of states calculations on first and second shell water 
molecule should reveal the length scale for perturbation to dynamics near a flexible 
interface. Previous simulations using restrained and flexible protein no coupling was 
observed between protein and hydration, partially attributed to the fact that water 
molecules do not get trapped by flat interfaces. By analyzing data on polymer simulations, 
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